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F-region irregularities
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20.

Ionospheric scintillation analyses have been conducted on
several fronts, and are discussed here in the light of:
(I) recent observations, current theories, and coordinated
studies of equatorial scintillations; (2) morphology and
analytical formulas at high latitudes; (3) measurements
associated with ionospheric heating. F-region irregularities are viewed from the concepts of localized origin of
patches, in-situ spectral measurements, and coexistence of
km- and m-scale irregularities. The dynamics of equatorial
patch formation, motion, and decay are also discussed.
Generation of irregularities during underdense heating was
observed for the first time. Total electron content data
have been utilized to derive the statistics of the variability of ionospheric time delay in the Mediterranean
region for the current solar maximum period. The implications of the results on modern satellite ranging systems
are discussed.

Ionospheric heating
Underdense heating
Overdense heating
Solar Power Satellite (SPS)
Generation mechanisms
Plasma instability
Total Electron Content (TEC
Faraday rotation
Time delay
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SUMMARY

Ionospheric scintillation and total electron content variability
analyses have been conducted on several fronts.
Coordinated phase and amplitude scintillation and multitechnique
irregularity measurements have been performed in the equatorial region.
The multitechnique measurements include radar backscatter, rocket and
satellite in-situ, airglow, and ionosonde.

These studies have pro-

vided much insight into the transionospheric radio wave propagation
problems associated with irregularities in the nighttime equatorial F
region.

The relationship between plasma depletions, 3-m irregularity

structures, and bursts of scintillation activity (patches) leads to
the association of different phenomena sensitive to different scalelengths of the irregularities.

The information on the varying be-

havior of these scale-sizes are discussed in the context of current
theories of plasma instability.

The coordinated measurements have

been integrated to study the time development, motion, and decay of
the irregularity structures.
A large data base of 137 MHz observations at three sites along
the 70OW meridian has made it possible to develop a morphology of
scintillations as a function of time of day, season, and magnetic
activity.

These were then formulated into empirical analytical

models for each station, subject to varying irregularity configurations.
Scintillation measurements conducted during ionospheric heating
by high power high frequency radio waves are used to explore artificial irregularities generated in the overdense and underdense cases
of heating.

A portion of these results are applicable to the proposed

Solar Power Satellite (SPS).
Faraday rotation measurements of VHF radio waves from the SIRIO
satellite have been used to determine the statistics of variability of
ionospheric time delay in the Mediterranean region for the current
solar maximum period (solar maximum 1978-79).

The implications of

these results on modern satellite ranging systems are discussed.
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The Localized Origin of Equatorial F Region Irregularity Patches
JULES AARONS AND JURGEN BUCIAU
Air F.,rie Geiph'xts Laborator. Hantcurn Air Fir'e Blare. Mussachusetti 01731

SANTIMAY BASU'
Emmanuel Coll'gr. Bostn, Aasachu.sent 021I15

J. P. MCCLURE
I nieriv )/ Texa. at Dallas. Richardson. Texas 74080
%n inilii.%is stud) of nighttime irregularities of electron density in the equatorial ionosphere was
performed in Otiohcr 1976 by making 50-MHz radar backscatter measurements at Jicamarca. Peru. and
scintillation measurements of 249-MH/ transmissions from Les 9 at two ground stations (Ancon and
Hluancayo, both in Peru) as well as by aircraft flying in the vicinity of the stations. The 137-MHz
scintillations from the orbiting Wideband satellite were also recorded at Huanca)o. The results of such
measurements made on October 16-17. 1976, are discussed in this report. We find that on this particular
night a large-scale irregularity patch evolved first in the west, as was detected by the radar at Jicamarca,
and drifted eastward to cause successive onsets of scintillation activity on propagation paths from Ancon
and Huancaso The observations indicate the east-west dimension of the large-scale structure to be400
km drifting easissard at a speed of approximately 100 m/s. having a lifetime of several hours, and
containing a hierarchy of irregularity scale sizes in the range of kilometers to meters causing both
scintillations at 249 MHz and radar backscatser at 50 MHz.

INTRODucTION

"theoretical studies, computer modeling, and experimental
ohservations through radar backscatter and rocket and satellite in situ measurements have provided a greater insight into
the formation of those equatorial irregularities which lead to
deep scintillation of UHF and microwave transmissions
through the ionosphere (see review by Basu and Kelhet1 [1977]
and references therein). The picture that emerges from these
studies points to large-scale irregularity structures, tilted usually to the %%st.,hasing an east-west dimension of up to several
hundred kilomctcrs extending to altitudes as high as 1000 km.
and containing a hierarchy of irregularity scale sizes in the
range of ,cve:al tens of kilometers to a few meters. Such
irregularities of ioniation are thought to result from the generation of large-scale plasma depletions in the bottomside
ionosphere which rise rapidly upward against gravity, like
'bubbles' or 'plumes.* into the topside ionosphere.
Scintillation activit% in a transionospheric VHF/UHF communication Ink results %hen th. electron density deviation
AN of irregularities isith a scale size of about I km is sufficiently large. It is well known that at night in the equatorial F
region, strong irregularities of electron density with different
scale si.,cs exist, and these irregularities are most commonly
observed to have a monotonic power law spectrum (Mc(*lure
and Ilanso. 1973; D'.son et al. 1974]. By considering the
above irregularity power spectrum, Basu and Basu [1976] demonstrated that the in situ AN measurements are compatible
with the simultaneous ground-based scintillation observations
at 6 GH/. In view of the above studies, one can assume the
coexistence of irregularities in the scale size range of several
tens of kilometers to several meters, although the in situ observations referenced above indicate that in certain (exceptional)
cases, irregularities may have most of their spectral power
'On Icase from tie University of Calcutta. Calcutta. India.

OBSERVATIONS

Ground Mea.surement.s
A series of 50-M Hz radar backscatter observations from the
Jicamarca Observatory of the Instituto Geoflsico del Peri6 was
made over a period of 2 weeks in conjunction with a largescale ground and airborne campaign to study scintillations. On
the ground, observations were made of the synchronous satellite Les 9 beacon, transmitting at 249 MHz, from two different
sites, Ancon and Huancayo. both in Peru, and also of the
orbiting Wideband satellite transmissions at 137 MHz from
luancayo. Figure I shows the geometry and geography of the
observations. The 400-km subionospheric intersections of the
propagation paths from Ancon and Huancayo to Les 9 and
the subionospheric tracks of the Wideband satellite transit are
shown. The Jicamarca vertical intersection is farthest west,
while the two oblique paths to Le 9 are to the east of Jicamarca. If the time of sunset determines the timing of appearance of irregularities, then the Huancayo path should observe
scintillations first, followed by Ancon. and finally, Jicamarca
would record backscatter from irregularities.
Figure 2 shows the results of simultaneous radar and scintil-

('opyright 0 19711
by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 7A0956.

either above or below a scale size of the order of I km. In
general then, microwave fadings are likely to be associated
with the plume structure seen on 50-MHz backscatter as was
predicted by Woodman and La Hoz [1976]. Under those backscatter conditions when the plumes do not extend far into the
topside ionosphere but still the product of thickness and AN is
large, microwave fadings may also result. Most of the theoretical studies deal with the generation and motion of the smallscale structures within a large-scale bubble or patch [ Woodman
and La ltoz, 1976 McClure et al.. 1977]. In this report it will
he shown that the generation of a large-scale bubble can be
very localized and that a bubble can maintain its integrity for
several hours during its eastward motion.

lation measurements made on October 16-17, 1976. The top
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indicates that the total lifetime of the irregularil patch may he
at least .3 hours.
On October 16-17, 1976, scintillations of the 137-MH/
transmissions from the orbiting Wideband satellite were re°
corded at Huancay between 0320 and 0332 UT. In Figure I
the subionospheric tracks of the satellite transit corresponding
to three ionospheric heights, 300. 400. and 600 km, are shown.
The portion of the track marked by the solid line indicates the
presence of scintillation, while the dotted line indicates the
absence of any scintillation. Considering the 400-km track, we
find that scintillations were extant between 66*W and 72*W. If
we assume that the irregularity structure front (eastern edge)
causing the onset of Les 9 scintillations at Vtuancayo had
0
reached the 66 W location at 0320 UT. a drift speed of 161
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subionospheric tracks for the three altitudes arc considerably
displaced. This poses problems in locating the irregularity
structure and deriving the drift speed. For example. it we
consider the 300-km track, a drift speed of 110 m/s, more in
accord with the previously derived drift speed, may be obtained. The latitudinal extent of the track exhibiting scintillations is found to be about 20*. Owing to the low elevation
angle of the satellite, there exists the possibility that the satellite will encounter discrete irregularity patches, and hence it is
difficult to arrive at a definite conclusion regarding the latitudi-

Fig. 1. Geometry of radar backscatter and scintillation measure'
ments on October 16-17. 1976. The ground locations of Jicamarca
(JI). Ancon (AN), and Huancayo (HUI) are indicated. The subionospheric locations (400 km) of Les 9 observations from A ncon and
Huancayo between 0100 and 0500 UT are shown. The subionospheric
tracks of the Wideband satellite between 0319 and 0332 UT corresponding to 300, 400. and 600 km are also shown. The western
coastline of South America is indicated for reference purposes.

nal extent of a single patch.
Airborne Measuremen s

panel shows the range-time-intensity plot of 50-MHz backscatter obtained at Jicamarca. Since the original digital power
maps ( Woodman and La Ho:, 19761 are difficult to reproduce,
we have redrawn these and displayed the echo intensity at only
three logarithmic power levels relative to the approximate
maximum incoherent scatter level. The next two panels illustrate the time variation of scintillation index SI (in decibels)
recorded at Ancon and Huancayo on propagation paths to Les
9. Comparing the three panels, we find that the initial appearance of backscatter in the Jicamarca radar is followed by the
onset of scintillations at Ancon and finally at Huancayo:
clearly, a localized irregularity patch was generated over Jicamarca or to the west of it an has moved eastward. This is of
course based on the usually justifiable assumption that the
kilometer-size irregularities causing scintillations coexist with
3-m irregularities giving rise to 50-MHz backscatter. Using
the geometry of Figure I and the timing of the onset of irregularities, we measure an average eastward drift speed of the
irregularity structure as 100 m/s. The cross-correlation analysis of scintillation data acquired at Ancon by use of antennas
separated by 366 m in the east-west direction on October
16-17, 1976, also provides an average eastward drift speed
of 116 m/s. This is in agreement with the previously reported

Two aircraft were used to observe scintillations from Lex 9.
one from the Air Force Avionics Laboratory (AFAL) and the
other from the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL).
The subionospheric flight paths of the AFAL and AFGL
aircraft are shown in Figure 3a. The heavy-lined portions of
the track signify the presence of scintillations in excess of 12
dB. the moderately heavy lines indicate 6- to 8-dB scintillations, and the thin lines represent the absence of any scintillations. In Figure 3t, we show the time variation of scintillation
as recorded by the AFGL aircraft. The aircraft flew on parallel
paths such that the initial portion of either subionospheric
track was inclined at about 100 to the east of the magnetic
meridian. while the later portion of the track was approximately in the magnetic cast-west direction. From Figure 3b as
well as the flight path map it may be noted that the AFGL
aircraft encountered two scintillation events, the initial event
being in excess of 12 dB and the later event having a level of
about 9l dB. The subionospheric flight map of the AFAI.
aircraft shows that it also encountered one strong and one
weak irregularity patch. The propagation path from the
AFAL aircraft to Les 9 seems to have entered the eastern edge
of a strong irregularity patch at 0210 UT and to have emerged
from it at 0306 UT. Strong scintillations as high as 25 dB were
recorded by the AFAL aircraft during some periods between

values of WiJdian 119721. When the duration of the scintillation event is combined with the observed drift speed, the
patch dimension in the east-west direction is found it) be
about 400 km. The correspondence between the radar map of
Jicamarca and the scintillation measurements at Huancayo
with a delay of9O min indicates that the irregularity structure
retained its integrity between the two stations for at least lI
hours. The total of 3 hours between the first appearance of a

0212 and 0103 IT. The AI-GI. aircraft, flying to the cast of the
AIAI. aircraft. recorded strong scintillations between t24M
and 0329 UT. If weconsider that thecastern edge of the strong
irregularity patch initially detected by the AFAL aircraft at
0212 UT drifted eastward to the subionospheric location of the
AIGI. aircraft propagation path at 0248 UT, then an eastward drift speed of 100 m/s is obtained. Further, if we assume
that (he irregularity patch extended southward all the way to
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Fig. 2. Temporal variation of the 50-M Hz radar backscatter observed at Jicamarca and scintillation index St(in decibels)
of the 249-MHz transmissions from the Les 9 satellite recorded at Ancon and 14uancayo on October 16-17, 1976.
the magnetic equator, then the ends of the first scintillation
event recorded by both aircraft are to be related to the passage
of the western edge of the patch. Considering the duration of
the scintillation event with the derived drift speed an east-west
patch dimension ranging from 250 to 300 km is obtained. This
is consistent with the typical data from the AE-C satellite
presented by McClure et al. [1977]. The irregularity patch
detected by the AFGL aircraft was located approximately 100
north and 4 west of Jicamarca, the position of which is
indicated in the diagram. Irregularities of kilometer scale size
are expected to be field aligned, and these field lines pass over
the equator at altitudes of approximately 600 km. Considering
the drift speed of 100 m/s these field lines should have drifted

* 4 .

eastward to the Jicamarca meridian at about 0400 UT. The
radar map obtained at Jicamarca does not, however, exhibit
the presence of any 3-m irregularities at this time. It is not clear
whether the absence of 3-m irregularities is related to the decay
of the patch during its passage to the Jicamarca meridian or
whether the irregularity power spectrum had little spectral
power at the meter wavelength end. Comparison of irregularity spectral power at kilometer and meter wavelengths in the
equatorial ionosphere is being actively pursued [Woodman and
HB.ru, 1977].
Over the magnetic east-west portion of the flight paths,
weak scintillations were recorded by both aircraft. The measurements indicate that the AFOL aircraft encountered 8-dB
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at Jicamarca [Woodman and La !io:, 1976] and simultaneous scintillation measurements were made at Huancayo
with the 137-MHz transmissions from ATS 3 and the 254Mliz transmissions from Les 6. The suhionospheric locations
of ATS 3 and Les 6 corresponding to an ionospheric height of
350 km are indicated in the diagram. 1 he top panel shows the
range-time-intensity plots of 3-rn irregularity structure ohtained with the 50-MHz radar at Jicamarca. It may be ohthin irregularity structure evolved at 1925 LT.
served that a
persisting until about 2(X) LT. when a plume structure devel-
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Scintillation measurements of the 249-MH7 transMis-

sions from the Les 9 satellite made on October 16-17. 1976. with
aircraft flown by the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory AGL) and
the Air Force Avionics Laboratory (AFAL). The subionospheric (300
km) flight paths of the two aircraft are shown.
scintillation levels whereas the AFAL aircraft encountered 6dB levels, although the latter path was closer to the magnetic
equator. Since the two aircraft did not cross the same meridian
at the same time, it is difficult to separate the spatial and
temporal variation and to comment on the latitude variation of the irregularity strength. During the eastward flight
the AFGL and AFAL aircraft crossed the Jicamarca meridian
at 0450 UT and 0520 UT, respectively, and detected about
6-dB scintillations. The Jicamarca radar did not detect any
3-m irregularity structure at this time. This is not surprising in view of the low level of scintillations observed.
The initial appearance of plumes in the early part of the
night at the westernmost location of Jicamarca as observed on
October 16-17. 1976. should be viewed as an exception rather
than as the rule. In general. the activity on a given night starts
on the eastward propagation path before it starts on the west.
The illustration shown in the work of BandyopadhlaY and
Aarons [19701 indicates that for only 20% of the time, satellite
scintillations on a westward propagation path start before
those on an eastward propagation path.
In order to illustrate this aspect of the problem we compare
simultaneous radar backscatter and scintillation measurements made on October 17, 1973, 3 years earlier than the
present set of observations. The bottom panel of Figure 4
shows that on this night, radar backscatter measurements were

hc noted that
3 being 1.9" to the east of Jicamarca. i nia)i
scintillations on ATS 3 developed after 2010 LT and a sharp
increase from 6 to 22 dB occurred after 2030 LT. Wehen the top
two panels are compared, it is found that scintillations immediately to the east of Jicamarca occurred after the development
of irregularity structure over Jicamarca. It we assume that the
plume structure observed over Jicamarca drifted eastward to
cause the sudden increase of scintillation on ATS 3, a drift

speed of 116 m/s is obtained. If we no%% observe the third
panel, which shows the development of 254-MHz scintillation
being far to the east with
on Les 9, the subionospheric location
a longitude separation of 4*16 ' from Jicamarca, we find that
the onset of Les 6 scintillation occurred slightly earlier than the
onset of ATS 3 scintillation at Huancayo. This scintillation
structure (marked A in Figure 4) observed on the Les 6 propagation path cannot be associated with the drifting irregularity
structure observed over Jicamarca but must have been caused
by an independent irregularity structure developing to the east
of the Huancayss ATS 3 ray path. In fact, the %ccondscintillation structure observed on the Les 6 propagation path after
2100 LT (marked B in Figure 4) could be associated with the
plume structure at Jicamarca and the iirst scintillation structure on ATS 3 if we assume an average drift speed of about 130
m/s. Comparing the set of observations made on October 1617, 1976, discussed in detail above, with the set obtained nearly
3 years earlier, also discussed above, we conclude that on
certain nights at single irregularity structure may evolve and
while drifting eastward may cause scintillations to occur as
long as it persists, or a series of irregularity patches ma) evolve
and while drifting eastward may give rise to a series of scintillation structures. Thus the location of generation of the irregularities, their drift, and their lifetimes dictate the time evolution of the scintillations observed at a given ground station in
the equatorial region.
DISCUSSION

Our results indicate that intense 3-m irregularity patches
detected by the radar are associated with strong scintillation
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ev'ents. Thus. in general the kilomseter-size irregularities are
3
obtained
thepredicted
-m irregularities are present, a' linding
which is of shen
course
by the theory. Although they are

exhibit
considerable structure. The simple scintillation event
observed on October 16-17, 1976, was associated with the

not covered in this prcliminatry report. we have found cases, in
particular during the pmstnidnight period, wh
the hes contaningkilometer-size irregularities were obtained without any
associated radar event. It seems that on occasion the turbulent
energy fails to cascade down to meter scale sizes We expect to

radar event showing two plumes .joined by a thick region of
intense irregularities at low altitudes.
The generation of irregularity patches is indeed very localized, as was revealed by multistation scintillation measurements made with an east-west ionospheric separation as small

ohtait iore information in this regard from radar and scintillation measurements performed on a common ionosphcri%,
volume during March 1977.
We have shown that the radar backscatter and scintillation
measurements are consistent with an eastward drift speed of
irregularity patches at about 100 m/s. The scintillation observations as well as transequatorial propagation experiments
indicate that irregularity patches can move past a fixed propatiation path within ;i few tens of minutes tii a niaximum of I00
irn, the latter ligure being reported by Ri~tgtr 11976). Cornhining [he drift speed with the duration of the scintillation
event, we obtain east-west patch dimensions of several hundred kilometers. This is consistent with the recently published
et ul. 1977). We have shown that the
in situ results Ita(Ir;

as 175 km. The lifetime of the large-scale irregularity patches
has been shown to be at least several hours.
The localized nature of irregularity formation and the dimensions of the patch indicate that very large scale global
patterns of winds and tides cannot be used to determine the
physical conditions necessary for the generation of the irregularities.

radar map corresponding to a single scintillation patch may
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COMP'ARISON BLTWEEN IN-SITU SI-ITRAL MLASUR[MI:NTS
01- V REIOtN IRHLGiUIAPITIIS AND IIACKSCAvatI
OI41SIRVATIONS Al 3mIl
WAVLENG rit
R. IV wiadmari
National Astroinomy id ionosphere Center.
Arecibo Observatory. Afteabo, Puerto Rico 00612
Sunakda Basu
Emmanuel College. Boston, Ma 02115

Nbstract. tit oti mreasurements of equatorial electroni density irregulari.
ic, in the I icei,i, hi tockels and satellites hive yielded a power-law
ifrrin if oii-iiiensiiosal wave number spee run of spectral index 2 in a
direction transveisc I, the magnetic tietd over a scale size range of several
kmn t4o seeril terrs if III. Fquatorial scintillation measurements in the
Will- 1111- hand ohich are most sensitive tii irregularities tit several km
toi several brurndied tit are consistent with tlie in situ spectral results. The
backscatter inuitsurernents made at Jicarnaica it 50 Milt provide an
addiutional nicusuremneni of the spectral pruwer at 3m wavelength.
(uurnputatiuuns .Iii- presented liii tilt hackscatler intensity expected from
irrcetul.iiutis wsith power law SPecirsIIsIni the transverse direction but
whuich ire uitiiiutely elongated aliong thse uragnetit. leld. The computed
nuiiiviu is comsiparedw Ith actual hackscalter measurements and correlitel scint illatiron obset nations. It is Iound thlat in rorder it) reconcile
te luackscinci measurements with the
imollaneous VHfF/UHF
uitt,!ii
0uIserviiuuts a gauissian itype cut-off of the power-law
phcctini isi c-sr at tn wavelengths near the t) ion gyrii-radius.

(Basa and Aarons, 1977, Aarons et al.. 1978). In particular, on October
29, 1976 scintillation measurements were conducted from tluaascayo o~n

the ATS-6 satellite when it was being moved from the eastern to the
western hemisphere. Rather fortuitously, the ionospheric intersection
point at the 350 kmn level was I 1.3'S, 76.6*W appriiximately 30 m east
iif the Jicamarca radar location (Il 1.95S. 76.8l7W). The simultaneiius
backscatter and scintillation observalions are shown in Figure I
The backscatter map obtained using techniques similar ti, that of
Worlmini and JLattlz (197b) was kindly nsade available tosus by Dr, J. P.
McClure. The digital map iihtained using 8 levels between 6 and 48 dB is
rather difficult to reproiduce and this the map has been redrawn to show
4 di-I ejent intensity levels aprprorximately abiive the incoherent scatter

returns obtained front thermal fluctuations in a plasma with density on
3

the order of 1012 electrons/ni . Similar maps base beeii discussed in
detail by W4oodman and la41oz 11976) and we shall only comment on
the fact that at 2100 LT, the Jicamarca radar observed a 200 km thick
irregularity layer in which the intensity of the hackscatter echo varied
between 30 and 42 dB above the ciiherent scatter level.
At the same time, the 360 Mhlz amplitude channel recorded a

Intrioductiion

caratentic
ot%-rcieti,
tit oill spctrl

peak-to-peak fluctuation of 8 dB equivalent to the theory-based index
S41 0.4. The 137 MIe channel was observing large amplitude scintillaturns in excess iii 20 dBl.The moderate level of the 360 MHz scintillation

of[--egin eua.

tv-ituiii~u.uuruiinut
I pccra chraceritic ot1-rgio eqa.
tiurial irregulirtcs using huth sarellites and rockets have yielded a power
livw tipe of m, p~ularri, power spectrumi betwen scale sizes iif'several kim
t,
tirl letus it i
lr isuuu et il.. 1974; Costa and Kelley. 1976; Worse
ci al .- 191771The spectral inidex was usually fiund to be appriixiimately
1otr uvue-duvitiounal nieasuremnents perpendicular to the earth's
fiicuu-tu
B-diasu
and 11l I 1107u utilized such a Power spectrumi in
lin
lul~i
,
id u ( u,l1servinims oif large irregularity amplitudes and
laie ,uier su dvl Yuric Io xplain bhutl satured VIII: and moderate GIlZ

niade it possible to use weakscatter theory for the estimation of AN. We
usedequation (5) of Costa and Kelley (1976) applicable to anisot ropic
Irregularities with power law spectrum in conjunction with the observed
irregularity layer thickness of 200 km and assumed an outer scale of 20
km (Bass and Basu, 1976)1to deternmine the value of AN. The magnitude
of AN so obtained for S4 = 0.4 is 6 x 10 '0 m-a. The AFGL aircraft
(iused in Peru as part of the equatorial irregularity campaign) with a.
digital isnosonde on board was unfortunately not tiperating onlthe night
of October 29. 1976. However it did observe a plasma number density of
6 s lIo
M-3 (fuF2 of 7 MI-I) on the following night at 2100 LT near
Jicamnarcahi. uBuchau.
private communsication, 1977). Thus irregularities
with amplitudes tin the iirder of 10 percent were probably causing the
scintillations as well asthe associated backscatter.
In thre Appendix, we have derived the pertinent equations for
computing backscatler fiont irregularities which are infintely elongated
along the magnetic field. It is shown that, if the one-dimensional wave
irwober Spectrum isgiven by

11 is otitSr1lw it, nolte thai 1it scintillation mecasurements in the
VIII J III ib-J the Iresuel diniensioins ire of the order if a kin to
suseral luutuuuredmu.As mentioned above. this rmngehas been covered by
Slong ir.is, i nitastireuinenivs. On the iither hand, fithe maps of
hauikscartu-reI p-wer oibtaited wtth thne icarnarci radar at 50 Mfiz by
Isuian in: Ioll,: 19
pr- Ic
is witl] Inforniatioin regarding
specird rvvxci it irrugilaritics at I nr scale length. flie .1 In length is
,unisidi lie raiige oi presis util t isist i-vsity Instrumentation. hs a
-o parison I 5crniillat,in anid hackscai ici iblservittiuits should, ti
pir rci ple, exi col lie d. tisai over ahicl spectral Lharacteristics of
irregulatitie-s iiiw i nferre-d anid this is the puirruse iif the present note
I t-r this. wi assumrean oirgulaliv modvel which is consistent with
i-sits in,,
.. nrierrts aiid sietermne an elecirur density deviation irsing
ti s modvel aml obiilserved scoitillatiun data. We their ciiiipuite the
1, ,kscatter that sliuld he observed withi viicii amagtnitiide of' elcirii
uleosiv s eit i .1iii i unspare it with iactil coirrelated radar ibserva.

~ll

k)

in-

4, k)

ir prpmmr itoi maii
ike
crr-elated rIlservantions iif scint illattion
irsl backnuitter was proiivded duritng threeqi atirial irregularity cvsmpaigin
-nurisiled list tie Air h-urc Geophysics Lbrioratory in October. 197(
1

0iisu

,

Paici

U-n oruiv,.u
Sping M,-ctei. W.,shlintn Di.( Man.

7

Los

(a N)2 > L,

2

1 (kill
I~2nill

(2)

for the ratio uif PhF

the hackncattered porwer form irregularities at

distansce
h, to phijthe backacattered power from thermal fluctuations in
le plasmaat distance h.
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where L. is the outer scale of irregularities with r.m~s.electron density
deviation AN. and lot, and k1 arewavenunibers parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field B. Ulsing equation 2 and considering the
aspect sensitivity oif the irregularities we obtain the following relatioinshsip

iS I

UCpyright

I + kx

in agreenrent with in-situ observatioins. then the three dinmensional
spectrum toe cylindrically symmietric irregularities infirsiteley enlongated
alring 8 is given by

Si ritllatiun and Radar thackscatter Computations
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As mentioned earlier, our object is to usethe same valuseif L"~
as
usedin the scintillation computations together with thc derived value oft
to obtain a nunmerical cmstiatc
A~N from the scintillation nmeasurenments
of the ratio given in equiationi 1 4) If the sanmemnoitoi lwlwer lawstirtii
.il the spect rum exists tip to, wavelengsths as short as .1 tiifther? it i,
expected that tire ctiiiputed value ot tiis rtils airitd Iiis
ivent is
Figure I sho~utd
agree.We iobtain instead
Phi,=

tog .-

8

i

4

111ilclarger scalelength regulailie
artprobably created by
turbulent mixing totthe backgrund rimiatrion ti regsin%where there isa
primiary for, seco ndary)I gradient of iii/a
ion. SniAttpolari/ji oil fields
2
(EsBi,
H
termnal
I ire sut
tiicitit 1i1priidui r I ltc I urf~lewi mixing
wtiietIsI
ParLcls (It "sni trlesit y aic convetCted ii Cgliris (It h1ihe
PIrity oH -11VilSIIs
.1114t1,ii~
Vice Versa Su10hIrregularities aiC poMssibl
wi~sei at it -iil iutitiir.iriiies
lich 'Ilili
ciuiti .liiula r16ridii i t
fire
ti
sI w.ilt filtl gvrii- I., tirkutin ital, Int ;irm.iiii,1 .. ilks s,.Invl diliiii
I
c eiii A, siiii issc itt1- Im ltper ticlds It,,
V
cci rislaic eiierpicciiiei
)I file irreunii i ins
tincies, larger idi ii
becomes mre dit i cullt ti
ilte
irregularities
It is poi.srile ti asiiate Wiit ecis magnietic field tine

.I

poputaii

tit miinesi
gyrating iroiiiii it Witlli J erCnialvclinciit isiribii
ile
rii esp I -tiiv2/2'K rI. These irms 5will oddupa) a volumsiefi which file
density is oh thie fiirm esp f~r2/2HR, I, where r is the distance from the
guidsiig center and H0 is tife metani radius of the ionic orbit liven by
( Kl/I~/ i5t,11, where wi us thte ion gyro frequency. This swarm of ris
carn be easily nctiitrli,.ed by the proper density of elections gyrating
alontg the tighiuiiiring tines, It is impossible to, create an elementarv

wher
010M-3Irr
5 AN 6 x
wher 6x1010in
N =6 . 10'in
1,,
20 kmn
5
k
2.09 ."
7
0
.0 102 radians t0. ").
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The last two paramenters are relevant for the Jicantarca radar.
The observed enhancenient at 2 100 LT was on the oirder 0i 40 dl.
Thus there is a discrepancy of at least 4 orders of magnitude betweeii the
observed radar backscatter power and that given by eqluaitioi 4

Discussions

voliume if gyrating iiin% with an associated Maxweltian distributioIn that
has smialler radial extenit thant H1, unless otie stroingly distiurts their
circular oirbits. *TIhis distnirtinin woiuld mean the intrtuducitiintit siting
s'llall scaleelectric fields which we are trying to keep as low as poissibte
(and still
have irregularities) based on energy consideratiiins. Oii the
other hand. it is pissible it, syntbetite any sort of large scale irregularities
by ihe superponsitioin of these neut ralized elementary viuumes tit gyrfatilif
tonis.

The very large discrepancy of 4 tirdets of magnitude between tire
observed radar backscatter and tflat computed on ttie basis of a
monotonic power law spectrum is an interestinig arid uniexpected result.Farley er at., bad stated in 1970 that asa rough guess, thle irregularities
Wereat times 107-108 times as Strong as thorserespontsible foir incioherent
scatter. But with improvements in experimental techniques. if seems that

It is iii he expected. then, that a drastic ciii-riff musatexist at SCale
sizes coniarable (Ii the gyrii radius. The ilnuive arguments suggest i
autuciirrelati
tiinctiun if fiie fiiri
RIOt - '(AN)2

cxli h-r L /tIr

exp (-r2R~Is

uiieitiial ierm uI,
exp
(est
coinviolutiin. The
r where the asterisk Implies
ie
rada
t
t
irtioins
p
black saturationiarournd this
incoherent
There isThsus
siimethedigital
correct ion funct iiii fur larger scale sizes. 1lite crinviult rs by epi
more accurate.
105 is returm.
a figure of scatter
5
level, but the fact that this level is observed river relatively smrall height
(.r 1 /2R,,a) limits tire smailler scat.! ii R, Witlti a gar.iani type ,I
intervals at a time talso for instance in the maps given by tt'oxlmivi anit
cutriff. This leads ii) ati equivaleirt wave umbecr specitmiii
4file
LaH-liz (11976)) shows that saturatioin does not occur extrniely.I1hat is.
foiltowing hiri
most of the time the signal is even lower than 481dlB: itis is the case for
the signals aroiund 2100 LT on October 29. li91., brisem frir these

.IN)a 2... his
+tkl

(1
6 skil

2

-xp ikit R2,12t

tnt

If +k 1 [Ar) 1
In
comnputatiorns.
Our computations have been based on the power law spectrum
whtichiin turnrgives Instead rit equation .3:
observed by various experimenters using in-situ rorcket and satellite
2
techniques. Eedicks and Ccroniti (1976) have recently pointed nutI tha ItAF(N)
X,32L,
2
there is no unique connection between the rest frame power spectrum as
.
-exp
t -ktI Rolf Q)1
1
Phi
NkO
11 + k1 2 [,,21312
a function of scale lengsh and derived power spectrum as a furictirin tf
frequency computed from the time series data taken in the mosing franme
such as obtained from rockets and satellites. In particular, for the
Now H0 - 3.35 mnfor 0* ions at a temperature tit70(10 K fur a magntetic
anisoptropic spectrum conidered here, these authors show that aliasing
field rif 0.3 gauss. It we use this value of Ru, in equation 7. the correction
2
can be expected. Thus the real spectral index may he different from the
factor namely exp tk R2/ ). is rif the oirder if 100~ white an agree.
rObservied
index. There is also little experimental infirmatirin on the
ment with osbservatiions requires a coirrectirin it the oirder 10' rir 10'5
actual value uf the Outer scale used in the scintillatiorn critiputatiriris. In
Thuts tIo irttaiti a bet tee crirresipiurience with esperinrittat results thre
adlditioin, by tusing a value (if 200 kmnfor the thickness oif the irregularity
value til the radius hasIii tie reduced by a tactoir til L s. Witli suchafir
layer, we tacitly assumed that the ksmscale irregularities aredistributed
ad-hoic atteratiion ut tire value oif HR
5 we iibtain for the ratioi.
in the same way as the 3 m scale irregularities observed by the radar.
hlowever, all these poitential sosurcesof error cannot explain the 4 orders
log )IiF - 24 dBl
(8)
of magnitude discrepancy between the computed and uobservedback.

scatter poiwer.
It in important toiposint orut here that the 3 mnscale length proibed by
the radar is of the same oreder as the 0* ion gyro-radius IH,,) at a
temperature of 7009K which is appropriate to tse nighttimse eujuatriral
region under sumpunt
mininmum crinditions. Mont of the recent theiiries
specifically developed to explain equatorial spread-F ifirlei,
t( al.,
1i72Haeanidie. unpublis manuscript. 1974:Ifradsin and Kennefil 1975)
have conaidered a perpendicular scale length regime much larger thati H,,
and are thus not applicable to the radar measurements. We shall put
forward tome qualitative arguments to explain why it isprosbable.
frm
energy considerations, to expect a rapid (all-off in Usespectral power if
theirregslsadsies
near R.o.

lo9

PhI

which agrees quite well Witti tile experimental Oibservatioins shoiwn in
Figure I It is wett kniown that a gaussiati spectrumn
is very sensitive it)
ttie valise rut the scale size This it' equationr7. a relatively ninrr
adjtuistmient itt thfe value if( H1o brought agreemnsrt between coimputation
aiid oibservattion.
It is iur feeling that a break fi the irregutlainty spectrum pribtaly
exists and that irtn-gyrui radius plays a perominent part in determining it
it is interesting fti note that a steep fajlt-nff was foiund in the scattering
Inissectinin at a perpeticular scale tength rif approxsimately I m in the
case of nmulti
frequency baickscatterngs from ati artificially heated
ionospheric volume (Mirnkrff 19741. In addition to its oibvious imixir.
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On the Coexistence of K Iijorneter- and Meter-Scale I rregulari ties
in the Nighttime Equatorial F Region
SAN I IMA I BA%tL.' SN AN I)A HA%' Jt'tjl% A AltONS,' J. P. M( Ci UI,

ANO) M. 1). CMt.%INS'
1

N ighi c inuiil req aency scinillI atiton and SO-Mlii radar hack seat ir observ ations sinia nc. hs >
performecd over a nearly common ionospheric volume at the dip equator in Peru during March 1977 ecre
ki) givi ng rise it, wei ill;iused to studs the relationship tss ecti the large-scale irregularities ( -tions and snmall-scale irregularities (.1 in) causing 50tM , ack seat ir It is shown tiIhat dutring thc
generation ph:ise olt equatorial irregularities in the evening hours. the kilometer- and meiter-scale irregu-

lirities coexist. wherea% in the laiter phase, approximately an hour after 1he onset. the incter-cale
irregulariies decaiy huit the large-scale oine% conftinlue it) retain their high spectral intensities F-urther.
nuiiiltatiitn scintillatioin .ihsersations fronm a host of geoistationary satellite% as well as lrun the Widehand satellite indicate that caltw rd-d riltin irregularity structure, detected around imidnight caiuse
sign ilicati %4
e t lii iitiiosaitU1111 aitd L.hand hut gencrally fail to give rise to apprce iahlc havk scat tcr
I lit,.contrary to cspectaittuns. it ispoissihle [t have even L hantd scintillations u thiout iny plumie struepriibabhiy
iirc )it haiek secr ma~ps.I hisintdicaite%that at later local ti me a cii iiii oI the spectra li te1ti:,1t%
oieotr, it siiiie scale length htcite Imt and 3 mn.Ithese observattional results are discussed tn the ciintest iof currciii theories ut plasiiia istaiity it the equatorial iontosphere.

radar in the postsunset period drifted eastward and caused
NioStttui 1ii',
deectonF ioosperi sintlla ios, nd onsets of scintillations onttwit priopagation paths located to the
If hsred
st olutamarca Jiaronts ei l.. 19791. T his result implied that
and
sittiaoilionosphr
V il rafa bc splreadthe inihc
patch contained btih 3-nmand kilometer-scale irregulariher
thsiilras everilp
cquen
wth a
tha
show
iregulrites
a lare i [evira ties %hich caused radar hackscatter atid scintillations. respecshloweesdasthatl tsIlt sclemtr
tively, and the kilometer-scale irregularities persisted in a
omuia
tits
impranten
ew
fnv
rgo
iquitil
rgiino it tiiP~tatec ii imtuncd- patch for at least several hours during the transit o1'the patch
equtoralI - stw
lions chatnnel modeling atswell as itt the development offt
teoxarious propagation paths involIved in the scintillation exries of irregulstrily getnerationi. the problem of' coexistenct: of pritl.O
ngothseratsecutrdtwsnt
possibrle it) conclude whether the 3-rn irregularities persisted in
the patch at later peritds of titne when scintillations. were
detected.

ntheittentonm~ omnirreritivlues with drentl scraled
spheic oltntehasrectity
egagd te atenion01
iny
wiirkers.

irrearliti
1ih7rve byre
a.1901sae
tht
eengnga
stroararda In the course of the above campaign, scintillation measuretreguhnites bsered i te icaiodnarc ada pweri mapping
ments were made on October 29. 1976, with the ATS 6 satellite
associated with scintillatton% 'Ahen the digital pwrm pig when the propagation path of the satellite to the Huancayo
preimiarycomarion
if uchradr mps nd cinilltio'.
ground station intersected the ionospheric height at a point
195 mdeby asuetal.11971where the radar wats performing hackscatter measurements.
o .vcibc-Dc
durng :nhc
'~The results of these simultaneous measurements over a comu~ al. cl
ap were
b
on thae
i
puiliectrcre
dingaeNovmer
indcatd tat
stucure
liitilik untheittpswer ,isocmon volume discussed hN Woodmnan and Basvu [ 19781 indicate
;tied with intetise wcittillaitin in ilie vItF ranige at a necarby that the temporal variations of 3-in and kilometer-scale irreguloicat ion.

I siiig the Atmousphere Lxplitrer C satellite (Al:-). larities were identical, establishing thereby the coexistence of
with scale lengths covering nearly four decades.
Af, ( lure v-i al 19771 iobserved that largc-scaile bubbles of'''irregularities
A careful study of the radar maps published by Woodmnan
depleted ion uiincettr;itiiin iii the ttighttitc equatiiriil F reanti La llb: 119761 and the maps acquired by us during Octogiiit ire isottdwith small-scale irregularities. These ntcaher 1976, however, indicates that the extended 3-mn
irregularity
surements pris%ided the inccntie for a more carefully coordi- srcue
ihwihsrn
cnilto'
r soitdi
ita~~tucue
tedh
ar sclptntnPr
innilain
ar
nO ue
whiich ston
asoiae ine
19'ti. Iquaritt
ati iitttpain. caiitttnu i I radar
inOtbck
generail arise shortly after sunset. On the other hand, strong
19-7,
cmpagn.simutanousVHFradr
Drin ths
hck-scintillation events are detected quite often even after midscatter and ionospheric scintillatiitr measurements were made
night. Hasvu and Aarons [19771 concluded that during the Octonear the maginetic equator in which the ionospheric volume her campaign there was a statistical preponderance of scintillaexplored by the radar and scintillation experuments had a
insrcueasom
rdtohexedd3-irglro
mititu
structures as compare to the extnde 3-rnsiirregulaits
miniuti
ofnealy
scar~tto1%) m. he nalsisof esuts
tructures.
This seemed to indicate the possibility of havinig
ohtatined on one npigh when at single plume structure was
two types of equatorial irregularities, one type with significant
observed by the Jicaiarca raidar showed that the irregularity
sptrlowrabthkomernd
eercleadte
h
ohklmtradmtrsaean
spcrlpwra
patch in which 3-nt irregularities were detected by the 5O-MH., second
with considerable power at kilometer-scale lengths
with little or no power t 3 m
The second equatorial campaign in March 1977 was
Itininuet (ittlege. tiosion. Massachusetts 0)211ts
planned it) provide nmore definitive answers to the important
Air Fi-rce (ieiilttysies t.aihiratiirv. Hanscom Air IForce Base, liedford Massa.chuetts 01731
problem of coexistence of kilometer and meter scale% in the
* niversits ut fcsas at Dallas. Richirdsiin. Tesus. 750850.
various phases of irregularity development and decay. The
1
*SRI International. Menlo K irk. ( illurnia 94025
mo~st itmportant improvemnt duritng this campaign was the
by availability of scintillation and radar backscatter data perIFht.paper is not subject to If S copyright. Published in 19781
the Amierm~an Lieiiph)sia Uioin
taining ito a comnmon ionospheric volume for an extended
Paper nunther NA0lS6.
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Fig. I. Subionospheric positions (referred to an altitude of 400 kin) of scinIillation measurements on March 19-20.
1977. The ground stations at Ancon (A) and Huancayo (H) performing scintiIlation observations and Jicamarca (J) making
radar backscatter observations are indicated in the diagram. The satellites LES 8. ATS 3.,Goes I. and LES 9 are
abbreviated as L-8. A-3. G. and L-9. respectively,

period. We were also able to make scintillation measurements
at closely spaced points both to the west and to the east of
Jicamarca so that the evolution and decay of the drifting
patches could be adequately monitored. With this unique data
set we were able to demonstrate that it is possible to have two
kinds of equatorial irregularities such as mentioned above. In
this paper we discuss the results obtained on one day which
seems to be fairly typical of the entire observation period. The
implications of these measurements are also discussed in the
context of current theories for the generation of equatorial
irregularities,
OBSERVATIONS
On the night of March 19-20, 1977, 50-MHz radar backscatter observations were performed at Jicamarca (I 1.95eS.
76.86°W) near the magnetic equator in Peru. Radar power
maps corresponding to three scattering volumes separated in
the cast-west direction by 6% of altitude were acquired by
three antennas as discussed by Basu et al. 11977). We shall
present the maps obtained with the westernmost radar beam.
When referred to 400-km altitude, the above location corresponds to a position which is approximately 30 km to the west
of Jicamarca. Simultaneous 137-MHz scintillation measurements were made at Ancon (I 1.7l*S. 77.15*W)with the Goes
I satellite. The intersection of the propagation path from
Ancon to Goes I with an ionospheric height of 400 km was
located only 10 km to the east of the field line passing through
the volume illuminated by the westernmost radar beam. However. the north-south (N-S) separation of the two volumes was
approximately 50 km. In view of the field-aligned nature of
equatorial F region irregularities, the relatively large N-S separation may not be of serious concern, while the much smaller
east-west (E-W) sparation assures that the two experiments
were exploring a nearly common ionospheric volume,
Scintillation measurements were also performed with a host
of geostationary satellites, LES g, LES 9, and ATS 3, not only

__
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at Ancon but at Huancayo (I 1.97°S, 75.34'W) as well. The
intersections of the propagation paths from these satellites to
the two ground stations with an ionospheric height of 400 km
are indicated in Figure I. The subionospheric locations are
specified in the diagram by the station name (A for Ancon and
H for Huancayo) followed by the abbreviated name of the
satellite. The ground stations at Jicamarca, Ancon, and H uancayo performing the radar and scintillation observations are
shown by the dotted circles. Figure I also shows the subionospheric (400 km) tracks of the orbiting Wideband satellite
as viewed from Ancon and Huancayo on March 19-20. The
Ancon station was equipped with coherent phase-locked loop
receivers and recorded both phase and amplitude scintillations
at VHF (138 MHz), seven closely spaced frequencies at UHF
centered at 413 MHz, and L band (1239 MHz) from the
Wideband satellite (Fremouw el al.. 1978]. The station at
Huancayo recorded only the amplitude scintillations of the
transmissions at 138 and 413 MHz.
RESULTS
In Figure 2 we show the results of simultaneous 50-MHz
radar backscatter observations at Jicamarca and 137-MHz
scintillation measurements at Ancon with the Goes I satellite
made on March 19, 1977, between 1900 and 2300 LT. The top
panel shows a radar power map of 3-m irregularities indicating
the temporal variation of their range and intensity. The range
scale is provided by the ordinate on the left-hand side of the
diagram, while the tone of the map signifies the intensity of the
backscattered echoes in the range of 6-4K dB above the approximate maximum incoherent scatter level. A complete description of the digital power mapping technique has been
outlined by Woodman and La Hoz [1976). The bottom panel
shows the temporal variation of scintillation index in decibels,
S1 (d). scaled manually from the chart records at 2-mn
interval%IWhilneY eo al.. 19691.
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nadter-sied irregularities decaty hut the large-scale irreguidrlt
ofClnt inute to retail) their hiigh
tic, rcspttisible I. r wilflalion
spectral iiitelsitcs,
Anolther distinctive event was recoarded later during this
niight and is.illustrated it) Figure 3. Front the bottom panel 'Ac

The top paincl in l-igure 2 shows that the radar St.IrItd 14)
detect weal itrregulatrieCs in [l i laver lor [lie lIt slite it the
evening al 19 1h1 I I hei tarsi p111114 'Ili~tiire dlpead
shotrtly thereailer ilt ,Ami
1950 1. 1 A seric, ol pluitat develotpments oin-llred tip 1,20)40)1 1. vith the later pluties having a
low extent itt altitude. Later. the hackscatter echoes arose fromt

-ice that the second sctntillation event of the evening was
detected at Ancon on its propagation path to the Goes I
satellite at 2300 LT. The scintillation event was rather strong.
attaining levels as high as 22 dB at 137 MH, and decayed at
about 0100 I.T. A study oh the top panel indicates that only
very weak 3-rn irregularity structures were detected between
2300 and 0000 LT and none it all between 0000 and 0100 LT.
It appears that the irregularity structures detected during the
late nighttime hours had little spectral power at short scale
lengths. although the spectral power at large scale lengths
remained high, giving rise to saturated VHF scintillations.
In order to investigate if the irregularity power spectra in the
scale length ratnge responsible for anaplitude fluctuations have
undergone any change. we obtained the power spectra of
amplitude scintillations for both these eases. namely, strong
VHFI scintillations in the presence of 3-rn irregularities ats
illustrated in Figure 4a and strong scintillations in the absence
of 3-rn irregularities shown in Figure 4b. The scintitlation data
acquired on FM analog tapes were digitized at 3u somples/s.

progrcssis ely thinner irregularity layers. Between 2110 and
22101 IT. ssa~k patchy hackscattering regionas above a weak
and thin lat~er were observed. From the bottom panel we find
that the sharp onset of strong scintillations wits very well
matched in time with the development of strong 3-rn irregularties at l)4'i I.T. Soon after onset, scintillation levels as high as
210dB vere encountered It is interesting to note that although
the plume strutctures were absent after 204(0 LT and the 3-rn
irregtularii% structures were thtnning out. a high level of scintil!.jti't was maintained uiptoa2114 I.T. It is also difficult to
associate: the large increase oafscintillation observed after 2114
I T with the wecak aind patch% L-n Irregularities. The first
scintillationi structure ended atl 22301LT when the radar map
%as totaills free of' all traces of 3-na1
irregulat ties in the f
region. A ;Iudy of the aboave event indicated that in the gencrittitan phase during the late evening hour, the kilometer- and
mecter-st/ed irregularities evolse together and coexist whereas
in the later phase. approximately .in hour after the onaset, the
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and the spectra for 7.5-man data samples were obtained by the
use of a fast Fourier transform algorithm. The structure ohained around 3 Hz was generated by a subharmonic of the
satellite spin and the multilohed satellite antenna pattern.
Considering that the 9 5%gconfidence interval of power estimute is approximately 6 dB, the average high-frequency (v)
slopes of the power spectra in Figures 4a and 4b are very close
to v 1. The diffraction scale length (A) on the ground is related
to the frequency scales (') in Figures 4a and 4b by the drift
speed (v) of the irregularities as A = (v/c).
However, the values of the S. index of scintillation corre%pondingto Figures 4aand 4h were 0.83 and 0.73. respectively,
so that both the spectra pertained to strong scatter conditions.
Under such conditions, it is not possible to relate the dilTruction scale lengths on the ground to irregularity scale length%in

nearby ground station at Ancon lWhitne.,. 1978). it is not
possihlc to derive the irregularity characteristics from the scantillation spectra. The similarity in the spectral forms in Figures
4a and 4h can only indicate in general terms that no drastic
variation of irregularity power spectra occurred in the scale
length range (- I km to 100 m) which is responsible for VHF
scintillations.
It is interesting to note that while the second scintillation
event (cf. Figure 3) at VHF was being recorded at A ncon on
the propagation path to the Goes I satellite, a transit of the
Widehand satellite occurred. The subionospheric tracks of
the ,alcllitc as viewed from Ancon and Huancayo have been
illustrated in Figure I and designated as A(DNA) and
II(I)NA). respectively. We shall primarily discuss A(DNA)
results acquired with the SRI International receiver providing

the ionosphere in a precise manner [Yeh ef al.. 19751. Thus
even though drift speed measurements are available from
spaiced receiver scintillation observations performed at the

oth phase and amplitude scintillation data over a wide range
of frequencies. Scintillations both in amplitude and in phase
were recorded throughout the transit, but we shall concentrate
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our attention to the interval between 0427 UT (corresponding
to 75W. time of 2327 LT) and 0428 UT. labeled on the track.
Careful magnetic field line mapping indicated that at 04275
UT the 400-km subionospheric location of the A(DN A) intersected the field line passing over Jicamarca. In Figure 5. we
illustrate the amplitude scintillation index S, and rms phase
fluctuation O,,, at the observing frequencies during a 20-s
interval beginning 0427.5 UT. The inverse frequency (f) deexpected theoretically, is indicated by the
e...
pcndence of
solid line passing through the data point corresponding to 413
MHz, the UHF carrier frequency. For a three-dimensional
irregularity power spectrum of power law exponent 4, the
amplitude scintillation index S. is expected to show f- I dependence [Rufenach. 19741 under weak scatter conditions. This
is indicated by the dotted line. The data points agree well with
the theoretical curves except for the S, data point at VHF
which obviously violates weak scatter conditions. It should be
noted that even significant L band scintillation was recorded at
this time while in the VHF band an S, index of 0.78 was
obtained. Frernouw el al. [ 19781 have noted that in the L band
S, > 0.02 may be considered significant for these Wideband
measurements. It may be observed from Figure 3 that during

EQUArolIAI

IIfP(,tULARIIIES

the above scintillation event, only weak (< 12 dB) and very
fragmentary signatures of the backscatter echoes could be
recorded.
Woodman and Basu [ 19781 have recently made a quantitative
comparison of 360-MHz scintillation and 50-MHz radar backscatter measurements at Jicamarca. They postulated a Gaussian type of cutoff near the ion gyroradius which is of the order
of 3 m at F region heights to bring scintillation and backscatter
measurement into agreement. They showed that an S, index of
0.4 at 360 M Hz may correspond to the observed 40-dB radar
backscatter from an irregularity layer ofa thickness of 200 km.
Similar computations made in the present case under study
indicate that S, = 0.18 at 413 MHz should have been accompanied by at least 26-dB radar backscatter from a similarly
extended irregularity layer, in contrast to the observed 12-dB
backscatter from fragmentary patches. This result imiplies that
the irregularity structures observed near midnight are characterized by a spectral cutoff at wavelengths longer than the ion
gyroradius. probably in the vicinity of tens of meters.
In Figure 6 we illustrate the results of all scintillation measurements made on this night at the two ground stations.
Ancon and Huancayo. with various geostationary satellites.

POWER
SPECTRUM 00537
TIMIE-2.0-32
OArE-RCn 20. 1977

FREUOENCY
iS? N!
BAIELIE = 0OE
STATION= 1I0CONPERU
CMIAWEL4
84
0.82t512

'44

FREQUENCY
IS 4a Power spectrum of 137-MHz scintillations (S. 0.113)recorded at Ancon by the use of Goes I transmisions
between 0200 and 02075 UT on March 20. 1977 (2100-2107., LT on March 19,1977). The power spectrum corresponds to
tht period when intense 50-MHz radar backacatter was obtained.
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FREQUENCY
Iig. 4b. A%in .igure 4a (rrthe period 0411-041M.5 UT on March 20. 1977(2311-2318 5 LT on March 19). when S=
(,73 wa;s recorde~d I he period o wintillatioin corrc.pond. to weak amd patch 5(-Mll/ radar hckca itcred po er.

The panels from top to bottom in Figure 6 are arranged in the

tO0.-

order of decreasing west longitude of the subionospheric position of scintillation measurements. From Figure I it may be
noted that .uhionospheric locations of these measurements
spanned a longitude interval of nearly 12° near the magnetic
equator. The initial gap in the results shown in panel I was

caused by an interruption of beacon transmission from the
Ln

ft satellite. The remaining
i
panels (2-7) indicate
nLES
that the
onset of %intillations at different locations occurred between
o

(XXIX)
and I(X) UT. Considering the difterent longitudes of all
these subionospheric locations. the onset of scintillations is

it.
,

o1
rn

10

01,

and S, index of
FFig. 5. I-requency dicL.-nce r rms phase
Wideband satellite daia recorded at Ancon on March 19. 1977. h.
twon 2327.5 and 2327.8 LT.
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found to have occurred within 4 min of 1940 LT. The local
time dependence of scintillation onset on this night should not,
however, be taken as u general rule, since we have observed
cases when the irregularity generation has been localized in
space rather than in local time [Aarons e a.. 1978). In view of
the consistent eastward drift speed of irregularity patches at
night. the iemp)ral variation of scintillation at an equatorial
station is dictated by the localized generation, in space or time.
the eastward drift of irregularity patches, and the liretime or
these drirting patches. The successive panels of Figure 6 have
to he viewed in this context.
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layers takes place within tens of minutes. The generation of
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irregularities covering 3-4 decades of scale lengths has been
explained by invoking a hierarchy of instability mechanisms
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starting at the long wavelength end with the gravitational
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presented by Oit [I 9781. Motivated by the sudden 'bite outs of
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plasma density observed by in situ measurements (Kelle' e al.,
1976; Morse etal.,1977: Hanson and Sanatani, 1973: McClure
et al.. 1977]. Ot [19781 used a sharp boundary model and
showed that the basic equations applicable to the rising bubble
are identical with those governing the behavior of a twoo? dimensional fluid. Using these results. Kellet and Ott [19781
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showed that upwelling plasma depleted regions or bubbles
stir the medium and not only fill the wake with
irregularities in the presence of density gradients but
also the regions (in the E-W direction) between the bubbles
a cascading process.
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the development phase, the meter-scale irregular-
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are observed to decay. while significant kilometer-scale
structures persist and continue to produce strong scintillations

LT

249MHz

VHF. Kelley and Ott [19781 have shown that in the late
phase the dissipation scale moves to smaller k values so that
the smallest-scale structures disappear first.
The irregularity structures that cause scintillations around
localmidnight are conspicuous by the absence of any signifant spectral power at 3-m scale lengths. However. sufficient
spectral power is available at long scale lengths to cause not
only strong VHF/UHF scintillations but L band scintillations
well. It is of some interest to note that 6300-A airglow measwas
made on board the aircraft flown by the Air Force
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ties covering the scale length range of tens of kilometers to 3m
evolve simultaneously. Ncar-saturated VHF-UHF scintillalions arc ohservcd in this phase when strong radar backscatter
is detected from an extended altitude range. The recently compiled statistics of I. hand ( 1.54 (iH7) scintillations observed at
Huancayo also indicate that the occurrence maximum of gigahertz scintillations is obtained in this development phase
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Geophysics Laboratory indicated the presence of regions ,itho
depleted ionization near Jicamarca corresponding to both the
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the near-midnight scintillation events

(J Buchau, private communication, 1978). Thus it is possible
to detect ionization depletions and strong scintillations in the
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absence of extended 3-m irregularity structures or 'plumes.' A
similar irregularity structure was detected on March 30. 1977.
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scatter. It is important to note that even after considering the
sharp
cutolf
near
gyroradius levels
proposed
by Woodman
and
Bavu
1197MI
thethe
aboion
€ scintillation
arc expected
to he

of---IT

Fg S I cimpzral va0riatmn o scintillation
index SI. in decitbiels,
reordea it .IIncon and Iluancayo on Mar ch 19-20. 1977. by the use of
iranmnmions from various steosationary satellites The panels are
arranged in order of decreasing wet longitude of ionospheric inter%ectionpoints of the various ray path%as shown in Figure I.

associated with a relatively thick layer of moderately strong
3-m irregularities. hus it seems that the irregularity structures
which exist near midnight are characterized by a spectral cut-

DIU(I:siiINS

of tens of meters,
oilin the vicinity
The nature ofthe irregularity spectrum at short scale lengths
needs much further study. It will he worthwhile to make
observations of gigahertz scintillations in close proximity to

We have provided evidence for the existence of at least two
phases of irregularity evolution in the equatorial F region. In
the development phase during the postsunset hours, irregulari-

Jicamarca to determine the relationship of irregularity scale
lengths of - 100 m with the 3-m scale length during the various
phases of irregularity evolution. In addition, rocket measure-
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ments. or the fully developed topsidt: irregufarit) spectrum
would he extremely useful in bridging the gap between the
above scale length regimi:s
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A review of recent observations of equatorial scinlillations and their relationship to current theories
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Our understandinglof transionospheric radio wave propagation problems associated with irregularities in the nighttime equatorial I region has grown enormously in the past few years. This has
been achieved by making coordinated phase and amplitude scintillations from a host of geostationary
and orbiting satellites and multitechnique irregularity measurements. The variety of supporting
measurements include radar backscatter. in situ irregularity observations by rockets and satellites,
and airglow and ionosonde observations aboard aircraft. Because of the great volume of work
in this field the %cope of the present review is limited to a description of these recent coordinated
observations and a discussion of the relevant theories of irregularity generation An attempt is
then made to explain
nomcaspects of equatorial scintillations on the basis of these new theoretical
developments.

I

experiments IKelley etal..1976; Morse el al.. 1977]
from radar studies IWoodman and LaHoz, 19761,
and in a rather definitive manner from satellite
measurements [McClureel al..19771. One example
tflsuch topside bholes' or 'bubbles' observed with
Fiures' he ith
A E-s"s i e ho or wn
The
in
ata show n
t e
drift meter data show that the plasma inside the
bubbles was moving upward and to the west in

INI ROI)ULTION

Four decades after the discovery of the phenomenon called equattorial spread F o fBooker and
Well.s. 1938]. the general prohiem of nighttime

equato ial I region irregularities continues to he
a fascinating one to theoretical and experimental
geophysicists. This problem is also one of serious
concern t communications engineers. as itiswell

the plasma rest frame.
The connection between
intense scintillations and
thbulepno
napsltdbyBuad
the bubble phenomena postulated by Basu and
Kelley 119771 was, however, based on inference
rather than direct simultaneous measurement. For
example. Costa and Kelley [19761 calculated the
scintillation effects of pure bottomside equatorial
spread . They used the plasma density profiles
shown in Figure 2 obtained by a sounding rocket
and concluded that only modest scintillation would
result at VIIF frequencies, with negligible effect

known that these irregularities cause amplitude
scntilaiown hatthe
canregradite
,scintillat~on
whiih can
degrade the peoante
performance of
satellite communication links. More recently, it has
ocurrng has scnlea
tht nturll
becme
become clear that naturally occurring phase scntillatitin ctn inpair the performance of satellite
systems that use synthetic aperture processing to
achieve high angular resolution.
In our first review of this subject, presented at
the Fifth International Symposium of Equatorial
Aeronomy in August 11)76 and recently published
I[avi,convective
and Kellh't. 1977j . we c.oncluded that largescale
upwelling ol the equatorial plasma
was csponsible for the most intense scintillation,
wa.
id n
ble
for the
p
ostlintpoesscintti
o.
vidence for this upwellng process, which carries
regions of low plasma density "bubbles" into the

at gigahertz frequencies. On the other hand, using
topside in situ irregularity data from Ogo 6 shown
in Figure 3, Basu and Basu 119761 showed that
saturated VIHF scintillation and moderate gigahertz
scintillation can e explained on the basis of large
amplitude irregularities with large outer scales in

high-density topside region. has ctme frtom rocket
, .. ,,,,,,
, ,,,,......, ,
IN4X-f"

4/79/ 05t06-147 14 In)

an environment of high electron density [McClure
and Hanson. 19731 which are distributed in thick
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In this section we shall present two major experimental efforts undertaken by various groups to
study the nature of equatorial scintillations and their
relationship to other observable irregularity parameters. The first is a joint campaign conducted by
the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (At;GL). the
Instituto Geophysico dcl Peru (I6P), the University
of Texas at )allas (UTI)). and the SRI Inlernational
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observed pitch and yaw angle. arc shown in the upper and
lower curves of the top panel, and the total density in the
bottom Positive angles correspond to ions moving up or leflt
with respect to the spacecraft [after McClure et al.. 19771.

layers [Basu et al.. 19771. An alternate explanation
has been offered by Booker 11975). who pointed
out that low-level irregularities threading the plasmasphere could also create the equatorial scintillations,
Since that review, significant new information
on scintillations has been obtained via dedicated
experiments aimed at testing these hypotheses and
relating the scintillation measurements to simultaneous multitechnique probing of equatorial irregularities. These results are summarized in the next
section, which is followed by a discussion in section
3 of recent theoretical studies of equatorial irregularities and their relationship to scintillations. In
the concluding section we attempt to synthesize
theory and observation,
NATAL,

0
To0.

NAAZIL

OVEMER

(SRII) near the magnetic equator in Peru. The
second is the )NA Wideband satellite experiment
conducted by SRII at two equatorial stations, which
comprehensive measurements
has provided the first
of phase scintillations.
Joinl equatorial irregularil'i campaign.s in
2 i
Peru. An intensive study of nighttime electron
density irregularities in the equatorial ionosphere
was performed in October 1976 and March 1977
by conducting simultaneous radar and scintillation
measurements near the magnetic dip equalor in
Peru. The 50-MHz radar observations were made
at Jicamarca, and scintillation measurements were
performed at the nearby ground stations of Ancon
and Huancayo by receiving VHF transmissions
from geostationary and orbiting satellites. In addition. the AFGL aircraft was employed to make
on-board scintillation. ionosonde, and airglow measurements to provide spatial configuration of irregularity patches as well as to determine the
existence of density depletions indicated by in situ
measurements. Simultaneous in situ electron den2122 UT LAUNCH
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Fig. 2 Uptq and downleg plasma density profiles obtained on a soundiag rocket during equalorial spread
el al.. 19761.
f The arrow shows the locations of a deep depression in plasma density latter Ki'lle
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other nights, a series of irregularity patches with
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a large-scale quasi-periodicity was observed. A good
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October P) 20, as shown in Figure 4. taken front
the detailed report on the October campaign done
by Basi and Aarons [19771. Figure 5. also taken
rport show therespective positionsfo
the observations. The important point to note from
the radar map is that a relatively thin layer of
LEbottomnside
irregularities appeared at 1950 LT.
which by 20115 developed into a plume structure
IU
extending several hundred kilometers into the topCm
side. A second plume developed at 2140 L.T. The
(e
drifting plume structures caused severe scintilla.tions (-20 dB) at the ground stations. with periods
of 4- to 6-dB scintillation caused by the bottomnside
structures observed in between the plumes. It is
2 ,2
9 1
interesting to note that F forward scatter experi82?
402 43
22 Rb
I

. nights, there were no irregularities within the 900-km
A).U)

I

I ip k

)vto 6 oro

.huwing equatoril

cdeo.rn

ments in the equatorial region had earlier obtained
evidence of irregularity patches existing in quasiperiodic patterns jN"ouger, 1976] . On yet other

,
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ast-west coverage provided by the Jicamarca radar
and various satellites.
2. Although the irregularity patches occur after
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the west or to the east of any specific station.
signifying that local conditions and not just local
time dictate the generation of irregularities lfiasu
and A aronsr. 1977 1.
3. The large-scale irregularity patches are found
to consistently drift eastward between 1900 and
24MXIT, with a speed ranging between 90 and 140
m/s. If the temporal variation of scintillation is
combined with the drift speed, the east-west dimensions of the patches are found to range typically
between 2MXand 4(0) km. although some are larger
Ifiasu and Aarons. 19771.
4. Another important aspect of the campaign was
the determination of the relationship between the
relatively large scale irregularities that cause scintillation (-- I km to 100) m) and the small-scale
irregularities that cause 50-MIlz backscatter (3 in).
Woodman and Basis 119781, using the simultaneous
backscatter and scintillation data obtained from a
nearly common ionospheric volume, found that both
these types coexisted in the developing phase of
the irregularities. However, they also showed that
if the commonly accepted k& power law irregularity
spectrum JDyson eir at. 19741 was extended to the
Jicainarca backscatter wave number, a discrepancy

to those shown in Figure 1, were
obtaiined fromn the AE-F satellite The nitilsiation
scintillatuion measurements sere used to studl, the
localized origin iii largc-secile iriepilarits pNiches
their drilt speed, spatial extient, and liletirlic in the
equittoiitil ionosphere The oriniltancous radar and
1.e:htillaiion observations also provided inlorrmaiion
on tie relationship between the meter- and kilomeier-si/ed Irregularities giving rise ito the radar back,catter ;ind VHF-UHF scintillauions, respectively,
Much new information became available as a result
of' this ma~lor effort. and many publications and
presentations have been made based oin these correLifted data sets. These are summarized below with
spec,'ic references.
1. There is great variability of irregularity occurrence from one night to another. On certain nights,
such w, oin October'16 17, 1976, a single irregularity
patch evolved mt a particular location and then
drified eastward for a period dictated by its lifetime,
as disc rissed by Aaronsv et al. 119781. On some
stily data., simikl
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associated with the significant 1,-hand scintillations
of the Widehand satellite signal but negligible 3-rn
backscatter. These findings lead Basu el a. [ 1978b)
to speculate that at later local times the cutoff'scale
length is probably of the order of few tens of meters.
5. The AFGL aircraft scintillation observations
have helped separate the spatial and temporal behavior of irregularities. while the on-board ionosonde and optical imaging systems have found
evidence of' electron density depletions in the hottomnside 1'region. Figure 7, using data kindly made
available by J. Buchau. shows the locus of the
subionospheric point as the aircraft flew between
ground stations on October 19) 20. 1976. The thin
fines signify the absence of scintillations. while the
thicl lines signify their presence. The top panel
shows that during 2247 UT (October 19) to 0015
UT (October 201), when the ground stations at Ancon
and I-uancayo did not record any scintillations. as
may be observed from Figure 4. the aircraft did
not detect any irregularities in the entire latitude
range of' I I' IV3S and longitude interval of 72'75'W. The bottom panel shows that from W015 UT
onward the aircraft detected three irregularity
patches with distinct boundaries, indicating spatially
localized irregularity generation after UT midnight
(i.e., 19W0 LT). The imaging system provided all-sky
pictuires of the 63(n-A Of airglow emission, which

of 404 til would he found telative to the observed
backsc.,tter echo strength~ lo bring com~putations
and observations into agreemnent. they postulated
near [he 0' ion gyroradius
a Gaussian type of ctiff
which is on the order of ; in in the topside ionosphere. Such a cutoff could be considered to be
the 'inner scale' of iurbulence. [Ihis point is discussed further fin the next section. Iim)4L'r and
F'rgua',ti j 9781 have also poistuilated an inner scale
near the iic gyrorardits ito explain spread F signatures on equatorial ionogranis in the IIE hand.
As a result of further co-located scintillation and
tiarr'hoser~ationsdiiring the March 1977 campaign.
Bavu el al. 1197,4aj have come to the conclusion
that kilometer and meter scale%coexist only during
the developing phase in the early evening hours.
Figure ii. obtained by combining two diagrams
presented by liasu el al. 11I970h 1. shows co-located
scintillation and backscatter measiurements made
on Mairch 19) 204, 1977. The sharp ontset of strong
scintillations ait 137 M~lz is well correlated with
the dev'elopmnit of- strong .3-rn irregularities ai 19501
If. 1lowever. strong scintillations continue beyond
2444O It . when 3-in irregularities are found to decay,
[IN, the use of niuftisatellite observations these
auithors have also established thiat the second scmnfiliatioin siruicture beginning at 23W( L r was caused
ba drifting irregularitty paitch. [his structure wats
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has been taken from Rina el al. 11977j and Fremouw
el al. 119781,
I The most important aspect of these observations has been the realization that ionospheric radio
wave propagation is dominated by large slowly
varying phase scintillations. These can be large even
in the absence of significant amplitude scintillations.
The latter statement is particularly true for the
auroral zone. Indeed, the measurement of simultaneous phase and amplitude scintillation has shown
that computations of phase deviation based on the
weak scatter theory using the observed amplitude
scinildlation would grossly underestimate the actual
phase scintillation level. On the basis of these
observations the SRII group has developed a multiplicative two-component model to characterize the
joint first-order statistics of amplitude and phase.
This model is discussed in detail by Fremouw ef
al. [19761. Briefly. the idea is to separate two
components of the total (complex) scintillating signal by filtering. Because of the power law nature
of the irregularity spectrum the low-frequency cutoif had to be somewhat arbitrarily defined. Thus
by using a double detrending process it was possible
to separate a 'focus' component having fluctuations
with periods between 2.5 and 10 s and a 'scatter'
component having fluctuation periods smaller than
2.5 s. The focus component gives rise to the large
slow phase fluctuations, while the scatter component causes the fast intensity fluctuations. Figure
9. taken from Fremouw et al. [ 1978). contains VHF
data sets showing these two components obtained
from each of the three latitudinal regions where
SRII had ground stations (initially the Wideband
observations were started at Stanford, the equipment being moved to Kwajalein in October 1976).
It is interesting to note that for the same value
of the S, index (a measure of the scatter component)
the standard deviation of phase (a measure of the
focus component) varies substantially at different
locations, being the smallest at the equator. This
has been found to be a consistent feature [Fremouw.
19771 and may be of importance for irregularity
generation mechanisms, although the detrend interval and effective scan velocity of the satellite may
also affect this ratio. Whitney and Basu 119771
have reported earlier a difference in the slope of
the intensity spectrum between an equatorial and
an auroral station.
For communications purposes it is important to
characteri/e the statistics of signal fluctuations.

used to determine whether diversity techniques can
mitigate the effects ofintense amplitude scintillation
at 2() MID I Whitner et al . 19771. In particular.
it was found that the high degree of decorrelation
over a base line of 360 rn associated with rapid
severe intensity fluctuations IS, - 1) make space
diversity techniques useful I Whitne. 197XJ.
As lar as radio communicators ,are concerned.
this multitechnique slud, has shown that topside
irregularities have an enormous effect on transionospheric propagation. These irregularities have been
called 'bubbles' by those using the satellite in situ
technique IA(M lure e al . 19771 and 'plumes* by
those using the radar technique I Woodman and
.allo-, 19761. Ra.vogt and W4oodman 119781 have
shown that this radar backs~atter is associated with
range spread on equatorial ionograms. These
campaigns have provided convincing evidence that
saturated VIII and moderate gigahert, scintillations
are aissociated with bubbles and plumes in the
equaorial region. flavu ,t al [19 7 8a. bj have
further established that the 3-rn plumes are relatively
short lived in comparison with the bubbles. Thus
large scinullation effects on VHF-U HF channels
are to be expected not only when radar plumes
are observed but also when the drifting bubbles
cross the riy path of a transionospheric communication channel. On the other hand, there are nights
during which moderate VIII: scintillation activity
is noted, and these are associated with only weak
boltoniside radar ailivity Iia.¥u el al.. 1977. Basu
and .'faron.. 19771 It would thus he highly beneficial to iIIe tier community it a system could be
de%,elopt'd It, predict the occurrence of bubbles on
.1 pain, iad i cnlnp,
22 Wlehhand saiefhi ob'Aervtion The Wideband salellite was launched into a sun synchronous,
near-polar ofbit on Ma,, 22, 1976, carrying a multifrequenc coherent radio beacon on board. The
mutualls coherent signals. which range from VHtF
to .1; band. are being recorded by SRII at ground
stations in Poker Flat, Alaska, and two equatorial
stations, namely. Ancon, Peru. and Kwajalein in
the Pacific sector. The equatorial station at Kwajalent %%a%set up to determine longitudinal differences
in equatorial scintillation first pointed out by Basu
et al. 119761 on the basis of in situ irregularity
data. We shall primarily discuss the equatorial data
bhit will point out certain basic differences with
auroral ,cintillation structure that have been reported by the SRII group The following information
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day-to-day variability in irreguilarity occurreince disuse in section 2.1I
Th3.D~uring extremiely active conditions, scintillatons arc found to persist in the gigahert/ ranre.
Teobservations of' gigaherfi scintillations with at
low orbiting satellite proved that weak irregularities
existing throughout the plasmasphere are not a
necessary condition. a% was suggested ' 1v IioohcAr

0.28

8 $4

114)751
4. The muLilrequencT, Widehatid observations
have shown that the standard deviation of* phase

in general shows an f Ibehavior even under con-

ii
POKER FLAT. a.

di tions of* strong diffractive scatter. Occasional
violation of' the law has been observed in conjunction with strong scintillations in the gigahertz range.
Figure I1)shows the frequency dependence of phase

I
0.50. S4

-0.28

scintillation during two 20-s periods of' a pass on
December 16, 1970, which falls in the *extremel,
active' category. The 1.-band point has been cor'rected for the S-band phase perturbations which

-low
ANCON.

*

were present at the beginning oft the pass. In the
less disturbed sample obtained at at low, elevation
in a near-magnetic meridian plane the V11II

0* . S4 - 0.0angle

departs significantly. and even thie LW points show

Fig. 9 Scatter diagrams on the cOMPIOX plane toriletitc) the
focus component and (right) the scatter component Isoltied frorn

segments of VHF Wideband records obtained at (top) a mid-tatitude. (center) an aurofaf. and (bottom) an equatoriat %tation
lafter Fremouw et al.. 1981

Hitherto, Rician statistics have been used extensively in communication theory as a model for
certain noise processes (Hatfield and Rino, 19751.The received signal from an ionospherically dif-

stme scatter. At such times the slope P of the
phase spectrum also flattens, with values of' p --

en
bevd tV1
n
FF
2bigosre tVFadU
5. The frequency dependence of' intensity scintillations observed during the same periods is shown
in Figure 11. The fully developed or saturated nature
of the intensity scintillations at VHIF and the five
UHF frequencies analyzed during the more disturbed period is apparent in the departure of these
[Rule'dependence
six data points from an f

fracted plane wave can be considered as a complex

To

Gaussian process. v = v, + iv, -This
process. v,
is said to have Rician statistics when the variances
of Y, and v, are equal and their covariance is z.ero.
It may be noted from Figure 9 that in the equatorial
region the scatter component displays a very Rician
characteristic, while that obtained at the mid-latitude station is highly non-Rician.
2. The SRII group has categorized scintillations
qualitatively into seven groups ranging from 'ex-
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tremely quiet' to *extremely active.' It is interesting
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to note that equatorial stations provide the majority

of cases in both these extreme situations compared
behavior is most frequent. This equatorial scintilla-

Fig. t0. t requency dependence I~I phase-scintitfation index
during two 20-s peris Of the Anci'n Wideband pass oin
t ecember t@,1976. Compared with an f 'dependence arbitrarity
passed through the 413-MILh data point (after Fremouw et at'.

fion behavior is probably caused by the great
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depict at local summer minimum IKoixir. 19761,
ais%hosn in Figure 12. Thus the control may he

longitudinal rather than seasonal, with differences
being observed between the Atlantic and the Pacific
sector I Hasvti al.. 1976; A arons. 19771. The reason
for such effects are as yet unclear.
7. Diepletion 1Ff total electron content (TEC) has
been noted at KwaJalein in conjunction with active
-scintillation conditions. One specific case with 30%
IFEC depletion has been discussed in detail lFremoiswapIi~ansinger. 1977; Fremouw., 19781, Koster
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Theoretical efforts have kept pace with the multitechnique experimental efforts described above.
Numerical simulations ofa Rayleigh Taylor unstable
ionosphere [Dungev. 1956. Haerendel. 1974; Hudwinf and Kennel. 19751 in the collision-dominated
case have been made by Scannapieco and Ossakow
119761 . They showed that an initial 3-km wavelength
finite amplitude sinusoidal perturbation on the hottomnside eventually formed a bubblelike structure
which rose into the topside, such as was seen by
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the experimental techniques mentioned earlier.
The development time of I()4 s determined by
Scannapieco and Ossakow was considerably longer
than that observed, but another simulation published
recently by the same group IOssakowet al.. 19781
shows much more rapid evolution. These computer
simulations are strongly supported by an analytic
treatment due to Ott 119781. who, assuming the
experimental validity of the bubble concept, calculated their shape and velocity as a function of
altitude and size. At low altitudes he found that
the bubbles should be cylindrical (circular cross

Subl

v96ocit/
/,////

/

sections and uniform along B) and that they rise
with the velocity

(2)
where R is the radius of the circular 'cap' shown
at the top of the diagram. (It should be noted that
all statements concerning velocity fields or velocity
turbulence can be replaced by discussions ofelectric
fields or electrostatic turbulence, since V - F x
B/B'.)
From the foregoing discussion of experimental
and theoretical studies we find that an outstanding
feature of equatorial spread F on the topside is
the presence of large-scale (- 10-km scale) regions
of low plasma density with very sharp gradients
at the edges. The source of energy for this interchange of low- and high-density plasma is the excess
gravitational potential energy which resides in the
F region plasma supported against gravity by the
magnetic field. The nonlinear process must be
initiated, however, and several mechanisms have

4'-2

a

Wake'

/

where n, is the density inside the bubble, n- is
the density outside, g is the acceleration due to
gravity, and L,,.is the ion neutral collision frequency.
At high altitudes, where ion neutral collisions can
be neglected, Ott showed that the equations governing the motion are identical to the equations of
two-dimensional ordinary fluids (for example, a
liquid constrained between two planes with separation distance much less than the size of the planes).
Considerable theoretical and experimental work has
already been done on such fluids and can thus be
directly applied to the present problem. The observed bubble shape is shown in Figure 13. and
the velocity is given by

/

i.g 13 Bubble shape and vorten generation me1hanXsm lafer
AKle and Oin. 1975]

been suggested. In the linear Rayleigh-Taylor
process the zero-order upward density gradient is
disrupted by the electrostatic fields in the instability.
It seems clear that this process does operate on
the bottomside, possibly enhanced by the ' x i
instability [Kelley el al., 19791, but its role in
producing topside irregularities is not proven. A
strong candidate for seeding finite amplitude lowdensity regions near the topside is the action of
atmospheric gravity waves (Beer. 1974: Rottger.
1978; Booker. 19781, which, if the waves have an
upward group velocity, can 'spatially resonate' with
plasma moving downward I Whitehead, 19711.
Klostermeyer 119781 has shown that this process
indeed leads to large-amplitude long-wavelength
perturbations near the F peak.
Another outstanding feature of equatorial spread
F is the wide range of wavelengths exhibited by
spread F irregularities. [or instance, the 1-n scale
length is 3 4 orders of magnitude smaller than the
primary process described above. Two processes
have recently been suggested which may well account both for the wide range of wavelengths and
for the extended spatial extent of spread F.
Costa and Kelley 119 7 8a. hi have considered the
steep gradients in plasma density associated with
bottomside irregularities (see Figure 15) and presumably also with topside bubb;cs and have shown
that drift waves should grow rapidly on the observed
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have shown that velocity injected into such
fluid at some characteristic wave number k,, will

.1909]
f-= __a

to wave numbers both higher and lower
than k,,. In the space domain this 'inverse cascade'

S.cascade

/- -

to lower A implies thai the velocity (and density)
turbulence will spread into the largest volume availoo1
O i

able in the system. Evidence for this dual cascade

%1 1CHOSENTO MAXIMIZETHE
. Ro.. RAf TOMeA . VALUE
G
CE b
S,the
G,

,o
PtRKINICULAR PARAMETER,

in two-dimensional turbulence has been found in
earth's atmosphere [Kao and Wendell, 1970]
and magnetosphere [Kelley and Kintner, 19781.
Kelley and Ott 11978] suggest that the vortices

100
.k"p,/2

emitted by upwelling bubbles not only form a wake
but tend to fill the between-bubble regions (i.e.,
in an east-west direction) with velocity and density

tig 14 (,rowth rate
itin.tiin of the parameter I The
curve labeled
hc
is obtained irom the 'small growth rate'

the unlabeled curve is obtained from the
'geirrh/ired" expressions latter (,,slo aniKeller. 1978h1
expression. while

irregularities
via this cascade to lower k values.
Cascade
to higher
k also occurs, the ultimate spectral
cutoff occurring at some large wave number where
ion viscosity plays a role. This dissipation is most
effective near the ion gyroradius, and hence it seems
likely that the 3-m scale (Jicamarca backscatter)
lies in the dissipative subrange. Such a 'cutoff' in
the amplitude of irregularities at short wavelengths
was postulated by Woodman and Basu 11978!, as
was discussed earlier.
In the intermediate range of wave numbers L,
- k - .,', where L, is the stirring length (bubble
size) and L, is the dissipation scale, Kelley and
Ott 119781 predicted a k I spectrum for velocity
or electric field fluctuations and a k I power spectrum f'or density irregularities. This seems in contradiction to numerous reports of a one-dimensional
k ' density spectrum associated with equatorial
spread F. However. Costa and Kelle' [1978a] have
shown that. at least in the case of bottomnside
nonlinear structures, the k
spectrum is due to
the steep edges in density encountered. Several
examples of' the steep edges are clear in the data
presented in the top panel of' Figure 15, obtained
during the passage of a sounding rocket through
bottomside spread F. The relative density (8n/n)
is plotted for an 8-s interval (-16 km along the
trajectory).
As an illustration of the steep edge effect, Costa
and Kellev 19 78a] performed a Fourier transform
of the data. shown in the top panel of Figure 15,
randomized the phase in each Fourier component,
and reassembled the data in the time domain. Two
such random phase runs were made and are plotted
in the lower two panels. The upper plot displays
considerably more ordering into large structures
with steep edges than the lower two. One property

gradient%. The nornial ,ed growth rate is plotted
in Figure 14 as a inctin of the parameter h
A, p
. where,
is Ihe wave number perpendicular
),
io 8 mnd
is the ion gproradius. For relerence,
/P at the li.ama.ica backscallcr wavelength is 71),
Ihe grox.lh raic peaks at A p, - 1.5. which correspond, to wavelengths of about 24 m. The growth
rate is linearly proportional to the gradient scale
length I. it the bubble edge and is I s I for L
125 m tinder t).pical ionospheric conditions. These
drift waves should not only contribute to backscatter
in the development phase but also play a role in
the eventual merging of bubbles into the background
via destruction of the steep gradient [Burke et al..
1979j. lluba et al. 11978] have extended this concept to even smaller wavelengths,
A second and perhaps more important process
I i ni the standpoint o scintillations is the generation
iof
thilk iregulrity la',cr ,Is suggested by Kellet
and,
u 11781 Again. usc wits made of' Ott's
Iindmp, that in the collisiinless case the equations
of notiion are identical to Ihosc for it two-dimensional fluid. In the fluid case the upward buoyancy
force is balanced by emission of vortices in the
backgrotnd fluid. This injects velocity turbulence
into the background fluid in a wake which trails
behind the bubble. In the plasma case each vortex
corr .ponds to aline charge surrounded by a circular
F x B drift of the plasma as shown in Figure 13.
Since there is a background density gradient, this
vortex will create density irregularities with the
same scale size as the velocity turbulence.
Numerous theoretical studies of turbulence in
iwo-dintcnsional fluids IKraic'hnan. 1967 /j11'.
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,-region

(at least

magnetic equator in the postsunset hours. This
causes moderate VIHF scintillation. Nonlinear
evolution of this process and/or the spatial resonance of atmospheric gravity waves results in low-
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el al.. 197X.
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In this case the plumes may
not be due to a wake effect at all but to a continuous
generation of irregularities at the edges. The density
gradients in the bubbles or wedges also dissipate
and create short-wavelength irregularities. possibbk

'
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leaving

density gradient and creitc
irregularities in denstv. Since wholc flux tubes
partake in this upwelling, a itwo-dimensioral bubble
originating anywhere in this latitude ranee will have
effects in the topside. The bubbles may also be
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W -,0

into the topside.

behind a trail of counter-rotlating vortices which
.mix
the background

4 00 )
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! 10' latitude) centered near the
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a

seconds

Fig. 15.The upper plot is a detrended data stream obtained
on the bottomside of the F peak during equatorial spread
The lower two plots are reconstructed time domain samples
using the same data but with the addition of a random phase
in the FFT (fast Fourier transform) before construction lafler

via the 'universal* drift wave instability J( .a and
Kelley,

1978a.

h;

Burke el

al.. 19791

or other

g

i-driven instabilities Ilfluba et al.. 19781
i97othe eutal
ves inciet u
gradient
Radio waves incident upon the equatorial iono-

sphere under these

conditions are

thus subject

i(o

Costa and Kelley. 1978al.

at least four different types of scintillating environ-

which characterizes the Fourier transform of steep
edges is a correlation between Fourier compinezto

ment. (I) Just after sunset during the development
phase. the ottomside irregularities cause modest
amplitude
scintillation
effects
due toIt
the
lowknown
absolute
fluctuations
in electron
density.
is not

This correlation was destroyed in the randomi,.ation

whether large phase fluctuations acconmpany such

process, which results in the 'turbulencelike' data
shown in the lower two panels. Note that the power
spectrum of allthree sets of data is identical and
pectum.time.
he spectrum.
'overmos
asf of
varismost
varies asf over
of
the
R. F. Woodman (private communication, 1976)
firstF.ggeooma pvae commenicatesti.a a
6
first suggested a phase coherence test as a way
of distinguishing between the dominance of steep
F. More
structure or turbulence in equatorial spread
ad Osako 11771 ave
recetly Chaurvdi
rcnsierent henour
nea
ad
s
velopment
ofbottomconsidered the nonlinear development of bottomside spread F. They conclude that steepened t
k spectrum would result owing to the steep edges,
They also suggested a phase coherence test to
Theyals sugesed
phae cherncetes to
distinguish between such a process and a turbulencelike mechanism proposed earlier by Chaiur'edi
aKasc1i9761.bThe et o Careeandh he
1978a described above seem to agree with the
4 Shave
SUMMARY

The following picture evolves from the discussion
above. Bottomside spread I-'octrs in a widespread

seintations actheaWtdeban
we aie
satellite does not have equatorial crossings at this
s are
stag
eloped
stle(2) n h
are
stage, bubbles
(2) In the fully developed
cniulyeitdit
h osd
vrawd
continually emitted into the topside over a wide
range of latitudes. These bubbles may continually
stir the medium at wavelengths comparable with
the bubble dimensions (-10 kn). In this event.
dimensionual cacd spreads evety
twotwo-dimensional dual cascade spreads the velocity
and density irregularities to larger and smaller k

values. The cascade to smaller k. combined with
the vertical wake formation, tends to fill a large
volume with density irregularities. Alternatively. the
bubbles may be wedges, the steep edges of which
break down via a hierarchy of instabilities [ilaereni en
dea dow4 via ahie.ofitbliI
waves thus are subject to sharp discontinuities in
electron density in the bubbles as well as very thick
(in altitude) regions of power law type density
irregularities Very intense amplitude scintillations
been observed during such times, as was
discussed in section 2,and it is expected that large
phase fluctuations will also be present. (3) In the
decay phase (later local time) the velocity turbulence
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injected by the bubbles. as well as the bubble
gradients themselves, decay via dissipation at large
k. In this phase the dissipation scale moves ito
.-matler A values Ac//let, and Ott, 19781, so the
smallest-scalc structures disappear first. Thus significant kilometer-scale structures will still exist in
the medium and strongly affect scintillation even
though backscatter mecasurements become less intense. (4) [inallh, the i rregulairities observed near
midnight are found to have negligible spectral power
at meter scale lengths but still retain significant
power at longer scale lengths, which may cause
stronr scintillations. Using multisatellite scintillation observations. Rasa et at. l1978bi have shown
that these irregularities are eastward drifting structures which seem to be characterized by a spectral
cutoffI in [he vicuiit of' tens of meters.
It has ito he potited out that two-dimensional
models (if irregularity bubbles do not explain why
density depletions are observed to rise more frecluently than enhancements fall jlludsvun. 19781.
G. Ilacrendel (private communication, 1977) has
noted that density enhancements may be tied to
the h- region, whereas density depictions are free
to anddrit
itercang
up Alo, rcominaton
it) nd
ntechage
rif

up.Als,

to determine whether steepened structures also
dominate topside irregularity behavior in the developing phase. This may have far-reaching iniplica(ions in scintillation modeling.
Numerous people have contributed to the
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developmeni of the ideas expounded in this paper. and it is
hoped thai the reference lisi adequateiy recognizes their contrihution We Aso thank ihe various authors who made iheir
diagrams available ito us lor reproduction We wish it) thank
Santtmay Basu for many heipfui comments and a careful reading
"Ii the manuscript The equatorial irregularity campaigns in Peru
were conducted under the guidance of 1. Aarons. to whom
Sunanda Hasu is indebted for minv constructive suggestions
Most of the work was done while she was a NRC Aisoctate
atiAt-G. M. C. Kelley acknowledges helpful discussions with
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The Dynamics of Equatorial Irregularity Patch Formation, Motion, and Decay
J. AARONS, J. P. MUILLN AND II. E. WI!ITNI.Y
Air tort e Geoph'Yves Lahoratorv. Han.scom Air Force Base. Mass achu.rett, 017.11

E. M. MACKENZII'
Emmanuel College. Roson. Masschu 't v W /15

Using scintillation observations from a series of equatorial propagation paths as well as hacks'atte
and airglow data, the development, motion, and decay of equatorial irregularity patches have been studied Assembling the results of earlier studies in the field with our observations. we find the following: the
patch has limited east-west dimensions with a minimum of 100 km. Several patches may be melded together to reach an extent of 1500 km. Its magnetic north-south dimensions are often greater than 2MI(
kin the most intense irregularities (as evidenced by the Jicamarca radar at the dipequattr) are from 225
to 450 km in altitude, although irregularitiesare found as high as ILMItkm The patch initially has a westward expansion following the solar terminator. then. maintaining its integrity, rntcves eastward Evidence
hours alter
over a limited series of experiments suggests that premidnight patches are iormed within I'k
ionospheric sunset in the absence olspecial magnetic conditions. From Ascenson Island (--16"S dip latitude) the individual patches can be clearly distinguished. The decay olpatches in the midnight time period was studied, pointing to a rapid decrease in wintillation intensity in this time period
INTRODUcTION
Through theoretical considerations IDungeyv 1956; Haerendel, 1974; Hudson and Kennel. 1975: Scannapiero and Ossakow, 19761 bolstered by backscatter I Woodman and Lalloz.
1976: Mc(tlure et at., 19771 ob19761 and in situ (Kelley etal.,
servations, it has been established that nighttime ionospheric
equatorial irregularity regions emerging after sunset develop
from bottomside instabilities, probably of the Rayleigh-Taylortype. The depleted density bubble rises into the region
above the peak of the F2 layer. Steep gradients on the edges of
the hole [Haerendel, 1974: Costa and Kelley, 19781 help to gencrate smaller-scale irregularities with the high topside density
causing intense scintillation effects [Basu and Basu. 1976:
Costa and Kelley, 19761. Irregularities in the wake of upwelling structures have also been discussed I Woodman and
LaHoz. 1976: Kelley and Ott, 19781.
The depletions, with their vertical motion from altitudes below the peak of the F layer into regions considerably above
that height, are being studied by a variety of models IRa.m and
Kelley, 19791. Indications of patch size and velocities have
been made in early work using equatorial spread F data. Cohen and Bowles 119611 found patches elongated at least I km
along the lines of force. Calvert and Cohen ff9611 measured
drift velocity of the patches slowing from -2(X) m/s premidnight to -100 m/s posamidnight. In these studies. magnetic east-west extent of the patches (of thickness of the order
of 50 kin) could range from 150 to 300 km to rossibly 1000
km. Using scintillation, airglow, and backscatter techniques,
the aim of this paper is to outline recent results on characteristics of the patches during development, size and velocities of
the formed patches, and the total time that the patch maintamed its integrity.
We shall refer to the patch as a unit irregularity structure.
The plume, described by Woodman and LaHo: 119761, is one
form of the patch, deriving its name from the extended height
range of meter-scale irregularities detected in dramatic examples provided by the Jicamarca radar. In some plumes, ir-

maximum radar intensity nay be identical in both cases, the
thin layer could hardly be termed a plume.
In an observational model summarized in Figure I we %hall
show the following characteristics:
I. A new patch forms after sunset by expanding westward
in the direction of the solar terminator with velocities probably similar to that of the terminator. It comes to an abrupt
hall after typically expanding to an east-west dimension of
100 to several hundred kilometers. It appears to have a minimum size of -1-1 km.
2. It is composed of field-aligned elongated rod or vertical
sheet irregularities. The vertical thickness of the patch is 50 to
several hundred kilometers. In the mean the patch encompasses a height region from 225 to 450 km,although irregularities have been shown to exist to 1(00 km.
3. Its north-south dimensions are of the order of 2(XX) kni
or greater, far larger than noted in earlier studies.
4. Once formed. the patch drifts eastward with velocities
to 20) m/s.
ranging from It(W
5. Its duration as measured by scintillation techniques is
known to he greater than 21/2hours: individual patches have
been tracked by airglow techniques up to 3 hours where they
have maintained their integrity I Weber etal.. 19781.
6. Between patches the irregularity structure can be completely undetectable.
Several of these characteristics have been observed in other
studies. F:or example, the field-aligned bubble model developed by Dcvon and Ben.ron 11978j from topside sounder data is
in form similar to Figure I and has been foind to extend large
distances along the field lines. The characteristics noted above
pertain to irregularity patches firmed in the pre local midnight time period. Post local midnight patches may have a
different formation mechanism and hence different characteristics. Airglow measurements (F. J. Weber and J. Buchau, privale communication, 1978) and scintillation observations as
will be outlined suggest that no new patches arise after I 2
hours after sunset except under special magnetic conditions.

1980 by the American Geoiphysical Union
Copyright Or)
Paper number QA1254
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regularities are observed frion 2W8)to 800 km. However, in
other patches. detectable echoes from the Jicamarca backseatterare confined ioa thickness of 50 100 km. Even though the
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THREE DIMENSIONAL
PATCH MODEL
I ig 1, A neii[C Ctiuitor ct through ihe general form of the
equatorial pach, hownt flltowing the coniours of the earih's magsel..: ic-id North-south dimensions are ivpi4aftv >20(JO km. white it
111MVIWied-.ii
.evcvi hundred kilometers easi-wesi and vary in vertiitt t t hi~iits
seera hunredkilmetrs.activity
tout

tOtSt RVA t itNAi MAli RiA1
Ihe dtata to he uitilied consist of cooperative measurements
made pimarily with the assistance of the Instituto Geofisico
del Peru. These measurements are given in Table 1.
T11i [ORMS I tIN OFJ A Niw PAtch1
The sunset lint- moving westward at a velocity of -500 rn/s
initiates the conditions necessary hut not sufficient for a patch
to fornm l)uring some esenings. irregularities develop insa systetoatic westward motion. In Figure 2 we have illustrated the
ceries of scintillation starting events which took place with a
westward motion on March 19 2ff. 1977. In the top panel a
tracing of a portion of the backscattcr ohservations at 51DM~iz
is shown (P. Mc~lure. personal communication 1977). A thin

PATiit S

layer of relatively weak 3-rn irregularities forms at 1935 LST.
hut the plume starts to develop at 1950 LST. Greater values of
AN and increased thickness then occur. Scintillation activity
noted at Ancon on the GOES I beacon, the path closest to the
Jicamarca magnetic meridian. inicreases sharply at 1950 LST.
timing of the start of scintillation activity at each of the
ionospheric paths is shown in the remaining panels. This timing coupled with the adjacent map indicates clearly a westerly
development of the patch. The sequence and direction of
starts are shown by arrows and a numerical order of corn
mencements.
Using the three VHF observations in order to equalize
starting time definition (Huancayo-GOES. Ancon-GOES.
and Huaneayo A-3), a velocity of 200 300) mfs is determined
in the initial westward development. The patch has very large
dimensions Fi-W as borne out by the continuous high level of
at each of the stations. This relatively continuous activity through the night does not allow us to determine a subsequent eastward velocity by the gross motion of the patch.
A second illustration of a newly developed patch utilizes
data fromn the next night. March 20 21. 1977. The Jicamarca
backseatter records are shown in the top frame of Figure 3.
Strongly backscattered energy was first observnd at 2010 ILST
In noting the scintillation activititzs, one can see the expansion
of the irrcgularity patch. its finite stop in the westward direction. and finally its motion eastward across the L-9 paths from
the two sites rfAncon and Huancayo
Using the criterion of start time measured from signal scintillation greater than 6 dlB, the scintillation activity was first
noted at 1950 LST on the Huancayo GOES I inierseetion. developing in time on the Ancoti GOES intersection, the Jica-

mares backscatter (along the same magnetic meridian), and
the Huancayo A-3 patch. The velocities of the developing
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Fig. 2 Backscatter and scintillation data rcorded oinMatch 19 20. 1977. of several satellites observed from Ancon
and Huancayo. Peru. The accompanying map of the 4(K)-km suhwoncspheric points (01UT positions shown by it) illustrates the westward development of the patch lover a longitudinal range iif X*)through the use of arrows and the numerical order of commencements. The ground positions of the sites are given ti e . ) in order to picture the angle of elevation
to the Satellite 'Overhead* satellites are close t, ihe stations

patch were of the order of 600
rn/s westward as calculated from the times of rise at these intersections This particular patch never extended westward far enough to reach the
longitude of the Ancon intersection to 1-It. H'owever, later,
another patch. originating probably west of Ancon. moved
across the Ancon 1-It path and joined the irregularity activity.
The minimum extent of this enlarged region was of the order
of 300 km.
Once the patch was formed, its motion eastward could be
followed by noting the time of passage across the paths of L-9
from Ancon and from Huancayo. Measurements of the satellite were at relatively low angles of elevation and tnvolve an
early peaking -2020, arriving at both stations after its appearance in the wea.
During all three campaigns, spaced receiver measurements
of LES 9 were available from Ancon to determine drift veloc-
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.5.

ity. The east-west spacings of the measurements from Ancon
using the 249-Mi-I heacon of LES 9 were 122, 244. and 366
m. Different spacings were used on various nights. The data
indicated that at the beginning of each patch. old or new. yelocities were not unidirectional. On the night of March 19-20
(Figure 4). spaced receiver measurements show a low correlalion and fluctuating velocity during the development period
from 1930 to 2100 LST. This was perhaps due to the fact that
only 366-mn spactng was available, but it is also possible that
the terminator motion, vertical velocities, and eastward drifts
produced fluctuating velocity values (eastward and westward).
After 2100 LST. the eastward velocities stabilize between 15O
and ISO m/s.
In almost all eases as the patch moved to the east over the
propagation path from Ancon to the LES 9 satellite, the Patterns stabilized, i e. the velocities showed consistently east-
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1-ig 3 flacksiwa(ter and wtintillation data recorded on Mdarch 20121, 1977. of -several satellites observed from Ancon
and lluancayo. l'etu lhrough the iseot arnows and the numerical order ofcommencements on the accompanying map,
one can %ccthe westward developmeni ,,t the irregutlarity patch (over a loingitude range 751- 781W), the end of the westward motion, and finally the eastward motion across the L-9 path%. The ground positions of the site" and the 400-km subionospheri, positions are illustrated as in F~igure 2.

ward direction and exhibited high peak cross-correlation
functions On the night of March 20) 21 the velocity measurements arc rather stable and well correlated at a value of 150
rn/s tortlhc entire period of availahle spaced receiver ineasttrcmertts. Using this velocity and considering the scintilla-
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tion duration at Ancon L-9 to be 2 hours 40 min, the patch extent would be 1440 km. By viewing the backscatter record, the
patch appears to have this extent because of the large number
of closely spaced plumes. This almost continuous scintillation
activity makes it difficult to separate the record into individual
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Fi-g. 4 Spaced receiver data showing velocsis and correlation on
March 19-24). 1977, eshihiting fluctuating velocities with low correlationat
ormaionsouth
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patches. As the patch continues eastward, some higher velocittes, around 2W0m,'s were noted. correlating well with the velocity calculated fromt scinlillaiion onset tin the propagation
paths.
As shown in the detailed tagging of patches in Figures 2
and 3. one can follow the path of patches as they move eastward. This was done for several set%of data including the interrelated sets from Ancon and Huancayo in the three campaigns as well as differing propagation paths as recordef'
simultaneously at Ascension Island Fach patch observed later
than I hour after ionospheric sunset was observed first in the
west and then in the east. After local midnight. however, due
to lower velocities and to the decrease of intensity of irregularities, this test could not be used with certainty. With data similar to the cases of March 19 20 and March 21121, we examined the hypothesis that all patches originated within I I 11
hours of local ionospheric sunset (at 30 ken - 19 hours 14 men
LST in March and 19 hours 3 min LST in October); all other
patches would then be old patches.e
Given the limited number of days and more importantly
the 'running together' of individual patches. Ibis hypothesis
held. Patches seen after 114hours after ionospheric sunset appeared first in the west and moved eastward.
THE DECAY OF PATCHES IN THE MIDNIGHT
TIME PERIOD
Some patches show evidence of decay observed on the
propagation paths available during these campaigns. Data
from the backscatter radar and the aircraft as well as ground
recordings of Wideband and the synchronous satellites illustrate this for several cases.
Figure 5 illustrates the backscatter records for March 16- 17,
1977. Over Jicamarca the irregularities appeared slightly before 2300 LST, maintained medium level intensity in the altitude region 300-60 km until 2330 LST. then trailed off in in-f
tensity at the higher altitudes until 0030 LST. The trailing of
appears to be a decrease in intensity of the 3-mt irregularities.
From Wideband data At Ancon (SRI) and at Huancayo

39Me

(AFUL-IGP") a patch could he noted nearly over Jicamarca
with a sharp eastern front at 76"W at 2318 LST. In Figure 6,
daaro thaicftacnarutfom3nrh
o3
of Jicamarca but off 3' to the west indicated scintillatins as high as 12dB across the patch in the time period
from 23(X) it) 2325 LST Airglow data are available which
MARCH 16 -i179I??
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Fig.6I. Scintillation obstervations of the LES 9 beacon seen at Ancon and Hluanicayo, Peru, and by the AFGL aircraft tracing a route
ver Jicamarca. on the same day as the backscatter records shown in
Figure 5. The eastward movement of the patch isshown with the intensity of scintillation falling off corresponding to the drop in intensity of the backscatetr.
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identIls this Patchi I lie .tciivii5 on it ii liit one OIiuk lai
to tire satellite decreased alter lXI2() until low levels were
reached at OHM I [Si The Ancon pathl to IT.1) (also %fhown
in Figure 6) hats at naxintuli ot ((.d la[des with ia star(t(it
some ictivity al 2350) LS 1; this positoo is it) the caist ot thec
aircraft viewing. The velocity. atsdetermined front spaced receiver, att Aricon, however. remained about 9) ni/s. onily the
irregularity inhensiIN decreased its the pitch moved eastward
*Ihe Huanicasa L1-) mnaximunm excursions (11140 (X)5tt 1ST)
were of the order of 3 dB. Within I I' hours or less, the scintillaiton levels decreased from 12 tol I dli at 254 Mlif The
Mairsat records, far ito the east. showed no scintillation achyvitv after this time.
A second decay of atpaith will be illustraied with the data
fronm March 14 20. 1977 (ceatler developments fromi this nigt

if
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were shiowin in Iligiiic 2) A tracing of the contour., of backscatter during the little period 2230) 0130 LST is shown in Fig-

tire 7. Weak irregularities of 3-nmMte are present at 2(X)-km altiiudes* the large-scale irregularities are still fully developed as
was showu by Bau et at. 119781, Airglow observations indicate that this patch was one previously developed and not a
new patch.
In Figure 7. scintillation panels are shown vertically in eastward sequence. One can note that the patch arrives sequentially later toward the east, The paths farthest to the east show
low levels of activity (Ancon L-9) or no scintillation activity
(Huancayo I -9).
The evidence for slowdown in velocity of this patch is from
the tircraft as, shown in Figure 8,. where the rate of scintillation lading is shown. Whten the aircraft flies westward against
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Fading rates, and scintillation observations made by the A1:(7 . aircralt of the LI:S q hiaqn on March 1 -11.
1977 These data illustrate the slowing down of the patch after 2350 ISI

irregularity motion (2120 for example), it would be expected
to show a rapid rate of fading. since it moves through many
irregularities. When it flies eastward along with the motion of
the irregularities. it usually shows a very low rate of fading,
for example. at 2200. Fading rate would be zero if the aircraft
motion matched the irregularity velocity. In the case of flying
eastward (0030-0050) and westward (2350-0020). when the

ASCENSION ISLAND

patch was decaying. almost the same rates are shown. indicating that the velocity of the irregularities has slowed
down.
The decrease in activity is also shown in this time period
from 15 dB (the aircraft and Ancon L-8 levels) to less than I
dB in somewhat over an hour later in this midnight time period. From this and other days on which there were similar

MARCH 10-1I, 1978
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Fig. 9. Sintitllation data uherved from Ascension Island of the LiS 9 and Marisat heacons rn March iO II. 1978
The geometry of the observation is also shown, illustrating that the obliquity of the LUS 9 path wipes out the pos.siliy of
almost vertical.
viewing a single patch on this day Marisat viewing i.%
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occurrences it appears that the patches maintain their activity
from postsunset to about nmidnight. then decay in time periods
of the order of I hour.
O PAIIIVSof
Two DJRAION
lIMIDtIA
ttON 1 P t~IISTwo

To some extent, the beginning and the end of a scintillation
patch are determined bv observational parameters. At microwaves, since a large AN and thickness are needed, only intense
irrepularites produce lading ctiects on radio waves; at VHF.
weak irregularities pioducc small fluctuations in signals before the Intense region develops or moves over the propagation path. Microwave patch durations will therefore be shorter
than those noted from VHF observations. A second observatwonal hims will be geometrical. Oblique observations to the
east tor to the west from equatorial positions may encompass
more thasn one patch, therefore in these azimuths, patch duration will appear to be longer and the irregularity structure betwccn patches more difficult itodefine.
lhe duration oftscintillation is a function of the three-dimensional oblquitty of the path. An example of the drawn out
extent olt scintillation at a low angle of elevation toward the
worst comp~ared ito a nearly o~verhead viewing is.shown in Figure Y We have plotted reduced data from Ascension Island of

EQuATORIAL PATCniFS

hservatons tit' L.S 9 viewed at 300' aimuth, 20* elevation
compared to those tit MariAt at 90* elevation. 350" azimuth.
The oibliquity of' the path to LES 9 effectively wipes out the
opxortunity to view a single patch, since for the patches depicted (data from March 10- HI, 1978) the path from LES 9
encompasses three patches.
With these caveats in mind, we have chosen to compare
patch E-W dimensions as noted on GOES observations at Ancon (78.6'W in 1978, 76.9*W in 1977) with the SIRIO observations from the Ascension Island (1440 W), both at 137
MH/ and both with longitudinal intersections close to their
magnetic meridians, thus minimizing the effects of obliquity.
These observations are distributed by duration as shown in
Table 2 regardless of pre- or post-local midnight starting time
the patch.
thirds of the SI RIO patches are of duration less than i
hour. while only 25%3i
of the Ancon GOES patches lasted less
than I hour, using the criterion of start and stop of the 6-dB
level (Figure 10).
A smaller amount of data from the Ancon GOES observa(ions in 1978 is available, taken during the same time period
as the Ascension Island SIRIO data. Eight of the 10 patches
observed were of duration greater than I hour.
It is clear that observations taken from Ascension Island
showed narrower E--W dimensions than those from Peru.
The explanation is thought to lie primarily in the latitudinal
distance of the intersection of the propagation path from Ascension to the satellite. The higher-altitude irregularities observed in the ionosphere above the dip equator are mapped to
low altitudes when the intersection point is - 16"S dip latitude. Thus 600- to 800-km irregularities observed above the
equator appear at 200- 250 km on the propagation path from
Ascension. The lower-altitude irregularities at the equator are
probably rapidly dissipated. Thus the connecting tissue (modPATCH DURATION - ANCON , PERU

PATCH DURATION - ASCENSION ISLAND
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GOES(1977)
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iComparing Percent Occurrence or patch duration observed in Ascension Island SIR 10 (1978) sosntitlaion daiti with Anion (',01-S (1977).scintillation data The Ascension Island Patches ame
of noticeably shonrerr duration
itun iho,,s ,hserves in the Ancon data.
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PAT( Ills

ASCENSION ISLAND
MARCH 5, 1978

SIRIO SCINTILLATION

2300
LT

2200
LT
PATCH 3:

-a-

Fig. [I.

PATCH 31-s-

_-

Scintillation obserations of the SIRI10 beacon al Awcnsin Island on March 5. 197K.The quenching ot scintittation activity (-210)t) between patches iseasily seen

crate irregularity levels) from one plume to another. such as
seen in Figure 3. for example. disappears.
0
The minimum patch extent noted -16 S dip latitude can he
ascertained from this data. Using an eastward velocity of- I(X)
m/s (obtained from airglow, measurements by the AFU6L aircraft (E. Weber, private communication, 1978), a minimum
patch (E-W extent) of the order of 100 km iscalculated for the
data shown in Figure I I on March 5. 1978. The illustration
shows clearly the quenching of scintillation activity between
patches at Ascension Island. Thus for ascertaining the scintillation activity encountered for a path, the latitudinal distance
to the equator must be factored into the morphological picture.
ALTTUD
PATC
A~i THCK~kSS
At~TU~~
TtCKN~SSIn
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Using the backscatter observations taken at Jicamarva
(kindly supplied to us by J. P. McClure of the University of'
Texas at Dallas). we developed a composite contour of height
and thickness for each intense campaign period. For each
night the altitudes and periods of time were used when contours were within 6 dB of the maximum backscatter return on
that night. Backscatter returns have been detected at altitudes

as large as IWOKkm. Our data reduction techniques utilize
only the stronger returns ol more intense irregularities.
ligures 12a and 12h illustrate the results from X nights in
October 1976 and 9 In March 1977. In these cases the altitude
range for intense irregularities is from 225 to 450 km. predominantly in the time period before local midnight. usually
1ST. The hackstatter data for March 1979 exhib1930) 22(W1
ited the same temporal maximum as the March 1977 data but
at slightly higher altitudes (Figures 12r). The 1978 data were
taken during a month when the solar flux wits high (- 1501)
while in October 1976 and March 1977 the solar flux values
were 75 and 77. respectively.
)ISCtJsSSON
earlier papers discussing results of the backscatter measurementx 14Fire.' el (A. 1970f: Woodmarn and laHo:. 19761 a
dilemma seemed ito arise relative ito the hackscatter result.%. No
distinction would be made between newly or previously developed patches. While it was known that patches were generated after sunset, a tag could not be placed on an individual
patch as to its 'age.' Thus when Farley et al. 119701 analyz.ed
height changes relative to the generation sif patches, data for

or
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BACKSCATTER PARAMETERS
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o NIGH~TS
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Soo
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Fig, 12a
Fig. 12. Coimposite contours of height and occurrence with time of iscamarca backeatler obaervation,. The occurrence
contoura on a given night were taken to a level 6tdR down from the maximum backacatier obaerved onfthat night. fil) Oc'
tober 1976 and (h) March 1977 data illustrate the height range for intense irregularities as225 450 km. at w1930 2201)
contours; exliil~t this same temporal maximum but at slightly higher altitudes.
LST (e) March 19711
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all patches were used in the analysis From the data noted in
this paper it is clear that even at times when the first patch was
observed on any night, this could be an 'old' patch,
From scintillation observations in this limited data sample
atappears that premidnight patches arise within I-- 1 hours after ionospheric sunset; the optical data acquired during the
campaigns IWeber et al., t97X indicate more clearly that new
patches did not develop afte-r aboLit I hours past ionospheric
sunset. Thus earlier studies on spread and backscatter concerning the necessary conditions of ionospheric height and
rate ot vertical drift must be reevalulated. since the patch may
have been lirmed earlier in a region far to the west of the
sounder
Although there has been considerable study of the vertical
development of the irregularity patch lOssakom' et al.. 19791,
there has been only a relatively small amount if work relative
to the initiating nicthanism (the necessary and sufficient conditions t, develop a bubble in a realistic atmosphere). One
proposal has been the spatial resonance effect. i e.. the phase
velocitv of atmospheric gravity waves matching the plasma

drift velocity of equatorial irregularities lRottger, 1978; Klos-

termelrer, 1978; Koster and Beer, 19721. However, even with
this hypothesis there has been little detailed correlation of atmospheric parameters. At one observing point, for example,
Huancayo. Peru, a night having hours of intense irregularities
may be followed by a night of no activity.
The confinement of a patch to a limited east-west extent
should be explained. At the equator the plume is a dramatic
example of the limited extent; at distances from the equator,
the Ascension Island observations have shown the confinement of individual patches.
Once the patch is formed, it stays together for hours. It
would be well to know why the patch remains a unit structure
and why the patch continues to produce irregularities. Farley
et al. 119701 state that at 300 km, diffusion would destroy the
small 3-m irregularities in 10-20 s or less. Yet, the total structure. containing 3-m to larger irregularities, lasts considerably
longer than that. Certainly the larger irregularities are produced in the patch over the order of hours as we have shown.
The 3-rn irregularities probably endure somewhat less [Basu el
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at., 19781. Kelly and Ott 1197811
have discussed density irregularities created by turbulent electrostatic fields in the wake oit
upwelling structures. These irregularities would expand to
larger- and smaller-scale sizes of which the shortest wavelengths would dissipate more rapidly.
A detailed description is needed of' the possible prscscs
by.
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Basu. S, and S Ilasu. (oretated measurement,, ol'scintiffattions and
in situ i region irregularities from 060ite. GerophosRev Leni.. .

61, 1976
Basu, S.. and M ( Kcltes. A review ti recent ohservations of equaitrrial scintillatisns mud their relationship t.' current theories (it I- reon irregutars generation. Radii Vii I1447i1. I79
Hasu. S_. S ttasu. ) Aaromn%,
J P Mc. litre. arid M 1) Cousins O

patch. It is not clear what occurs when the field lines front 3101
the: voecie 411kilomter~- and mnietes.ale: irreularities in the
Me% 8 1. 4219. 197S
nighttime eitti.rial I regimn. J (.,lhi %m
to 600 km at the equator dip to altitudes tif NO( kint at -11
t hen. rhe intertirriattoi And synthesis rif cerCalvert. W . and R
161S dip latitude.
win spread I configuraions appearing tin equatorial ioniigram%. J
The decay of patches has been outlined. The decay of' lte
turbulent electrostatic field appears ito be the mechanism ie
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Coordinated Study of Equatorial Scintillation and In Situ and Radar
Observations of Nighttime F Region Irregularities
SANTIMAY BAStI2 J. P. M(c'ItRl.i

SILNANIA BASU. W. B. HANSON,' AND J. AARONS'

A toordinated seto1 Atmoispherif: Explorer L-(AlV+t) satellite in situ, Vill: radar backscatter. and scintilLation measurements pertornmed during 19J77
river a common ionospheric volume is used to study the
relAtionship between the plasma depletions or bubbles, the extended 3-rn irregularity structures known as
plumes and bursts iii scentillatiiin activity oit patches in the nighttime equatorial Fregion. It is shown that
in the early evening hours saturated Vill- And (11i1 scintillation and 3-de fluctuations (propagation path
in the cast west plane where the effect &)tanisotruipy is least) at 1 54 (MIL are obtained in association with
stroing So Mlii radar hackscauer. implying near simultaneous (-min) excitation of large scale (-km to
1151
mi)and 3-n i rregularities. In this early developed phase of irregulanities, the AE-E in situ measurenments
detct aroiop flutuation%of Ion concentration with very sharp spatial gradients. The power spectra
of these fluctuations in the scale length range of 10lkm 11.5m conformi to a power law variation with
one-dimensional spectral index -l1.5 The postiniuxnight period. on the other hand. is found to be charactermerd by an absence III radar backscatter and presence of only marginal Gl scintillation activity.
lituwever. strong Vill scintillations and omnewhal weaker titll- activity is found to persita. The AE-E
measurements inditate that during the late phase. the spatial gradients of ion concentration become shallower Andi the spectral intensity of' the irregularities , 500lm decreases by about twosorders of magnitude
as compared with that recorded during the onset phase Theiirregularity spectrum conforms to a quasigausan desusriptin with correlation lengths ot the order oif a kilometer, which corresponds to the Fresnet dansensionsof V ItI- scintillation observations. The implications of the observed spatial structures and
the level oif ambient concentration tin the generation of 3-mnIrregularities and scintillation modeling are
disc ussed.

I.

~ps

IN I ROMt
t(i1 IfIN

and scintillation activity near the magnetic equator

*Bubbles' and 'Plumes' Are new terminology currently used
by geophYsicists to describe the state of the irregular nighttime

nowed that the plume structures give rise to intense scintillalion activity at VHF and UHF jflasn et al., 19771. The coexis-

equatorial ionosphere that have also been identified with scintillation patche, byo the proipagation consnunity IBasu and
Keller'. 19791. Plasmia bsubble% signily the spatially abrupt and

tence of kilometer and meter-scale irregularities lBasu el at.
19791 in the nighttime equatorial F region was indeed revealing from the point of view of plasma processes. it provided an
impetus luir performing coordinated radar and scintillation
measurements near the magnetic equator that, in addition to
counfirm ing the above, yielded interesting results on the localti'ed generation, the drift. and the decay of irregularity struclures that give rise to plume structures andscnilto
patches 18a.ria and Aarons. 1977: Aarons et a., 1978, 19801.
It may he noted that scintillation observations in the VHFG;Ilz range sample the ionospheric trregularities with wavelengths ranging from about a few kilometers to 100 m, the
bubble signature in the in situ measurements implies the presence iof irregularities in the wavelength range of several tens of
kilometers, down to few tens of meters, whereas the 50-MHz
radar samples the irregularities at a particular wavelength of 3
mnat various ranges.
In lbhis paper the phenomena of bubbles, plumes, and scintillation patches in the nighttime equatorial F region are critically examined from a coordinated set of in situ, radar, and
sctitillation measurements performed over a nearly common
ionospheric voilurme. I'he purpose of the paper is to study the
evolution and decay of the plume structures and scintillation
activity over the VHF-Gi~z band in relation to the observed
spatial structures of Ion concentration within the plasma bubbles. The need flor such a study has recenitly been emphasized
in the U.S. National Report on ionospheric irregularities presented at the IUG(; meeting at Australia in December, 1979
IOssaA ow. 19791

irregular *lecxcawscI ten,. ot kiloimetersi .,l Ion concentraion as

detected hy sautellite indtl ocket in situ oieasurciments perfo~rmed over th, niphtime eqiuatoirial ionosphere jilrinuon and
et al.. 19771. ['he
Nninalani. 197 1: Ar'1/ei ri al., 1976: M,li,
presence III large upward (I SO)nt/s) and smaller westward
(len% of m/%) vclofci~y in some of these bubbles has been detected. the upward component being spatially structured and
the westw~ird comuponent being nmore uniform Plumes, on the
other hand, describe the tilted envelope of irregularity structure, ubscrved at irregularity wavelengths ofl 3 m or less%in the
nighttimec equatorial Fireglo.. that rise irom continuous irreguilaritis patches at lower altitudes and extend as discrete strucltures Ito the tuspsidt ionosphere at altitudes as htgh as IIEM) km
1*Wooidman and 1.aHoz. 1976. rrunit~a et, al.. 19791. Such
plumelike strucitires that, on occasion, occur at periodic interval% were first observed by Wioodman and Lalloz 119761 by
employing the digital power mapping ictlnirlue to backseattercd ijenaks obtained by the 50-MiH, radar At Jicamarca
JTraniknosplicric communication links estahlished near the

magnetic eqluator indicate that during nighttinte the received
signal power oiver the VitFG~li hand exhibits considerable
fluctuations, and such scintillation structures are often temporally dISCrete. Preliminary Investigations on radar hacksoatter
I-mnuet (lege.

4(m) The I cnway.

Boston. Massachusetts

(1211,
I inisersit ot texas it DI~alas. Richardson. Texas 75t(tN)
Air truce tieophysics I abuoratisrv, tIanstom Air Isuirce Base. Redford. MassAf.huseti II17.31
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OBSEFILVATIONS

'The coiordinated set of measurements performed on March
21, 1977 (UT date) is indicated in Figure 1. At .ieamarsa (abfi11
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Fiag. 1. Location ci S-MHz backscatter radar at Jicamarca (JIC). the subsatellite tracks of Atmoapheric Explorer E
(AE-E) during orbit numbers 7048. 7049, and 7050 and stsbionospheric positions (referred to an altitude of 400 kin) of
scintillation measurements performed at Ancon (A) and Huancayo (H) with various geostationary satellites on March 21.
GI. and MA R.
1977, are indicated. The satellites Les 8. Les 9, ATS 3. Goes I and Marisat are abbreviated as L 8. L 9, A 3.0
respectively. The projection of the earth's magnetic field at the ionospheric height is shown by dotted lines.

breviated, as JIC in the diagram) with a magnetic dip location
of 2*N, a 50-MHz radar backscatter map of echo power from
3-in irregularities at F region heights was obtained by using a
modification of techniques developed by Woodmtan and IaHoz 119761.
From the two ground stations at Ancon (A) and Huancayo
(H), multifrequency scintillation observations were performed
with various geostationary satellites. The satellites ATS 3 (A
3) and Goes I (G 1) provided transissions at 137 MHz. Lea S
(L 8) and Ues 9 (L 9) satellites provided transmissions at 249
MHz, and Marisat (MAR) provided transmissions at both 257
MHz and 1.54 GHz. The intersectins of the 400-km ionospheric height with the propagation paths from different
geoetationary satellites to the two ground stations are indicated in the diagram by the first letter of the ground station
(A or H) followed by the abbreviated name oi the satellite as

these satellites the universal times 0200. 0400, and 0600 arc indicated. It may thus be noted that by scintillation measuremenu the ionospheric volumes lying within the longitude
swath of 67A.W to 80*W were probed at intervals of only a
few degrees.
On March 21. 1977, three iuccessive transits of Atmospheric Explorer E (AE-E) satellite occurred between 0200
UT to 0530 UT Over the longitude interval under study. The
subsaitellite tracks of AE-E for the three successive orbits 7048.
7049. and 7050 are shown in Figure I with the universal times
marked along the track. It should be noted that these orbits of
AE-E were nearly circular with a nominal altitude of 250 km.
In the present study we shall utilize the data obtained by the
retarding potential analyzer (RPA) and the ion drift meter instruments on board the AE-E satellite. A complete description
of the instruments and the data acquisition system can be ob-

indicated elarlier. The subionoaspheric positions of Lea 8 ansd
Lus 9 satellites varied considerably during the period of obeervations owing to the finite orbital inclinaltion of the satellites,
As such, along the locus of the subwooupheric poittons of

tained tn Hanson et a.. 119731 and Hanson and Hiefis 119751.
The RPA provides the total ion concentration every 4.45 mas
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corresponding to 35-mn spatial resolution along the orbital

track. The ion drift meter provides data on plas arrival an-
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gics (ritch antiyaw) with respect ti the attitude of the spacecratt. The total ion concentration is also available from this
instrument every 1,16 ol a second corresponding to a spatial
resoliition of about Sig) m Since charge neutrality can be assuimed at F region heights. ihe electron concentration can be
identified with the total ion concentration provided by the instriments This assumption is important as both radar backscatter and scintillations .,re caused h the electron density
fluctuations in the Ionosphere

S

I
Radar Measiuremeno

1). I977
Vintllaion Measurements
Figures 3a and 3b show the results of multifrequency scintillation measurements performed at the two ground stations.
The different panels in Figure 3a are arranged from top to
bottom in the order of decreasing west longitude of the subionospheric position (intersection of the propagation path
with 400-km ionospheric height) over the interval of about
79°W to 75'W. The precise subionospheric location of propagation paths for the different panels may be obtained from
b

Figure I. Each panel in the diagram shows the temporal variation of scintillation index in dB [Whitney et al.,19691 as
scaled from the data over successive 2.5-min intervals. The different panels in Figure 3b are similarly arranged in the order

Rt sui. i

In ligure 2 we show the results of 50-Mlitz radar backscaticr observations at Jicamarca made on March 20 21. 1977, between 19K) I" and 01)40I.T. The diagram illustrates the temporal variation ol range and intensity of 3-m irregularities
observed on this night. The range and time scales are given by
the ordinate and abscissa, respectively, while the intensity of
the echo power is provided by the different shades in the
range ill h 481dB above a reference power level corresponding
0 once-quarter If the approximate maximum incoherent scatterlevel
It may bt,noted that the radar commenced to detect weak
A-m irregularitie, from. an altitude of about 3(X) km at 1930
I I 'he layer thickness of weak irregularities increased progressVets to about 25 km at 2010 LT, after which a series of
mtensc and pectacular plume structures were observed Some
ol these plumes extended all the way from the bottontside F
7
region 1,, 1X)kn, the altitude limit of the backwatter maps
picscinled here.
Concentrating on the lowest altitude ol backscatter returns
shown in I igute 2 we observe a Viadual rise of the minimum
altitude at the commencement (1930 LI to 211(1)UT). a cusplike lhiude modulation of the lirst plume's underside
aroui~d 20)501U and a gradual but spectacular fall between
2 oI I I to 2250 LT from 350 km to ll5 km. While the initial
rise and linal fall can be related to the typical behavior of
equatirial F layer after sunset, the altitude modulation of the
Itttom ol the 3-m echo region is rather significant. Such inirustoiis a..sociated with the Rayleigh-Taylor instability [Balvie
I eial.1972; laerendel. 19741 have been schematically represented by Woadman and LaHIz [19761 and recently
demonstrated by computer simulations of the collisional
Rayleigh-Taylor instability with initial long wavelength
plasma density perturbations I/al-riA et al.,197"81.
It may he
of inierest to note that such intrusions are most marked in
plumes that are detected early in the evening,
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ol the range and mtensity ot SO-MH, backscattered power obtained at licamarca on March
f empoat variation
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of decreasing west longitude of the subionospheric position
covering the longitude interval of 75'W to 67.5°W and indicate the temporal variation of scintillation index (dB) on respective propagation paths.
Considering the different dynamic ranges of VHF receivers.
we conclude from panels 2. 3 and 4 of Figure 3a that VHF
scintillations were saturated for more than 4 hours on all VHF
links. The UHF links (panel I in Figure 3a and panels I. 2.
and 3 in Figure 3b) also attained saturation levels but over
shorter periods of time lasting for about 2 hours. It should be
noted that the dynamic ranges of VHF receivers at Huancayo
were limited to about 16 dB, whereas the receivers at Ancon
had wider dynamic ranges extending to about 25 dB.
In order to compare the temporal behavior of 3-m irregularity structures obtained from the radar power map (Figure
2) and the integrated strength of kilometer scale irregularities
provided by scintillation measurements, we find that the observational result of the communication link between the
Goes satellite and Ancon station (panel 3 of Figure 3a) is most
suitable. The propagation path of this link was located only 10
km to the east of the radar illumination at 400-km altitude
and thus the radar and scintillation measurements pertain to a
nearly common ionospheric volume. In view of the spatial localization of nighttime irregularity structures in the east-west
direction [Aarons et al..
1978 Basu and Aarons, 19771, it is important that the radar and scintillation measurements probe
ionospheric volumes that are separated by not more than a
few tens of kilometers in the east-west direction. Comparing
panel 3 of Figure 3a with Figure 2, we note that the onset of
137-MHz scintillations did not occur before 0050 LIT (1950
LT at 75"W meridian) although the radar was detecting a
weak and thin layer of 3-m irregularities at 300 kn for nearly
20 min pror to this time. It is not, however, clear if the backscatter return during this time truly represents an irregularity
layer or merely shows the signature of partial reflections from
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Fig. 3. (a) Temporal variation of scintillations recorded on different propagation paths over the subionospheric longitude interval of 79°W-75°W straddling the radar site at Jicagmara. (h) Same as irk Figure 3# over the subionosphenc tongitude interval of 7S°W-67*W.
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sharp vertical gradients in electron concentration |BabLey and
Farley, 19751. Shortly thereafter, at 2015 LT, an explosive de-

of spectacular plume structures until about 2250 LT. while
VHF scintillations remain saturated. The radar fails to detect

velopmeut of VHF scintillation to saturation occurs in con-

any conspicuous irregularities after 2300 LT except for some

junction with moderately strong (18-36 dB) lackacatter returns
from 3-m irregularities extending over an altitude interval of

marginal backscatter prior to 0100 LT.
Scintillation measurements on Ancon (Goes) path indicate

about 100 km. After this event, the radar map exhibits a series

that scintillations persist until 0200 LT (or 0700 UT) and, in
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fact, saturated VH[- scintillations are observed between 2250
LT and 010 LT when the radar failed to detect any con%pit.uous hackscatter events. The intercomparison confirms
the earlier findings of Baus et a. 119781 that kilometer and
meter scale irregularities coexist in the early phase of equatonal irregularity generation during nighttime, but in the late
phase. even though the meter wale irregularities decay the ki-

shown in panels 2, 3. and 4 in Figure 3a between 0040 UT
(1940 LT) and 0200 UT and also backscattered the 50-MHz
signal at Jicamarca covered a longitude interval of at least
75*W to 78°W. The structure did not extend much farther to
the west, as the UHF propagation link from Ancon to Les 8
(panel I in Figure 3a) failed to detect any scintillations during
this period. On the other hand, the irregularity structure that

lometer scle irregularities persist for several hours longer,

caused scintillations on Ancon (L 8) propagation path be-

A study of the different panels of Figures 3a and 3b indicates that the irregularity structure that caused scintillations

tween 0140 UT and 0500 UT isexpected to drift eastward, intercept various propagation paths to the east and cause scintil-
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lations until the structure decays as determined by its lifetime,
The temporal behavior of scintillations at one position is thus
determined by the local generation of irregularities as well as
the drifting irregularities from the west that intercept a given
propagation path. We had commented earlier on the relatively shorter lifetime of 3-m scale irregularities as compared
with the kilometer scales from a comparison of radar and
scintillation observations. From panel 4 of Figure 3h we note
that 1.54-GHz scintillations on this night ceased after 04t
UT. corresponding to 2330 LT at the longitude of the subionospheric position (67.5*W) although VHF and UHF scantillations at various longitudes persisted several hours longer.
It is not possible to compare the features of (Hz scintillation
event with the radar backscatter event owing to the wide Iongitude separation of the ionospheric volumes probed by the
two techniques. However, on a statistical basis, we note that
during 1976-1977, the radar at Jicamarca did not record conspicuous 3-m irregularity structures in the postmidnight period. and the GHz communication link with Marisat over the
east-west plane continued to record scintillations after the
decay of meter irregularities but failed to record conspicuous
(>1 dB) scintillation events during the postmidnight perod.
In order to obtain information on the dynamics of lonospheric irregularities causing scintillations, drift speed measurements were made by performing spaced receiver scintilla-

mum ligurc 4 shows the temporal variaiwit Al drift observed
on March 21. 1977 The maximum coss-c irrclation coelicient for these computations exceeded 0 7 except for four data
points. The local time (I T) at the suhionospheiic location was
I.T = UT - 5 h.
The irregularities are found to drilt in the east-west direction just as the background plasma iII the equatorial t region
drifts during the nighttime houts [Risheth. 1971. Woodman,
19721. The drift speed is found to increase from 130 M/s to
values as high as 200 m/s in the early phase. and during this
period, considerable fluctuations of drift speed are observed.
It should be noted that because of the finite zenith angle of
these observations, the apparent eastward drift will be affected by an existing vertical drift of the irregularities. Under
normal conditions the vertical velocity is generally a small
fraction of the horizontal drift and hence for the geometry under consideration. errors will probably not exceed 2('. However, on occasions, highly structured vertical velocities within
bubbles have been measured by in situ and radar techniques
IBa/sley et al.. 1972; Woodman and I.aHoz. 1976;McClure et
al.. 19771. It appears that the large fluctuations in the apparent
horizontal velocity recorded in the early phase may be caused
by such structures in vertical velocity.

tion observations. The measurement was made at Ancon by
the use of 249-MHz transmissions from Les 9 and recording
scintillations on two receiving systems placed on an east-west
baseline of 366 m. The apparent irregularity drift in the eastwest direction was determined from a cross-correlation analysis of the spaced receiver data lBrLggs and Golley, 1968). The
present drift measurements from scintillation observations
give the weighted average value and, as such, provide information on the irregularity drift around the F region maxi-

We shall now discuss the in situ results obtained by the A lE satellite over three successive orbits: 7048. 7049, and 705(0.
The geometry of these orbits relative to the ground stations is
illustrated in Figure I, and the nominal satellite altitude was
250 km for all these orbits.
Orbii 7048. From Figure I it may be noted that the satellite (orbital inclination 19.75') was travelling from northwest
to southeast and the track was somewhat to the north of the
dip equator, along which various ionospheric locations were
probed by radar and scintillation measurements. The ion con-
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centration data acquired by the ion drift etr are shown in
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Figure 5 at 0.5-s interval. The figure provides an overall view
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the large ion concentration fluctuations that existed be-
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Even though the satellite was sampling at an altitude
of 250 km, the relative ton concentration fluctuations recorded
by it correspond to those existing at higher altitudes over the
magnetic equator. This is because the plasma within the entire
field tube takes part in the instability process, and the relative
ion concentration fluctuations, at least at large scale lengths,
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Fig 5 Spatial variation of ion concentration recorded by the ion
drift meter on AE-E orbit 7(145 on March 21. 1977 Satellite altitude
(ALT). magnetic kcal time (MLT). dip latitude (I)IPLA I. and geographic longitude (LON() are indicated in the diagram
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be m apped alo ng the field lines. A t the extrem e left -hand
edge of the orbit, at approximately 0216 UT (2116 LT). the
satellite location maps up the field lines to an altitude of 390
s
km over Jicamarca. Owing to the orbital inclination, the satellite location further to the east near 67.5'W longitude at 0219
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I ig 6. A -s ,ample ot high resolution RPA data of relative amplitude obtained on orbit 704 indicating the presence
tit ,:.cp spatial gradients of ion concentration before the satellite entered a deep bile-out region in the early phase of irregulafits generation The satellite location maps along the earth's magnetic field lines to a 3-m plume structure over Jicamarca. Fhe irregularity amplitude. (SI(;MA), the ,on concentration (Ni at the beginning of the data interval, the satellite
altitude (Al. I'). the snneif the angle between the magnetic tield (B) and the satellite velocity (V) vectors, the dip latitude
lDIPL.AT). geographic long tude (ION(;i. and the universal time (UT) are indicated in the figure
UT 12149 iI ) maps to an altitude of 3W()km over the subionospheric position of scintillation observations with Marisat
satellite from Huancavo, H(MAR). If we examine the radar
hackscatter map shown in Figure 2. we find that the bottom
edge of F region irregularities was not above 270 km at 2116
LT and 220 km at 2148 .T. Thus the relative ion concentralion fluctuations detected by the satellite in this orbit do itdeed correspond to fluctuations at F region heights above the
dip equator. The scintillation observations detected intense F
region irregularities near the dip equator over the longitude
swath of 77'W to 67'W in agreement with the large ion concentrattois flctualions present in the in situ data.
We shall news make a detailed comparison of the radar
backscatter and in situ ion concentration data obtained in orbit 704X. As wa, mentioned earlier, the satellite location at
02 15h IT maps up along magnetic ield lines to an altitude
of 390 km above Jicamarca where the radar measurements
MA
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207 2,
1 34( .04
0

96Z

•1980)

were performed. Figure 2 shows that at that time. this altitude
corresponds to the beginning of the second plume structure, in
situ data corresponding to which has been discussed by J. P.
McClure et al. (unpublished manuscript. 1980). Here we
show in Figure 6 the relative change of ion concentration obtained from the RPA in the high resolution (35 m) mode over
a 3-s interval (24 km) beginning at 021617 UT when AE-E
was east of Jicamarca. The relative amplitude in the diagram
signifies AN/R, where AN is the change in ion concentration
from the ion concentration (R) at the beginning of a 3-s interval. The numbers at the top of the diagram denote the square
root of the variance of AN/N expressed as a percentage
(SIGMA%). the average ion concentration (NI), the angle between the satellite velocity (P), and magnetic field vector (B)
as well as the parameters that signify the satlcite altitude and
location. In view of the eastward motion of the satellite and
the large angle between the satellite and magnetic field, the
extremely steep gradients of ion concentration portrayed tn
Figure 6 correspond to the gradients approximately in the
magnetic east-west direction. The presence of such steep gradients is found to be a characterstic of the irregularity structures over the dip equator in the evening hours. The steep
structures that we observe to the east of Jicamarca are probably associated with the first plume if the prevailing irregularity drift (Figure 4) is taken to account. A similar situation is
discussed by J P McClure et al (unpublished manuscript.
for orbit 7049 when the satellite was much closer to the
radar site.
I he R PA data of total ion concentration shown in Figure 6
was linearly detrended, and the zero mean time series of posilive and negative fluctuations tit ANIN was obtained, R being
derived from the trend line. I he power spectrum for this time
series was then obtatned from both the FFT and maximum

....

~

~entropy

5551

Vig 7 Power spectrum if the linearly detrended data coesrumnding to ihe sample shown in Figure 6 obtamed by the IFT (dot)
and maximum entropy (solid tine) techniques, respe tively

method (MEiM) of spectral analyses. The FFT program was the same as the oic used earlier by Dyson et al.
119741. The spectra were normalized such that the integral of
the fluctuation power fS(f)dfover the observed frequency (f)
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Same as in Figure 6 recorded after the satellite emerged from the deep hite-out region.

range equals the variance of the original lime series of AN/I.
where C," is defined as the one-dimensional strength of turThe frequency (J) scale was converted to irregularity wave- bulence [Rino. 19791 and n is the one-dimensional spectral inlength (A) by using the relation A v,/f, where v,is the satel- dex. For the data sample shown in Figure 7. 1V= 1.34 X I11'"
lite velocity. In view of its geophysical importance, we shall il- m ' and therelore P = 4.56 x I'"
' in mks units, which
lustrate the power spectra in terms of irregularity wavelength, gives C,"' = 4.56 x It'" mks.
Figure 7 shows the power spectrum of AN/IN of the RPA data
For a turbulence-type distribution of irregularities, a
illustrated in Figure 6. The dots indicate the spectral estimates knowledge of one-dimensional irregularity power spectrum
obtained by the FFT technique and the solid line represents obtained from in situ measurements and information on irthe MEM spectrum. Itshould be kept in mind that the above regularity layer thickness as may be derived from radar backspectrum obtained from in situ data is a one-dimensional scatter observation is sufficient for an estimation of the level of
power spectrum of AN/IN. If we neglect the somewhat flat scintillations in the framework of phase screen theory. 1 he
portion of the spectral intensity at large irregularity wavepower spectrum shown in Figure 7 corresponds, however, to
lengths (>5 km), then the overall spectrum can be described the data sample (Figure 6) that exhibits steep spatial gradiby a power law variation. In terms of frequency (f), the nor- ents. The implications of such steep gradients for irregularity
malized spectral intensity (.5)of relative ion concentration generation IChaturvedi and O.sakow. 1977: Costa and Kelley,
(AN/N) fluctuations illustrated in Figure 7 can be expressed
19781 and modeling of scintillations I Wernik et at.. 19791 for
as S - 0.025f ''. Translating the frequency in terms of irregu- special propagation conditions will be discussed later. From a
larity wavelength (A). the spectrum may be represented as S oc study of the variable inclination of the plume structures in raA' '.The corresponding spectral intensity I P) of ion concentra- dar backscatter maps I Woodman and LaHoz, 19761 and struction deviation (AN) can be obtained by multiplying S by (')2.
lured upward drift speeds of the irregularities obtained from
In general, the one-dimensional spectral intensity as provided in situ measurements ferCtlure et al, 19771. the sharp grad,by the in situ measurement has been expressed as P C,1 'If". ents, so evident in density fluctuations at one altitude may
not, in general, be preserved in the integrated electron deviaAr-E
4o
tion AN. While we recognize the significance of steep spatial
N
", A 71 E
O4
gradients of density in delineating the generation mechanism
At1
151
of irregularities and its importance in scintillation computaPIL
G

4

,T
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.

lions when the propagation path is aligned with the steep den-

45

sity structures over the entire irregularity layer thickness, we
consider that, in general, the assumption of a turbulent type of

12,742

.

.

.

-

integrated electron density deviation is appropriate for estimating scintillation effects. For the analytical form of power
.spectrum
discussed in the previous paragraph, the one-dimen-

a

I

sional strength ol turbulence is C,'" 4.56 x 10"i mks and the
spectral index of 1.7 may be used to obtain the three-dimen.
sional strength of turbulence as C', - 1.1 x to'" mks IRno,
19791. The above value of C',pertains to the satellite altitude
of 250 km, and since for a constant irregularity amplitude

(AN/N) the strength of turbulence scales as the square ofelec'0

IRREGULARITYWAVELIK

,,HN

Fig. 9. Same as in Figure 7 for the sample shown in Figure 8.
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Iron concentration, its value at 400-km altitude
above the dip
'

equator is expected to be of the order of 10" inks if we assume

that the local electron concentration above the dip equator is
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03

ovcrthelongtud
II
of nicc~tThe
10t) in '. 1such levels of itirhulcrnce strength (C
0)presail oser air altitude exteni of liX) km as depicted by the radar
poiwer masp, intensity Scintillatiosns of 2 dB are expected on L
hand frequencies for osverhead poropagation path%. We note

that intensity

iscintillatisons

ion the Marisat propagation path

aligned close to the magnetic east-west direction did not cxceed 3-dB level at 1 54 611, on this night
As the atellit moves further eastward past Jicamarca, it
records a deep bite out of ioin concentration below 10' mn at
0217 Tr (Figure 5t Unisurtuniately. at %rich levels of ion concentraissl ( -. 10" ill ' the signal gets buried in noise picked up
by the electromieter I11ansron andi Hisj. 19751 precluding any
study ol the irregularity power spectrum within the large-scale
deletiono T he satellite remained within it until 0121736 when
the RPA lfaited to record ion concentrations%abosec 10' mn '.
"Iheeast-west dimension of the bite-out region is about 244)
km coyse-.onding, to tile time interval of 36 s. Only 6 s later.

at 0)2174", the satellite emerges from the bite-out region and
Steep Spatial density strut ures are again recorded by the RPA
as illustrated in I it rce. The spectrunm Ior the data sample is
shown in Figure l). and the Spectral intensity of relative ion
concentrat'sn (S) again conforms itoa power law variation
with frequency (' . trid the normalized spectrum can be expressed a:, S 0 0271 or S A". where A is the irregulanity

lAIJIAiORIA1 lNidii.iARI1ii5

wavelength. Considering ihe average ion concentration. the
strength of turbulence for the above spectrum is obtained as
C. =
Ill- mnks, which is consistent with the observed JH,.
scntillat ions
7049, '1he orhit crossed the longitude interval iii in-

between 0)3Stt 1)I and (1354 UT as indicated in FigureI
and passed only 1.5'% of Jicamarca. The ion concentration
acquired every 0).5 s hy the ion drift meter is shown in Figure
I1). which indicates thai large scale spatial variations of ion
density amounting ito nearly two orders of magnitude existed
this region. As was discussed earlier, the ground to satellite
links recorded saturated VHF and UHF scintillation and IdB gigahertz scintillation betweein 67'W and 79'W longitude
a

h

ieo

h

EEtast

high-resolution RPA data over a 3-s interval following
035114 UT (225124 LT at 750 W) and its corresponding spectrum are discussed in J. P McClure et al. (unpublished manuscript. 1980). At that time the satellite sampled the ion conceniration only 1.5'S of Jicamarca so that the satellite

location maps along magnetic field lines to an altitude of 252
km osver Jicamarca. It should be noted that the power spectrum of the data sample at 035124 UT shows a steeper slope
(A"') at short wavelength end (<500 m) as compared with the
spectrum registered at similar position in the earlier transit.
This results in a reduction of spectral intensity at short wave-

lengths by approximately an order of magnitude over that obtained in the earlier orbit 7048 at 021617 identified with a
plume structure near the Jicamarca meridian.
Alter about 3 min. the satellite sampled the ion concentration fluctuations farther to the east in the vicinity of the subionospheric location of Marisat satellite at a local time of
233428 The relative ion concentration fluctuations over a 3-s

interval recorded by the RPA is indicated in Figure 11, The
spatial density structures become less sharp with a consequent
decrease of spectral intensity at short irregularity wavelengths.
The power spectrum of this data sample is shown in Figure

12. which indicates a power law variation ofVA' ai irregularity
wavelengths shorter than about 2 kmn accompanied by a spectral flattening at longer wavelengths. An order of magnitude
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t-ig ItI Sante is onlI igit 1, but for orbit 7(19 recorded near the subionts~pheric; locatiotn of Mantial satellite observed
from fluanicasci when I-dR scintillation at 1.54 G;Fa. was recorded. Lroqeon of %harpgradients ofrion concentration may be

noted
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phase, however, the decay commences at short irregularity
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wavelengths and proceeds toward the longer wavelengths in
such a manner that the 3-m irregularities decay hours before
the kilometer wavelengths.
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The sharp gradients oIf
electron concentration detected by
the satellite in situ measurements during the early phase
of irregularity liletime have important implications for irregularity generation mechanisms and modeling of scintillalions (halurvedi and Ovvuk,,, 119771 have shown that the
evolution o("the nonlinear clhstonal Rayleigh-I aylor instahility in the nighttime equatorial F region gives rise to such
steepened structures providing a phase coherent irregularity
power spectrum. They pointed out that a turbulent mechanism of irregularity generation will, on the other hand, provide a randomly phased power spectrum hut with identical

.

spectral index. From an analysis of rocket data of electron
concentration through an equatorial bubble, the existence of
Same as anFigure 7 for the sample shown in Figure It.
such phase coherent structures has been confirmed [Costa and
Kelley,. 1978j. From AFi-E data we have shown that the preseate of only the el
atialg ata
ece of stee
at small irregularity wavespectral intensitythis
in be
reduction
ence of.steep spatial gradients is a feature of only the early
period a%compared with
noted during
lengths may
lgths mybtaiesnteariend d tisueid an cpare i rth
generation phase of strong irregularities that give rise to a
that obtained 3 mi earlier and discussed in the previous parapower law type of irregularity power spectrum with one-digraph. At similar local time the radar failed to detect any 3-m
mensional power spectral index of about 1.5.
irregularity over Jicamarca, and the 1.54-GHz link was recWernik etal. 119791 have demonstrated that if the electron
ording only I dB fluctuations.
concentration structures with steep gradients are stacked in alOrbit 7030. This orbit was located as far south of Jicamarca
tu.erticl
propging
radies
afeted quit
te
aten
do a it
c
e atat
vertly
from
d
as the first orbit 7048 was to the north. The orbit spanned the
the
thatuin
thtdypecced
dium. In
midnight when no scintillalongitude interval of interest nearad
the
view
of
in
that
considered
have
we
this
study
In
argnalUHFbutmedium.
osered
154
tionattwee
tions were observed
1.54
GHz and oly
only marginal
UHF but
srcue
padditsedo
h reuaiis
h oa
structured upward drift speed of the irregularities.
the total
quite strong VHF scintillations were recorded. Figure 13
electron density deviation integrated through an irregularity
shows the ion concentration plot at 0.5-s interval obtained
layer along the propagation direction will, in general, be ranfrom the ion drift meter. A wide bite-out region with some
dom, and conventional sintillation theor may still apply.
large scale fluctuations of ion concentration is noted alOur 1.54-GHz scintillation observations, performed, of course,
though the fluctuations are observed to be much less deep
at a low elevation angle of 200. exhibited random type of amIRREGLARITY*AVELEN0(TMU

Fig. 12.

~z

than those registered in earlier transits. The radar map does
not provide any evidence of fresh 3-m irregularity generation

plitude fluctuations. In view of the predictions of Wernik etal
119791 model computations, itwillbe of interest
to perform

near 052630 UT when AE-E crossed the meridian of Jicamarca.
In Figure 14 we show a data sample recorded by the RPA
during orbit 7050 in the vicinity of the subionospheric location of Marisat satellite.
The muh
spatial
concentraton
soothr
ppea
tan variations
hosenotdofi ion
theearier
tration appear much smoother than those noted in the earlier
transits
indicating a preferential decay of small scale irregulanities. The power spectrum for this data sample (Figure 15) indicates a steep spectral index (-3.5) that is caused by the
decay of irregularities
with wavelengths smaller than I km. At
VHF, scintillation effects of such irregularity power spectrum
become equivalent to gaussian irregularities with correlation
lengths of the order of a km and substantial VHF scintillations (- 10 dB) are expected to persist. However, owing to the
drastic reduction of spectral intensity between I km to 100 m
in the vicinity of the Frensel dimension for G Hz observations,
scintillations at GHz frequencies cannot develop. This is in
agreement with scintillation observations discussed in the paper.

GHz scintillation observations near the dip equator at high
elevation angles preferably tilted to the west and determine if
the signal structure on the ground conforms to the predicted
signature of steep irregularity structures.
Inat
irregularites
In contrasto totethe above,
the irregularities in the late phase

4.

Discussm
ON

are characterized by a progressive erosion of steep spatial gradients in the I0 km to 100-m range and a decay of the spectral
intensity of irregularities that commences at meter wavelength
and then proceeds toward the kilometer wavelength end. Confirming evidence has recently been provided by Tsunoda and
Towle 119791, who report the persistence of total electron content bite-outs without associated backscatter from I-m irregularities. In regard to VHF scintillations. the AE-E insitu data

0 14

time F region equatorial irregularities covering the wavelength range of tens of kilometers to a few meters or less are
excited within a time scale of the order of minutes. Inthe late
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The correlative measurements based on radar backacatter,
satellite in situ, and radio wave scintillation techniques indicate that in the initial flash phase of generation, the night-
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Fig. 13. Same as in Figure 10 for the AE-E orbit 7050 crossing the
longitude interval of interest around local midnight.
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Fig 14

Same as in Figure 6 but for orbit 7050 in the very late phase when L band and UHF scintillations had decayed.
Absence of sharp spatial gradients in thi%late phase may be noted.

obtained during the very late phase are equivalent to a gaussian
irregularity spectrum with correlation lengths (- I km) of the
order ot the Iresnel dimension of VHF scintillation measurements. This explains the persistence of VHF scintillations in
the absence of any activity in the UHF-GHz range.
The phase scintillation measurements with the orbiting
Wideband satellite performed near the magnetic equator have
consistently yielded a power law type of irregularity spectrum
with average one-dimensional power spectral index less than 2
IRmno. 1'9791J
arid have not given any evidence of outer scale
with detrend intervals as large as 100 s IRino et at., 19781. In
view of the fact that the Wideband satellite transits over the
magnetic equator near midnight, these observations pertain to
the late phase, but the derived spectrum conforms to the in
situ spectrum observed in the early phase. It should, however,
be pointed out that the in situ spectrum corresponds to the
electron concentration fluctuation at the fixed altitude of AEU. whereais the phase scintillations arise from the electron den,its deviation integrated over the irregularity layer. The relationship between the spectra obtained by these two techniques
needs to he explored during the different phases of irregularity
esolution and decay by the use of continuous phase scintillation nwamesrements with geostationary satellites.
IF E
, ,,1,.1
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,0
14 60,
1.11 .04
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are not only confined to deep bite-out regions with low (10
in I) electron concentration but are present in regions with
concentration exceeding 10' in , where ion viscous damping
becomes important enough to stabilize the collisional drifi instability [Huba and O.sakow, 19791. Thus the evidence ob- .tained from the in situ technique tends to provide further
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The in situ measurements, of course, do not directly provide
information on the small scale lengths (-m) that are explored
by the backscatter radar technique. However, Woodman and
Basw [19781, from a comparison of VHF scintillation and
backscatter observations, pointed out that the predicted backscatter level at 3 m is expected to be several orders of magnitude higher if the power law power spectrum with a three-dimensional spectral index -4 [Dyson el aL, 19741 of longer
wavelength irregularities explored by the in situ technique is
extrapolated to 3 m. Further. the recent radar observations at
Kwajalein (Towle, 19801 indicate that the backscatter power
levels at I in and 36 cm conform to one-dimensional spectral
index of less than unity in contrast to the one-dimensional index somewhat larger than 1.5 that we observed with AE-E
over the irregularity wavelength range of 0.1-1 km during the
most developed phase. Thus while these observations indicate
the possible existence of a cutoff and a break in slope somewhere in the range of tens of meter wavelength, we have no
knowledge yet of the mechanism for the cutoffand its location
in the wave number regime. It appears that high resolution
rocket measurements may be helpful for a study of this range
of irregularity wavelengths.
From the point of view of 3-m irregularity generation, it is
significant that steep spatial gradients (scale lengths :100in)
and high spectral intensity of longer irregularity wavelengths
t km) provide a signature of the presence of 3-m irregularities. Further from AE-E, it seems that 3-m irregularities

0

to Huba
Ossakow's 1l9791
that "it may
be possible for aand
large amplitude, longsuggestion
wavelength mode to
nonlinearly generate the short wavelength turbulence via a
parametric process.'
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The morphology of high-latitude VHF scintillation near 70'W
Sunanda Basu
Emmanuel College. Boslon. Massachusetts 02115

Jules A arons
Air Force Geophvstcs Laboratory. Hanscom Air Force Base. Maassachusetts 01731
(Received May 29. 1979: revised August 28. 1979.)

The long-term VHF scintillation data from ATS 3 obtained at three stations situated in the North
Atlantic sector at auroral and subauroral locations during the period 1968-1974 are used to determine
the morphology of high-latitude scintillations near the 70PW longitude sector. The variation of the
average level of scintillation at each observatory is studied as a function of time of day, season.
and magnetic activity in a manner suitable for incorporation into statistical models of scintillation
occurrence. The most prominent feature of the data is a seasonal dependence of scintillations
with a 2:1 variation from northern summer to winter under quiet magnetic conditions. This also
causes a large variation in the latitudinal gradient of scintillations from 2 d8 per degree in summer
to I dB per degree in winter for latitudes .60* invariant. The observed seasonal control of scintillations
is related to he variation of the tilt angle of the earth's magnetic dipole and consequent modulation
of the particle precipitation in the North Atlantic sector of the auroral oval.
INTRODUCTION
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Data from these stations had earlier been used
to determine a descriptive model of high-latitude
F layer scintillations [Aarons, 19731. The main
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through it. One such effect is the random fluctuation
in amplitude of the radio signal caused by spatial
irregularities in electron density in the ionosphere.
The study of these random fadings, known as
scintillations. has been a major effort at the Air
Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL; previously
known as Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory). This is because the subject has become of
significant practical importance during recent years
for application of satellite technology in communications and navigation. In particular, with a view
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the region as a function of latitude. Some of the
same studies used by .4arons [19731 were also used
by Fremouw and Rino [19731 to develop an empirical global model of scintillations. However, it was
found by Pope 1974] that the model of Fremouw
and Rino 119731 was somewhat inadequate in
representing the equatorward edge of the nighttime
scintillation boundary. The in situ measurements
of Sagalvn et .4. 119741 were also found to agree
Aarons' 119731 study in the boundary region.

With the steady accretion of more data at AFGL
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stations
of observed,
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Narssarssuaq in the North Atlantic sector IBasu, 19751 along
with a lesser solar flux variation. It is the object
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behavior and discuss causes for the same. Furthermore, during quiet times, Sagamore Hill observes
the so-called
plasmaspheric
component
scintillations
which cannot
be considered
to be ofmerely
an

6(,A

7)A

-/

extension of the high-latitude scintillation region
(Martin and Aarons. 1977; Basu. 19781.
Computer-generated plots have been developed
which clearly show the existence of an increased
scintillation region at mid-latitudes. These maps also
allow amore meaningful estimation of the latitudinal
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scintillation gradients contained within the high-lati-

GOOSE BAY

tude irregularity zone. This detailed exposition of'
the morphological features allowed a natural extenSion to an empirical formulation of a limited high-

"SA /

latitude scintillation model to be presented in a
companion paper fAarons ef al.,19791.
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THE DATA BASE

Observations of amplitude scintillations of the
ATS 3 satellite beacon at 137 MHz form the data
base. The records were reduced by the method
outlined by Whitnev et al. 119691. Scintillation
excursions in decibels for I 5-min periods were used;
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3 AT 70'W)

these correspond approximately to the I-percentile

Fig. I. The ionospheric (350-km attitude) intersections of the

levels in the cumulative amplitude probability dis-

the observing sies
ray paths from ATS 3 located al 70°W ito

tribution function for the 15-min period. Whitney

at Sagamore Hill. Goose Bay. and Narssarssuaq.

119741 has given the approximate relationship between peak-to-peak excursion in decibels and the
theory-based index S4 which was introduced by

problem of limiting discussed by Aarons el al.
[1979 almost certainly tends to decrease average
values.
aus
As mentioned earlier, the three observatories are
situated near the 70W meridian. The propagation
paths to the satellite from these stations are shown
in Figure I. while their geographic and invariant
latitude coordinates and geometrical parameters are

Briggs and Parkmn 119631. For example, a 6-dB

contour represents the S4 level of 0.3. If one assumes
a power law irregularity spectrum and realistic
model parameters [Basu, 19781, it is possible to
convert the S4 index into an equivalent root-meansquare electron density deviation by using the weak
scatter theory of Rufenach [1975] and Costa and
Kelley [1976]. To meet the weak amplitude scatter

NARSSARSSUAQ OBSERVATIONS

condition, such a conversion to equivalent electron
density deviation is only possible for scintillation
contours s I I dB (i.e., S4 < 0.5). Since the contours
to be presented are averages of large amounts of
data, obviously some violation of the weak scatter
limit is involved even at this level. Further, the

From Table I we find that the intersection latitude
as viewed from Narssarssuaq was 63.2 invariant
latitude at the 350-km height. Thus the observations
pertain to the equatorward edge of the auroral oval
in the midnight sector [Fedsteinand StarkoY. 19671

TABLE I.
Position

Invanant
Latitude

Narsaarssuaq

54.2-N, 51.0-W

Goose Say

48.3*N. 61.7*W

Sagamore Hill

39.3YN, 70.6°W

Station

Position of observing stations
Elevation

Azimuth

Ionospheric
ZA.

Propagation
Angle

63 2'

111.0

20W'

64'

124*

60.3*

28.8*

1q1

560

136

53.50

40.9P

1791'

46

154'
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Fix 2 Contours of monthly mean scintillation index in decibels at 137 MHz as a function of local time
Ifir quiet magnetic conditions (KIP= 0-3) obtained at Noraarssuaq with ATS 3 during 1968-1974.

for moderate magnetic activity (Q - 3), while it
is 20 equatorward of the statistical oval during times
of magnetic quiet (Q - 1). During disturbed times,
when the oval broadens, the Narssarssuaq intersec-

tion point is within the oval in the evening-midnight
In Figufes 2 and 3 we show contour plots of
average monthly scintillation indices as a function
of local ttme obtained over a 6-year period for two
ranges of magnetic activity. The local time variation

show:. a maximum just prior to corrected geo-
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JAN
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conditions and at COM under disturbed magnetic
conditions, as is to be expected at an auroral station.
However, the striking and somewhat unexpected
feature during quiet conditions shown in Figure 2
is the ccurrence of the highest scintillation indices

j
AUG4

~-

OCT

in the March-June period, with low levels during

winter months. A peak-to-peak excursion of I I dB
ta equivalent to S. = 0.5, whereas a 5-dB level
represents S. = 0.25. Thus if all other scintillation
model parameters remain unchanged, a 2:1I variation is expected in the ring electron density deviation

(
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Fig. 3. Same as for Figure 2. except for dliatuirbed magnetic
condlitions (Krp =4-9).
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AN from summer to winter. The probable causes
for such a seasonal behavior of scintillations, contrary to the observed spread-F behavior in the
auroral zone, were first discussed by Basu [9751
and will be dealt with further in a later section
of the paper. The highest quiet daytime scintillations
are observed in winter, and since there is a reduction
in the nighttime level, the winter data are almost
free of any diurnal variation.
Magnetic storms intensify the quiet time pattern,
as may be observed from Figure 3. There are higher
levels of daytime scintillation. However, the seasonal pattern is much less dramatic because the
winter data are actually able to show the effects
of the larger scintillation magnitude, whereas the
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summer data suffer saturation effects. It should
2 and 3 cover
be noted that the data for Figures
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MEAN SCINTILLATIONINOOX(d@)
GOOSEDAY 19?1-1974 KP'0-S

both the high-sunspot-cycle years as well as those
during the declining phase. Further discussion of

Fig. 4. Contours of monthly mean scintillation index in decibels at 137 MlIz as a function of local time for quiet magnetic
conditions (Kp = 0 3) obtained at Goose Bay with ATS 3 during

the effect of sunspot cycle on scintillation data is
given later.

1971-1974.

GOOSE BAY OBSERVATIONS

obtained during the waning period of the sunspot

cycle.

The Goose Bay subionospheric position of 60ON
invariant latitude moves through the electron density trough in the nighttime sector for quiet geomagnetic conditions in all seasons I Brace and Theis.
1974; Ahmed el al., 19791. In Figure 4. where we
have shown contours in decibels of monthly average
scintillation indices over a 4-year period for Kp
= 0-3. we find a drastic reduction in scintillation
magnitude in the February to October period as
compared to that for Narssarssuaq. These findings
are consistent with in situ results to be discussed
later. The absence of scintillations in winter is
probably due to the broad nature of the trough
in this season with the consequent emphasis of those
processes that inhibit scintillations within the
trough.
The behavior during magnetically disturbed times
isvery different. Figure 5 shows larger scintillation
magnitudes as well as a shift of the occurrence
pattern from premidnight under quiet magnetic
conditions to postmidnight under disturbed magnetic conditions. Some morning and afternoon scintillations are also observed during the February to
October period. It should be noted that in contrast
to Narssarssuaq data, Goose Bay data were only

'1

SAGAMORE

ILL OBSERVATIONS

The seasonal pattern for Sagamore Hill (at an
intersection invariant latitude of 53.5') differs from
those of the higher-latitude stations. During quiet
geomagnetic conditions the intersection point can
be considered to be a mid-latitude station. The
irregularities, in the main, are confined to the hours
of darkness for both low and high magnetic activity.
For low Kp (Figure 6) for a 6-year period of
observations the maximum activity occurs around
midnight and shows an absence of scintillation
during the summer months, with 2-dB level during
the equinoctial and winter months.
For higher magnetic indices (Kp = 4-9, Figure
7) the observable scintillations extend for a longer
nighttime period. Scintillation activity minimizes
between March and May, with maximum activity
still occurring near magnetic midnight. While during
some severe magnetic storms the high-latitude irregularity structure descends to the 530 latitude
IBasu. 1974; Aarons. 19761, scintillations hardly
show any increase in the mean level during magnetic
activity.
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= 0-3 set as is shown in Figures 8 and 12. For
the spring months, scintillations are somewhat
higher than for the fall, and therefore the 3-dB
contour line, for example, descends to somewhat
lower latitudes during spling than it does during
the fall. Also a 9-dB contour appears inthe spring.
The average quiet nighttime scintillation gradient
at latitudes >60' is 1.5 dB per degree in the spring
as compared to 1.25 dB per degree in the fall.
The more disturbed magnetic conditions bring
on higher values of the scintillation index at both
of the high-latitude stations without appreciable
change in the latitude gradient. The relatively limited
data base in both equinoctial sets peaks %onewhat
after midnight but has remarkably similar nighttime
values at all latitudes for both seasons (Figures
9 and 13).
As is to be expected from the behavior at individual stations, the greatcst difference ii lauitudinal
gradients of scintillations occurs in the two solstices
during quiet times (Figures 10 and 14). While in
summer a steep positive gradient with latitude is
exhibited by the two high-latitude stations during

SEASONAL PATTERNS AS DETERMINED BY rill.
('ONTOUR PLOTS
A relatively limited data set was put together
from the three observatories to determine latitudinal
gradients of scintillation index and the variation
of these gradients as a function of time of day,
season, and magnetic activity. To minimize effects
due to day-to-day variation of scintillations, only
those days were chosen for which uninterrupted
data were asailable at all three stations. Thus the
data were all obtained during the lower sunspot
period (1971-1974) of cycle 20. A contour program
was used to link up the data obtained from these
stations at the same local time. The results are
shown in Figures 8-15 for tour different seasons
and two ranges of magnetic activity. The number
of points on each diagram represents the number
of hours of data from which each hourly average
has been computed.
The pattern of latitudinal variation is consistent
for the two sets of equinoctial data. Scintillations
maximized just before local midnight in the Kp
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i, %cis,,nit s-rintillaliim indi during the vernal equinox in decibels at 1i7 Mitz
tine and ,n,,Agant ltitude derived n~om 12' values for each hourly data point at the three
siali. is under quiet magnetic ,..ndftions iKp
0i 3)
ii,~~~~
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with loti

the night. only a verv weak latitude gradient is
hbsei veJ in winter, with %
irtually no diurnal variation at all The winter nighttime grad ecnt at latitudes
greater than SWfinvariant is I dB per degree of
latitude. %ihilein summe:r it is 2 dH per degree.
This is a eN large different e in the latitude gradient
and has to he included in any realistic model of
high-latitude scintillations The tither interesting
aspect of Fig~ure 14 is the appearance of a 2-dB
ciwof~ui mt midnit t car 55' invatiant. with the
higher-lailude 2-dB contour occurring at approxiniately I)I 'N. UTis point% to a definite quiet time
inid-Itiii'de component of scintillations, which we
shall discuss further in the next section. Although
the data btase is sparse, we see that the differences
between~ these two seasons during disturbed condiltens atr, mnuch less severe (Vigures I I and 15).
In th. data contours of the preceding sections
the eff'-:(ts upon scintillation of diurnal, latitudinal,
mnagiel~c, anid seasonal Variations canhe easily seen.
However. it has been found that an additional

*

,.

iU

parameter, solar flux, though not evident in these
contours, to a lesser extent also affects scintillations.
In general, scintillation index increases with increasing solar flux, all other parameters remaining
constant. A precise variation for a particular day
of the year may be determined by using the model
equations shown by Aarons el al. 119791. For some
combinations of latitudinal, magnetic, and seasonal
variations this effect of increasing scintillation is
mitigated and even reversed. For example, the
summer data frequently suffer from saturation effects. so that any increase wtth solar cycle appears
minimal.
To place the effect of solar flux variation in
perspective, it should be noted that the percentage
increase in scintillation of high over low-solar-flux
years is of th'e order of half of the increase in
scintillation when comparing disturbed magnetic
conditions (Kp =4-9)
with quiet magnetic cases
(Kp =0-3).
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The most consistent long-term result that emerges
from this morphological study is the existence of*
a seasonal pattern of scintillations in the North
Atlantic sector of the auroral oval. This is in addition

star and orbiting beacon observations in those
sectors had indicated no seasonal variation ILiszka.
1963; E. J. Fremouw. private communication,
1975). Unf'ortunateiy. these measurements may
have been contaminated by orhital considerations
(in the radio star case) and by saturation of the

to the widely known diurnal and magnetic activity
variation ofscintillations. Using ntghttime data 1'romn
Narssarssuaq only. Basu [19751 had established
that this seasonal behavior of scintillations during
quiet times, namely, a winter minimum and summer
maximum, is in close agreement with the variation
of the auroral electrojet index AL [Davis and
Sugiura, 1966] in the same sector of the auroral oval. It was proposed by Basu, following the suggestion of Boller and Stolov 11970, 19741, that the

scintillating signal because of the low frequencies
used on earlier orbiting beacons. However, it is
quite interesttng to note that recent V HF wide band
scintillation observations made at Alaska fail toi
show any pronounced seasonal variation (C. L,
Rino, private communication. 1978).
The greater occurrence of winter daytime scintillation at Narssarssuaq can also be explained on
the basis of the dipole tilt angle variation. It has
been shown by Boller and Stolov 119701 that the

varying geometry of the plasma sheet with the dipole
tilt angle may cause a seasonal modulation of

maximum probability of occurrence of the Kelvint03 UT during the June
Hlhlzisaiiyi-

particle precipitation and hence of scintillations.
If this hypothesis is correct. amosuch marked seasonal variation should be observed in the Alaskan
and Scandinavian sectors of the oval. Indeed, radio

solstice and at 1630 UT during the December
solstice. The June local midnight maximum of*
scintillations at Narssars:.oaq was attributed bv
Biasu 119751 to this effect. The winter maximizationt
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proportional to the total deviation AN [Briggs and
Park in. 196i3j. Thus while scintillations and spreadF are, in general. associated, a one-to-one correlation should not be expected.
The winter minimum of scintillations at Goose
Bay is probably due to its situation within the main
electron density trough and the existence of a broad
trough in the winter. The generally much reduced
level of scintillation activity during quiet times in
all other seasons is also probably due to its special
location. In situ measurements of McClure and
Hanson [ 11731 with Ogo 6 show that both AN/ N
and N are reduced in the trough. This led them
to speculate that the physical processes that create
the trough may be the same as those that inhibit
irregularities. Clark and Rait [11975J . using in situ
dta f'rom Esro 4. also discuss the existence of
a distinct dip in irregularity amplitude between a
narrow subauroral irregularity region and the
higher-latitude irregularity zone. Thus it could be
very probable that a winter minimum of nighttime

of thie instlihilt tao c s place at the time of' local
iiiatflctit ti.,o for1
( Nai .sarstwi{ Iloweser, at mid-

daN ihe Narssarstiaq intersecctiont is well equator(waird o4j tlie da'. ide atrral tival Hence the magnilttlde )i IhC 1.tiIHe % 1itlci scintillation maximum
is noit a% Lori- ais tlte stmicur tightine maximum
bilt i largci thai. tie ditotinine scintillationl observed
at my oihei timte of the ocar
In tlit regard, it is rather important to note the
depar',UlC u the seasonal scinitillation hehivioi from
the seasonal spread-I- behavior ohservcd in the
imoural r42~io;. 1Vor instance, uiider sunspot maxi1i1111i11 iiis
lao 1905 and Ole%n and Jepsen
I IL)1,6~ botlh repoiled that mastimnum occurrence of
Npread-/ hchavtiot %as oibserved in [lie winter. aund
Pi',,,idor! 114142
showed thui sujch behaviior was
iruliirnil, , li .,rved it aiuroral stiotns in all sectors
it
the ii- ilivlit
lhemiosli4cro 11 has iccentls beetn

shown If~
Wt!h etol . P0771 that 2,11f read lioin
4ti44pra tips is ttial to props .3NN obtained front
in situ lucasitrcments . Scintillations. ho~wever. are
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Fig 14 Variatioii of' mean seasonal scintillaion index during the southern solstice in dlecibiels at 117 M117
with local time and invariant latitude derived lr,,rni
131 value.% for each hourly data poini at ihe thiec
Ii 1) Note that onec2 dBi o'nIotir is it SS."intafiani. ilivici%
stations under quiei magnetic condilion%iA 1 '
the tither is poleward of N'Y' invariant

scintillations will be observed at a position with
LI- 4 in any longitude sector. H-owever. it is well
known that the trough itself shows a maximum depth
and width in those longitude sectors with the largest
variation in dipole tilt angle I Taylor, 19711. Thus
the absence of scintillations in winter during quiet
times at Goose Bay could be due to a superposition
of both factors.
The Goose Bay data show greatly increased
scintillations during disturbed times. The diurnal
pattern during disturbed times also shows a consis-

ticeable for A',)

tent shift toward postmidnight hours during all
seasons. During periods of sustained magnetic activity with the equatorward motion of the

at Goose Bay under quiet and disturbed conditions.
While the autocorrelation coefficients for each
observation path (excluding the winter data) drop
to about 0.3 at a lag of' 24 hours (i.e.. day 1) during

4. This is in keeping, with the
observed shift in maximum occurrence oft scintillalions. There may also be such a shift in the Narssarssuaq data, but obviously, these observations
are contaminated by saturation effects, and thus
the shift is not quite as dramatic.
In general, of course, the effect of' magnetic
activity on scintillations at both stations is shortlived and highly variable. This fact can be better
appreciated by considering autocorrelation coefficients of scintillation indices at Narssarssuaq and

plasmapause. the auroral oval region moves into
the vicinity of the Goose Bay intersection point,
The auroral ovals [Feldstemn and .Viarlcot. 19671
are also greatly skewed toward early morning hours,
i.e., they descend to much lower invariant latitudes
in postmidnight hours as compared ito the premidnight situation. This asymmetry is particularly no-

5.

quiet times, that value decreases only very slowli,
as the lag is extended to days 2. 1, atid 4~ During
disturbed times. howevei. the autocorrelatiii
coefficients drop sharply to 0. 1 at a lag of' I day
and remain at that low level for larger lags up ito
day 4. This indicates that the scintillation pattern
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tin the day following the niagnetic stormn ih vel
North Atlantic sector. Much more information is
different from that on the day of the stormi at both
necessary on the seasonal as well as the polar cap
stations, while the pattern on quiet days is of a
behavior before a truly global high-latitude model
long-lived nature.
can be developed
Mean scintillation indices are rather low at SagaAcknociekdgmentv We thank E. MaclKenzie for her invalumore H-ill during both quiet conditions and disturbances.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ uin
~ ~
Intcatesvrgsehvo
i- ~ fra
istance in organizing the data. The computer program
hancs. n fct.theaveage
ehaiordurng

is-

forthe

turbed times contrasts sharply ito that obhserved
during some large individual storms, such as those
studied by' Rasu ( t9741 . Aaronsv 119761 , andi Aarons
e'I at. IN)761, It should he recalled that on only
X-, of the dav are magnetic someffects lag
dys
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shown that in such Lases thc scintillations show
which is ordered
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High-latitude analytical formulas for scintilation levels
J. A arons
Aiur Force Geophysics Laboratory. Haonscom Aar Force Base. Massachusetts 01731
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(Received May 29. 1979. revised August 28. 19791
By making measurements of* (he scintillations of the 137-Ml~i beacon of ATS 3 at three sites
along the 70'W meridian. it was possible to amass a data bank sufficient to obtain empirical analytical
tormulas o'f average scinillation at subauroral and auroral latitude%. The data base consisting of
5
i 'min -,ciniflation indices of 3 7 years of'ohservaiions from Sagamore thill. Massachusetts, Goose
Day. Labrador, and Narssarssuaq. Greenland. hat, been piesented and discussed in a companion
paper I-orcing functions for the empirical f'ormulations are time of day. daY of the year, magnetic
index. and solar flux 'Ihe liitations of the data areoutlined including single fret~uency ofobservations
and the problem oflimiuted excursion of scintillations Corrections are given fom geometrical effects
using varying irregularity configurations.

-spread F. and of scintitlation aft considerably difopno
a enpitdoti
frna
paper (Basu and Aarons [19801. hereafter referred
o as paper 1). At middle and equatorial latitudes,
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spread type of spread F is correlated with scintillation activity. while frequency spread is not. Yet
the vast portion of spread F data used in morphology
studies does not differentiate between the two types.

i(iIncreasing magnetic activity. A further
I oc
the elk.
MOdificanrion has been recently deeoe by I*e
dageieopedec
mouws et i197 in %iha
a)
~hih
1977 mgnetc dpendnce
.s stilized for 'he high latitudes. Ilocwever. seasonal
varial,ios are not Considered int the high-latitude
region. 'Ihe atm of this paper is to introduce into
the literaltire the seasonal. solatr flux, and magnetic

Al high latitudes. ionosonde data frequently disappear during magnetic storms when auroyral absorption is high and during polar cap events when
D layer absorption takes place. Merely assuming
that spread F takes place during these blackouts
is inadequate, since it has been shown that the
intensity of the irregularities increases considerably
(Aaronsx. 19761.

-Ible for scintillation of transionospheric radio signals. One n-odel has developed front work by
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In any event any model must be tested with a
body of observations such as we present. the aim
of the paper is to develop analytical formulas from
a large data base. The levels obtained from this
empirical base can then be used to realistically test
more ambitious models. The data base used is a
series of measurements of the scintillations of one
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synchronous satellite beacon, ATS 3, transmitting
at 137 MHz. The analytical terms provide mean
scintillation excursions as a function of time of
day, month, solar flux, and magnetic index. With
forecasting of solar flux and magnetic index, a user
in the latitude range covered would have an indication of mean scintillation to be expected.
It should be noted that these formulations are
models only in a very limited sense. The data were
taken near the 70' west longitude region; therefore
the validity of the formula is in all likelihood
restricted, since the offset of the earth's dipole
axis vis-a-vis the earth's axis of rotation would be
expected to produce effects at the same invariant
latitudes that differ from those at 70*W. In paper
I the data base from which this limited modeling
has been developed is presented and discussed.
There are other problems associated with the
formulas, such as inadequately documented geometrical effects, the relatively limited range of
excursions capable of being recorded by the equipment used, and the question of polar and auroral
effects during intense magnetic storms. These problems result in limited accuracy of the developed
analytical equations. However, the long-term measurements, the availability of complete diurnal coverage, and the consistency of the data reduction
methods will add to the relatively sparse data base
of scintillation levels available at this time.
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the third peak up from the minimum excursion,
measured in dB [Whitney et at., 1969 1.
The equivalence of selected values of these indices as obtained by observational comparisons is
indicated in Table I.
DATA BASE

The data were available from three stations. These
stations with their transionospheric positions in the
subauroral through auroral latitudes allowed a modest coverage of high-latitude scintillations.
The 15-min samples of scintillation index (dB)
data for the ATS 3 satellite for the stations have
been augmented into a complete data base on tape.
The dates of the data used for each station are
September 17, 1968, to September I, 1974, for
Narssarssuaq; January I. 1972, to December 31,
1974, for Goose Bay; and December I, 1969, to
60*A

7O*A

5

CHARACTERIZATION OF FLUCTUATION INDEX

t

Scintillations in amplitude can be characterized
by a depth of fading index. The most valid scintillation index, S., which is proportional to rms electron
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density deviation, is defined as the square root of
the variance of received power divided by the mean
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value of the received power [Briggs and Parkin,
19631. An alternative, less rigorous quantitative
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measure of scintillation index was adopted by the

s0.

Joint Satellite Studies Group (JSSG) to ensure a
standard method of data scaling in long-term statistical analysis. This index, known as dB ,,.
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where P.. is the power amplitude of the third

Fig. I. The ionospheric (350-km altitudel
intersections of the

peak down from the maximum excursion of the
scintillations and P,._ is the power amplitude of

ray paths from ATS 3 located ak
70"W to the observing sites
at Sagamore Hill, Goose Bay, and Narssarssuaq.
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Observational cordinates

Ionospheric
Station
Narsarsssuaq
Goose Bay
Sagsmore Hrill

(eographic Coordinate,

Invariant

tlevation

Zenith

Propagation

Latitude

Latitude

Angle

Azinmuth

Angle

Angle

63 20
60.3'
53.50

18o
28.80
40.9

208'
191,
178'

64
56
460

124'
136'
1540

54.2'
48.3'
39.30

Longitude
51 (P
61 70
70.60

November 30, 1974, for Sagamore Hill. Goose Bay
data for 1974 cover mainly November and December.
The three stations are situated near the 70'W
meridian, and their propagation paths to the ATS
3 satellite are shown in Figure I. Their geographical
and invariant latitude coordinates and geometrical
parameters are given in Table 2. The last two
columns in Table 2 provide the ionospheric zenith
angles at an altitude of 350 km and the propagation

Analyses were conducted separately for each
station. The data were partitioned into 12 months,
7 Kp, 3 solar flux (at 2.7 GHz), and 24 UT ranges
The Kp, SI, and SI readings were averaged in each
block. A compact file was thus made available for
high-speed iterative modeling studies. The seven
Kp ranges are 0-1, 1+ to 2, 2+ to 3, 3+ to 4,
4+ to 5, 5+ to 6. and 6+ and up. The three S,
ranges are 0-95, 96-120, and 121 and up. Tables
of the averaged SI are provided for each of the

angles (i.e.. the angle between the ray path and
the magnetic field), respectively.

stations.
Out of a maximum possible 6048 blocks (12 X
7 x 3 x 24), the averaged files comprise the
following: Narssarssuaq, 4985 blocks; Goose Bay,
4217 blocks; and Sagamore Hill, 5065 blocks. The
blocks generally correspond to the highest
two Kp ranges, i.e.. 5+ and up, and occasionally

FORCING FUNCTIONS

this initial development,

relatively simple
In tempty
equations were developed to reproduce the mean
scintillation excursions at the three stations. These
lorcing parameters included the following.
I'lnetlari magnetic index. Kp. It has been

t

shown that at high latitudes (which in this case
include the Narssarssuaq and Goose Bay observa-

A

i

audEs

A search was conducted to derive an empirical

imons and during severe magnetic storms the Sagamore Hill observations), Kp is a forcing function
1,4arons and .4len. 19711.
Solar t74.
Early work by Aarons et al. 119711
showed that sunspot activity, even when divorced
Ir,,ni magnetic index variations, had an effect on
scintillation behavior. Utilizing the 2695-MHz solar
measurements at Sagamore Hill. we separated ohsersations into three regimes of solar flux units
(N,) (1)(1 95. (2)96 120. and (3) 121 and greater.
Scintillalitons do not in c ry month increase with
increasing solar flux but vary as a function of
seaon.
.ca'',nmal parameter. A very dramat, minsmi,-

ing . diurnal effects is shown in the Narssarssuaq
observations over the winter IBasu, 19751. This has
been accounted [or in the equations.
I)mrnal pattern This includes the variation of
scintillation magnitude as a function of local time
under magnetically quiet and disturbed conditions
as modulated by the seasonal function.

analytical formula of SI. Analytical forms were
preferred to ensure smooth transitions as a function
of the driving functions, namely, day of year, Kp,
S,, and universal time. These forms also permitted
use of regression techniques for least squares fitting
to the averaged data file. In the course of the search
for improved fits, special characteristics of the data
were noted which suggested elaborations of the
form. Examples are the delayed peak in the diurnal
SI variation with higher Kp, the seasonal effect
on diurnal variation amplitude relative to the average
SI, the seasonal effect on influence of Kp and S,
and the need for higher harmonics to represent the
diurnal variation.

Separate analytical formulas were developed for
each station. These individual models approximate
the actual data base as closely as possible, while
smoothing abrupt variations to fit an analytical form.
The appendix presents the formula for each
station in terms of local time. The difference between universal time and local time at the subiono-
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Fig. 2. Sample behavior of data (solid curve) and the best-fitting model (dashed curve) in UT at Narssarssuaq
as a function of different Kp and solar flux groupings for the month of March.
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Fig. 3. Sample of behavior of data (solid curve) and the beat-fittng model (dashed curve) i UT at Goose
Bay as a function of different Kp and solar flux groupings for the mouth of March.
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spheric poiitt (350 km) was taken to be 3.4 hours
at Narssarssuaq, 4.1 hours at Goose Bay, and 4.7
hours at Sagamoie Hill. In the model equations
the cosine arguments (in radians) that include the
terms for day number (DA) and hour (HL) assume
a multiplicative term of 2r/365 and 21t/24, respectively Thodgh not shown in the equation for reasons
of convenience, these must be included in the
calculations.
In Figures 2-4, typical comprehensive comparative plots of the averaged data (solid curve) and
the model (dashed curve) are provided for each
station The model predictions used the actual
averaged data, Kp and S, for each hour, and are
therefore absent when data are absent. These best
fit models may occasionally predict small negative
Si's, these can be made to asymptotically approach
zero by replacing a value V which is less than 0.5
by e2 'v o 5. This ensures continuity in the predictior% near 0.5 and introduces minimal distortion,
since only the very low scintillations are adjusted.
EQUATIONS AND DATA
To illustrate the behavior of the data and of the
best fitting equations, Narssarssuaq data are shown
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in Figure 2 for the month of March. One can note,
for example. along the left-hand side for the solar
flux set of 0-95, that scintillations increase with
increasing Kp. The dotted curve is the model
equation, and the solid curve connects I-hour means
of scintillation excursions.
Along any series of boxes with identical Kp, one
can note that the model and the data indicate that
the general trend is for the scintillation excursions
to increase with increasing solar flux.
The behavior of the Goose Bay data and best-fitting formula for March are shown in Figure 3. Within
each particular solar grouping, scintillations increase with increasing Kp. For the same Kp grouping, the scintillation excursions increase with increasing solar flux.
Behavior of the Sagamore Hill data and model
for March are shown in Figure 4. For the low solar
flux group (0--95) a very slight increase in scintillations associated with increasing Kp is seen. The
same is true of the solar flux group 96-120, while
for high solar flux, the increase with Kp becomes
more noticeable. In general, within a particular Kp
grouping, scintillation index increases with increasing solar flux.
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TABLE 3

LIMITING

A basic problem in the data and the modeling
is the problem of limiting. Since the attempt in

Percentage of ocurrence of scintillation (peak to
peak )

Scinillatin p
Bock

..

this model was to find average excursions, the

..

limited signal to noise ratio of the recordings resulted
in excursions at 137 MHz being at their maxima
16-19 dB (depending on equipment). Thus. for
example, if the 15-min indices for 2200-2215 on
any month all showed excursions of 19 dB, the
average would be 19 dB. As has been shown by
other experiments with greater signal to noise
ranges, the excursions could have been _>26 dB.
Equipment limitations would not have indicated the
higher values. Thus a comparison with higherfrequency data will possibly serve only to indicate
occurrence patterns and the effect of various forcing
functions; frequency dependence reductions done
with this model are of limited validity. In this respect
it is important to note that phase scintillation measurements are generally free from the limiting problem.

K

.

...

..

..

Night
(17-05 LT)
.....

05
.

Narssarssuaq. Greenland, ATS .1.137 Mlz
46 3
-6dB
0-3+
294
-9 dB
-6 da

K 4-9

-9dB

K= 0-3.,
K = 4-9

-

78 8

61.8

Goose Bay. Labrador. ATS 3, 137 MHz
8.3
-6dB
3.9
9 dB
30.2
-6 dB
15.0
L-9dB

Sagamore iill. Massachu.etts.
K -034
-6 dB
- dB
K - 4-9
-6 dB
-9 dB

Day
7yT)

14.5
6,2
47 2

310

0.5
0.2
8.3
3.7

ATS 3. 137 MH:
5.
0.3
2.5
0._
6.9
0.7
0.3
3.6

..

AVERAGED VERSUS MEDIAN DATA

from the 137-MHz data base to values for higher

In order to test if the averaged data were skewed
by problems of limiting, the mean values were
compared with medians. Figure 5 illustrates this
substantial
for Narssarssuaq; it can be seen that no
differences occur between the averaged and the
median dB values. For low scintillation activity,
averaged values tend to be higher than median
values. Similar comparisons with roughly the same
results were made with both Sagamore Hill and
Goose Bay data.

frequencies. This entails the use of the spectral
index q, where
-q
togSI
/ltog (f/f,)
The scintillation index is in terms of S, I Whitney.
1974]. This expression is valid as long as the
scintillation index is a constant power law function.
Under conditions of weak scattering, a f ' ' variation with S, indices is noted and is consistent with
a three-dimensional irregularity power spectral
index of 4 [Rufenach, 1974; Whitney and Basu.

1977].

DISTRIBUTION OF OCCURRENCE

Recent observations IFremouw et al., 1978) em-

OF SCINTILLATION
From the engineering viewpoint, distribution of
the occurrence of various levels of scintillations
allows systems designers to evaluate degradation
of proposed or current systems. Distribution analyses were conducted of the high-latitude data files,
These data are shown partitioned into two significant scintillation blocks. -6 dB and -9 dB. The
data are then divided into night (17-05 LT) and
day (05-17 LT). These distributions are given in
Table 3.

ploying 10 frequencies between 138 MHz and 2.9
GHz, transmitted from the same satellite DNA 002,
show a consistent f ' ' behavior of S, for S, less
than about 0.6. These data were taken at both
equatorial latitudes (Ancon) and high latitudes
(Poker Flat, Alaska). In both cases the frequency
dependence becomes less steep for stronger scintillation. saturating for values of S, approaching
unity, as expected for 'fully developed' intensity
scintillation obeying a Rayleigh distribution.

FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE

GEOMETRICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In order to fully utilize the formulas, it is desirable
to be able to extrapolate the dB values resulting

It has been noted that scintillations maximize both
at low angles of elevation and when the signal
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-y elongation of the irregularities in the magnetic eastwest direction.

propagation path is parallel to the lines of force
of the earth's field. In order to fully examine the
problem of geometry, a model would need to be
developed in which the irregularity shape and
elongation varied as a function of latitude, time,

Using this irregularity formulation, Mikkelven el
al. 119781 found the Narssarssuaq observation of
the orbiting satellite, Nimbus 4, at an altitude of
1100 km a best fit of irregularity configuration with
2.5: 1.3: 1.
In order to present a simplified solution to this
problem, correction factors for the three high-latitude stations under the assumption of the elliptical
column model of individual irregularities tof 5 km
along the lines of force of the earth's magnetic
field, 2 km orthogonal to the lines of force (E - W).
and of I km in the north-south meridian as determined by Martin and Aarons f 1977j have been
calculated.
For purposes of comparison, we have illustrated
geometrical corrections to the data from Narssarssuaq for a I l00-km orbiting satellite assuming a
Gaussian power spectrum (Figure 6) and a power
law model (Figure 7). Correction factors have. in
addition, been calculated for the 350-kni intersection
of the ATS 3 satellite using the power law model.
The S4 values derived from the formulas presented
in the appendix would be reduced by 1.5 for
Narssarssuaq, I. I for Goose Bay. and 1.2 for
Sagamore Hill. We have not incorporated these
correction factors in the constants, since the irregularity configuration is not agreed upon. It is possible
that it changes as a function of latitude, solar and
geomagnetic activity, and perhaps even local time.
Factors given above are probably minimum reductions relative to overhead values.

and geomagnetic conditions.

Martin and Aarons [19771 interpreted synchronous satellite data in the Narssarssuaq-Goose Bay
area by using a Gaussian irregularity spectrum for
the irregularities. They found the irregularities to
be elongated along the magnetic field with a 5:2:1
configuration, where the first term is u, elongation
of the irregularity along the lines of force of the
magnetic field, the second term is -y, orthogonal
to the elongation along the lines of force, being
the magnetic east-west dimension, and the last term
is orthogonal to the other two planes, i.e., magnetic
north-south.
Rino et al. (1978], by observing the Widehand
satellite (- 1000-km altitude) in Poker Flat, Alaska,
find evidence for L shell aligned, sheetlike irregularities with a lower bound to the configuration
of 10: 10: 1.
Mikkelsen et al. [1978] have attempted to determine the theoretical scintillation index S when the
irregularities are described by a power law power
spectrum. This utilizes the coordinates of the radio
ray in the local coordinate system with set values
for the elongation of the irregularities along and
perpendicular to the magnetic field lines. Mikkelsen
et al. assumed that the approximate dividing line
between weak and strong scintillation is -9 dB,
with SI < 9 dB denoting the weak case. For this
case the geometric variation of S4 is given by
S.

z/ Cos if(t ,-b)
Z
40

11

/COMPARISON

In order to validate the Narssarssuaq and (oose

where

Bay equations using an independent set of observations at a higher frequency, a comparison was made
with Millstone Hill observations of Navy Navigation
Series satellites I Wand and Evans. 1975]. This
Millstone Hill data consisted of S4 scintillation
indices, taken in the period 1971 1974 (a period
of medium-high solar flux), at 400 MHz, normalized
to zenith using an assumed three-dimensional power
law spectrum. The data base contained >2000 tracks
(-600 hours of observations). Contour plots of this
data base were generated in local time over a range
of 42--70'N A after partitioning the data into two
seasons (summer and winter, defined between the
equinoxes) and several different Kp levels. A

i ionospheric zenith angle, equal to the angle between
the radio ray and the irregularity layer;
,b propagation angle, equal to the angle between the
radio ray and the magnetic field direction;
4b azimuth of the radio ray in local coordinate system
of z axis along the magnetic field direction and v axis
in the magnetic east-west direction;
f(4, 4) = y('-Y' cos' 4 + sin' o 4 cos2 4(cos' s +
2
+y sin )4- 'sin'o/ h' cos' 4 + (xsin:4l(-y cos2
+

sin'

+)]1/"

z reduced slant range to irregularity layer, equal to
- z, )/z,, where z, is the slant range to
irregularity layer and z, is the slant range to satellite;
a elongation of the irregularities along the magnetic
field lines;
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comparison of the data was restricted to the 60 64'

mentioned in the previous section with irregularity

A range.
For comparison purposes. model dB values were
generated for S, = 120 (to correspond to the medium-high solar flux level of the Wand
and Evans data), for each hour (local time), for
each month, then averaged within the two seasons,
and normalized and converted to S4 (4(X) MHz)
by means of Figure 8. These were then corrected
to overhead zenith using correction factors determined by the method of Mikkelsen et al. 119781

form of otu
5 (elongation along magnetic field
lines) and -y
2 (elongation of irregularity in
'hesc factors were
magnetic east-west direction
approximately 1.5 for Narssars:;uaq and 1.1 for
Goose Bay, lower than the factors (which corrected
only for elevation angle)of 2.5and 1.8, respec,'-.iy.
if the corrections developed by Wand and Evans
were applied to the Narssarssuaq and Goose Bay
intersections. The resulting comparison of the two
data sets is shown in Figures 9 and 10 for the
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The summer diurnal pattern in this Transit IV-A
data is such that for low Kp, the lowest latitude
of the SI .> 60% contour was reached at -. 21-24
LT, while under disturbed magnetic conditions, this
occurs slightly later, -21-03 l.T, in agreement with
the model contours. The winter diurnal pattern for
both quiet and disturbed magnetic conditions shows
the lowest latitudinal extent of the Si 60% contour
to occur -21-24 LT.
Although the data were taken at low elevation
,
the low
angles to an invariant latitude of -69'
frequency observed (54 MHz) and the signal recording techniques produced limiting so that the
scintillation indices obtained from the Transit set
could not be used quantitatively. It would appear
as if the analytical formulas presented are valid
to the latitude of 64' as shown by both the ATS
3 and the Transit IV-A data The Wand and Evans
observations indicate a different maximum for win,
ter for latitudes above 640 in no way invalidating
the formulas presented.

4.5. Under quiet
disturbed magnetic case, K
magnetic conditions, K - 2, the trends are very
similar, with lower S 4 values for both sets of data.
For the summer data at both K = 2 and K =
4.5 the formulas predict somewhat higher local
midnight values than the Wand and Evans data
-h, w. The comparison of winter observations shows
agre, mcnt within less than a factor of 2 in the
region below 64', the latitude of the Narssarssuaq
intersection The contours of Wand and Evans
depic t a winter maximum at -14-16 LT at their
lowet ob,.crvational latitudes. i.e., in the auroial
.
zone between 65 and 690 Confining our comparison
to latitudes below these, their winter (September
February) can he compared to the data base collected at Nar;sarssuaq by refering to Figure 3 of paper
,
I the Narssaissuaq contours In that figure for 64'
the b oad maximum of acloity is between 16 and
03 1. V in September and in February and between
rnidiaght and 02 I.T in )ecember and January.
I o furtheF pursue the comparison with Wand and
-',an. ;an independent set of measurements of
,t:atll,:ti,,s ot the ';4-MIIz beat(on of the 103)0-km
orbitine satellite Transit IV-A Ithe forerunner of
NNSS) were used. This data has, consists of over
I-nin scintillation vaiuc: ,hserved from
210)
Stgamore Hill in the period trom luiv I1961 to April
196, and has been divided into summer and winter
observations During these years, the average solar
flux was lower than in the years of the Wand and
[vans data. While the Transit measurements suffered from strong scattering at high latitudes, the
form of the diurnal pattern can be easily obtained
from the extensive data base

The concept of this organization of a large data
base over a limited geographic area was to provide
users of scintillation data a means of predicting
what changes in various forcing functions would
do to the diurnal pattern of scintillation activity.
Other models have been developed which attempt
a wider sweep of prediction at high latitudes [Fremouw et al., 19771.
However, it is the opinion of the authors of this
paper that there are too many unknowns at this
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time to do more than codify and simplify the data.
Questions exist as to the configuration of the
irregularities and to the varations of the threedimensional structure, as to the thickness of the
layer of irregularities, and as to irregularities being
in the E and/or the F layer at various stages of

auroral activity. The entire question of the polar
ionospheric irregularities and the effect of magnetic
activity on the level of scintillations in the polar
cap is still open, with only a small amount of data
available.
The data in this paper had limitations. While the
data covered the entire day (a problem for highinclination low-altitude satellite studies except perhaps at polar latitudes), the single-frequency data
and the equipment utilized limited the precise descriptions of large excursions of signal.
The user of the formulas generated should take
the following steps. The dB values calculated must
first be converted into S4 values, since geometrical
corrections use S 4 values. The S4 obtained from
the formula through the conversion may be corrected by the ratio of the ATS 3 correction to the
geometrical problem under consideration. It should
be noted that at certain azimuths at high elevation
angles (toward the north, for example) the values
are lower than those overhead. At low angles of
elevation, even to the north, angle of elevation
effects dominate the equation, dwarfing the propagation angle corrections. The discussions relative
to geophysical parameters have been given in paper

Narssarssuaq

0.2FDII 0.23(I - 0.3FD)
Sl(dB) = 6.4 + 9.2(cos (HL + 2.0 + 0.34Kp) + 0.03 cos (2(HL - 0.6))
..
0 02 cos (, /. t 3.,),,,
3.01)]2
- 002 cos (3(1.1.
FD = cos (DA f 15 6) 4 0.56 cos (2(DA - 22.4))
Goos
Goe Bay
0.2FD)
0,5(1
-1.3 + I.I(I - 0.77f'D)I
SI(dB)
cos(HL + 2.1 - 0.6Kp) + 0.06cos(2(I1L - 2.I))
"'
002 cos (3HL 4 5.2))) 2 ' '' .. "'
99))
I.D = cos (I A + 0.5) + 0.2 cos (2(DA
Sagamore lill
1.2(1 - OIFD)
033 + 0.02( + 0.2FDII
SI(dB)
cos tIHL - 0.4 - 0.15 Kp) + 0.3 cos (2(HL - 0.8))

F)
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Abstract- Initial results of ground and air-borne measurements tif
250
MHz scintillations associated with ionospheric heating in both the over
dense (heater frequency below the critical frequency) and underdense
cases(heater frequency above the critical frequency) by the high-power,
high-frequency transmitter at Platteville, Colorado are discussed. The
ground stations and the geostationary satellites used in the experiment
were so chosen that it was possible to explore the artificial irregularities both within and outside the central heated volume. One ground
station was able to view LES-8 ir a field-aligned direction wtile, at a
second ground station, spaced receiver srntillation measurements were
available using FLFETSATCOM. The instrumented aircraft recorded
both phase and amplitude scintillations and flew missions in the northsouth and east-west directions to define the region of artificial irregularities. The prelitisnary results indicate a prompt excitation of artificial
irregularities in the overdense case causing 2-10 dB scintillatirn at 244249 MHz and a lifetime of theorder of ten minutes. In the uiderdense
case, on the other hand, the response was delayed and effects were osbserved to be on the order of 1-3 dB at 250 MHz, although a unique
event of 10 dB scintillation was recorded along the field-aligned propagaton path. The presence of such scintillations in the underdese case
and their implications for the proposed Solar Power Satellite (SPS) are
indicated in the paper.

lated diffusion scattering (Goldman, 1974). Nevertheless, this range of
irregularity scale sizes having sufficient power spectral intensity can
cause scintillation of radio signals received from radio stars and artifictal satellites. It was demonstrated that VIIF/tlIF signals transmitted
through the artificially heated ionospheric F region do indeed exhibit
scintillations (Rufenach, 1973; Pope aid Fritz, 1974; Bowhill. 1974)
Radio star scintillation measurerients at 26 MHz during ionospheric
modification indicated tie presence of either rapid and random or deep
long-period (-5 minv) fluctuations t order to avoid some of the difficulties of radio star observatiris. Bowhill (1974) performed scintillation
measurements with both geosationary and orbiting satellites and established the field-aligned nature of the irregularities causingVIF and UHF
scintillations, their transverse scale and drift speed. One feature common
to all the above studies was the fact that the heater frequency was below
the plasma frequency of the F region.
In this paper, we describe some preliminary results from a recent
scintillation experiment performed at two ground stations in Wyoming
and by an instrumented aircraft in cijunction with ionospheric heating by the high-power, high-frequency transutter at Platteville. Colorado. The notable feature sf the present experiment. in contrast to the
previous ones, was the operation of the heating transmitter at a frequency not only below the critical frequency siftire ionosphere (overdense heating) but above the critical frequency (underdense heating) as
well. Although, fadiigs of signals have been reported earlier during
underdense heating by obliquely reflected radio waves (Novozhilov and
Savel'yev, 1978), the results presented in this paper indicate, for the first
time, that underdense heating may cause intensity Iluctuations of signals
received fromnsatellites. Any transionospheric propagation effects associated with underdense heating has possible inplications for the proposed Solar Power Satellite (SPS)system (Basu and Baso, 1980).

Introduction
It has been established that high-power HF transmitters operating
ata frequency below the maximum ionospheric plasma frequency can
produce significant enhancement of the electron gas temperature near
the altitude of HF reflection (Gordon etat.. 1971; Utlaut aird Cohen.
1971; for recent comprehensive reviews see Carlson and Duncan, 197 7
and Fejer, 1979). It was also pointed out that if the power density of
the incident HF radio waves is suffidently intense (- 10-100 pwm 2).
the parametric instabilities may occur in the ionospheric plasma (Perkins
et a., 1974; DuBois and Goldman, 1972). The prediction was expertmentally confirmed at Arecibo (Carlson et al , 1972) and itwas demonstrated that short wavelength I1cm-10m) electron waves are driven
unstable by thedecay instability
The long wavelength (-I kin) field-aligned irregularities giving rise
to artificial spread F (Utlaut et a., 1970; Utlaut and Violette, 1972,
Wright, 1973) could not. however, be explained in terms of the above
instability process. The causative mechanism for the generation of long
wavelength irregularities remained obscure for quite a whde and is now
attributed so either a thermal self-focusing mechanism (Perkinsaand
Valeo, 1974; Thome and Perkins, 1974) or the alternative mechanisms
of stimulated tikltlouin scattering (Cragin and Fejer, 1974) and stimu-

During the period of irhservations between March 7.14, 1980, the
Platteville heating transmitter was put into CW. as well as, pulsed operationat frequencies varying between 5.2 and 9.9 Mtlz with a maximum
transmitter power it 15 MW. Ordinary mode heating was used throughout the periid of the experiment. A maximum power density of 60
- 2
Awm
at 300 km was attained at a frequency of 9.9 MHz. A full
description of the transmtter and antenna systems may be obtained in
Utlaut esaL..(1970) and Carroll etaL..(I974).
Figure I shows the extent of the central heated region at 300 km
altitude above Platteville as limited by the half-power beam circle at
10 MHz (beam width: I 1.* at 10 MHz). The intersections of the altitude of 300 km with the ray paths from the Douglas station (42.57N,

This paper is not subject to U.S. copyright. Published in 1980 by the American Geophysical Union.

satellites as well as from the Carpenter station (40.87°N, 104.18*W) to
LFS-R are shown.

Experimental Details

105.37*W) to ATS-3 and FLEETSATCOM I (abbreviated as FLTSAT)
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fIgure 6 AFAL sriraft obstervations of amplitude sintillatrons using

LFS-8 in March 14. 19t0 during overdenseflop panel) and uridtrdense
fbvottomi panel) case, of heating. For cinerdense case,the transittier was
in CW ruperatini with power of I SMW a! S 2 MHz between 0530-0S45
UTt he critical frequency wasS,5 MHz at 0523 UT and 53 MHz at
0%44QUT For underdese case.the transmitter was ini CW operation with
power of 1 5 MWN
at 52 MHz between 0030O-0645 U ErThe critical fre.
qtuency was 4 e.Mliz at 0640 UT
between the theoretipresent experiment Thus there isgood agreemvent
cal prediction and observations in ,egard iv ciseirregularity amplitude,
fire aircaft observations letecti coinsiderable scintillation effects
(in marry heatinig cycles, a it could positron itself to have the ray paths
intersect the healed volume By flying E-W and N-Slegs,the aircraft
nwsauremetsts indicate the extent of irtificial irregulanitres to be ahout
70 kmnF-W and t00 ksmN S In the top panel of Figure 6 weshow afot
casetofscinnillatiuri with peak-to-peak fluctuation of 7 dBiandfading
period% oif about II) secsduring anoverdense heating cycle on Match
at 0547 trr (heater frequency =5 2 Mlii And critical fre.
14, 11090O
quency varv-tng betwen 5,5and 5 3 MHLe)During this period, the aircraft mradean L-W ..ut between 104'50'W aind113*S6'W ana 42'N
latitude and then retraced its path encountering the deep fades with
Periods - S secat 0547 UT at 42v01'N and 104*37'W. Similar fadesof
2 dli magnitude were observed at both Carpenter and Douglas. In the
bottom panel of Figure 6. we show the aircraft detecting 1-2 ill fades
with periods -10 secduring antunderdense heating cycle between 06300ts45 UT (heater frequency .- 5.2 MHz and critical frequency = 4.8
Mhlz) on March 14 1980. Duirinig this period, the aircraft flew a N-S
'N to 43001 'N) maintaining a longitude of 104*31'W
latiude leg i4151
cycle, no effect was seenat Carpnter as the geomnetr
During tius sause
.as -cr unlvrul 'cf. Figure 1) while I dB fluctuation with periods
20 ecnis
iutuened at Dougias
To sriunnarce, we havedemonstrated for the first timnethat HF.
dowen iiaiiity *n the underdiense ionosphere can give rise to obiservable sirnlilation effects at 250 M-z.Perkins and Goldman (1980) have
recentiy hvti that there cmits. a finite possibility of the generation of
self fo, usinp instability hy the microwave power beam of the SPSand
have preultie-d irregilar .Iensity fluctations ro be two orders of nsagnirudegresttr hap tue HF case,considered in this paper. As a costse
quence. rise weak effects of 3dB ampl:ude fluctuations corresponding
to phase .Ievitun of 10' rmt at 250 MHz (Basu et it., 1976) reported
here. may ujidouubtdly magnlify even at the much higher frequency of
opeu .,a envisaged for theSF5. Further, in the presence of cascading
of trre,;ulantv scale sizes, piopagaition over a bsroad frequency range
may he affected. In view of the present results and current instability
theories, the need fat further work on HF-heating effects on the under.
dense ionosphere cannot be overemphasized. Obviously, any reilisic
SPSenvironmsental assessment will require operation of HF heaters at
several higher frequencies to teat the scaling law proposed by Perkins
and Goidniaa 41990).
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Variability of ionospheric time delay in the
Mediterranean region
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AbPtLat.

Faraday rotation measurements of VHF radio waves from the SIRIO
satellite have been used to determine statistics of variability of ionospheric time delay in the Mediterranean region for the current solar maximum
period. Results show standard deviations of up to 25 percent, or up to sixteen timaesten tc the sixteenth power electrons per square meter column.
During daytime periods the distribution of errors about the monthly average
time delay is nearly Gaussian. Modern satellite ranging systems which require correction for the effects of the time delay of the earth's ionosphere
need continued high accuracy ionospheric time delay data which is available
from the Faraday rotation of VHF radio waves on the SIRIO satellite.

10,

1. INTRODUCTION

1O.1

Modern satellite ranging systems, navigation
and satellite radars, and satellites used for
precise time transfer, may require a knowledge of
the time delay of the earth's ionosphere to
attain the desired system accuracy. The retardation of the modulation of the radio wave Imposed
by the ionosphere is a function of the total number of electrons encountered by the radio wave
on its passage from satellite to user on, or
near, the ground. The amount of time delay caused
by the ionosphere can be expressed as:

o
-

,
o
,0"
0

At40.3 TEC

At
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2

where

000Mec

At is the time delay in seconds
TEC is the Total Electron Content in
2
electrons /meter column
c is 3.0 x 108 meters/econd
f is the frequency of the signal in Hertz
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Fig. 1.

Ionospheric time delay vs system oper-

ating frequency for 4 levels of TEC.

Values of Total Electron Content (TEC) range
2
from 1016 to perhaps 1019 el/
column. Figure I
illustrates the amount of time delay imposed by
the earth's ionosphere on radio waves as a func-

The NAVSTAR/G;iobal Positioning System (GPS) described iy [l
is in e-xample of a two frequency
satellitt, navigation system in which the second
system operating frequency Is used to automati-

tion of frequency for four values of [EC. Note
that time delays of 100 microseconds can be en-

cally correct for the ionospheric first order time
delay.

countered at VHF, and delays of almost a microsecond will
be found at 1.6 (;Hz.
Since the ionosphere is a dispersive medium the
.mount of the time delay is in Inverse function of

Other advanced satellite ranging systems may
not he able to use a two frequency aIutomatlc corri-ttion method and must either use monthly average
lunospheric mcidl values of TEC or may make no

system operating frequency, and this tact can he
used to advantage in systems which require the
precise correction for Ionospheric time delay,

correction at all for the Ionospheric time delay
effects.
it%this paper we will describe the variabi ilty of the iooospheric TEC in the Mediterranean
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region for the current solar maximum period, for
use by satellite systems design engineers at,,!
others who wish to know the magnitudi- of ion
spheric time delay on their system. The current
solar maximum is approx.mately 50Z high,
than an
average solar maximum and Is likely a worst case
solar cycle for qyst,ms engineering planning
purposes.

of April. Standard deviations are more important
during the daytime periods as the greatest absolute values of TEC occur during those hours.
The
greatest percentage standard deviations occur
during the early morning hours of March and April,
but these valtis are relatively unimportant due to
the very Low absolute TEC values during those
hours.
160

2. THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA BASE
Total Electron Content data used in this report
was obtained from measurements of Faraday rotation
of linearly polarized VHF telemetry radio waves
tran:;metted from the SIRIO geostatcenary sat'elthe SIRIO satellite was launched as an 'xli te.
perime, ral advanced concept communications sate.lice by the Italian National Research aLaci.
The me-surements were taken at AtFe'ns, Greece,
)7.07*N lat.. 23.72"F, long., vieving the SIRIO
satellite in a direction of 30.6* elevation,
232.6* azimuth.
The equivalent location
in the io,iosphere which is coiarinauyused in represe-nting trans-tonosphei. propagation data was
taken at a height of 420 kilometers, and was locared at 34.5'N, 18.4"E. Values of measured
Faraday rotation were converted to equivalent ver-
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ticail TEC using the stand. rd method described by
Faraday rotation is a measure of TEC only to an
approximat,_ height of 2000 to 3000 kilometers.
Pbcre is an ,additi-nal small contribution to TEC
due to, electrons above thi height, from a region
-tlled variously Ihe plasmasphere or protonoiih,,,.. Thi' idditi,,ell cotributlion to TEC is
c-steeeatt'dt, he only 10 to 15 percent, -t least
dLrluike thlid.ytim,' period when the absolute values
ol '!E( ar. hiphest.
In this report we have only
used the e,,ntributlon to total time delay due to
tliv" a.lt,, -t
,,
r .
While vales of Faraday polarization rotation
are taken cerntilluously from thle Athens stat ion,60
they are reduced to equivalent ve rtical TEC data
on;y 11 15 eiute intervals. which is adequate
for most ,n,'ieeering purposes. Data for five
months hic- beea compiled and monthly averages and
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.;trristlcil values for these months are represect, d here.
3. RESUL"10
An imneed'ate familiarization with the monthly
vaiabilitv of ionospheric time delay can be ob,'ined by examining the plots shown in Figures 2
.h,~~eh 6. In th,-s. igures diuirl[
curves of
met'
p lhotte'd vrsus time for all days of ejli
nontleh.
Hie
e,.It(r
from d.ey to Jlay about a
,.eii
H y In the.
en
o !- ,
t...
-n t l o y t, .. ..
I ti :
A
I . thari le
s utt. vtlhe , o '11:l: art
high, !; In mid-.l ternaun, .nd art, lowest in thoc
lat, etight hours.
Note .lso, thot the 'eeasonial
hel,h%,ir shoiws heil
t v j*1ei i litM itch, with lowIllsilus
T,, l
eL 5.:le-s eeccear ring. inlhne.
'riletd
ilt Figures 2 thli-igh fi t,
e reiiitative
1-t 1ll the
s1:
Ofe
f a sleet
.
ilnne year, and
can be taken by eystms design ,ngiti'ers as tylpl('al hehavior ol ionoqpheric time de l.i for the
Mid(lt ralealn rg ion lot tii;
solar maximum period
19,'P-79. lorr-spondlng values of 'E( during a
so. it minimum period would be approximately onethi r! to on-quirter -is high as those illustrated
he'r. .
In Figuri, 7 tie pircen.igc standird deviation
of individual rE(; daily ,alu-s Iris the hourly
mie v.li,, ier the f iv - e.enths 1. plotted. An
cii .alsii be ee'n ir
it t
monthly TEC data overplots ,,hown in Figures 2 $) the standard dleliation
of the daytime data I greatest during the month
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Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.
Fig. 4.

Monthly overplot of TEC vs UT at Athens,
Greece for December, 1978.
Same 's Fig. 2 for March. 1979.
Same as Fig. 2 for April. 1979.
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activity during March. There was an extended
period of relatively quiet magnetic conditions
during the April 6 through 20 period, followed by
generally very disturbed conditions from 21 April

1
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A THENS

through the end of the month. The greatest
changes in TEC from monthly average behavior gen-

TFC

0

erally occur during magnetically disturbed
periods, but the difference in magnetic activity

* 60

between the months of March and April was not
great enough to account for the large difference
in standard deviation observed in the TEC hourly

S60-

40--.
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daytime value5 for these two months.

ly explanation for these observed differences in
deviation is that the normal seasonal
changes from winter-like to sImmer-like TEC diurnal behavior occur during the month of April.

2standard

~

')4

T.
Fig. 5.
Fig. 6.

Monthly overplot of TEC vs UT as Athens,
Greece for June, 1979.
Same as Fig. 5 for September, 1979.
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Those seasonal changes, along with magnetic acti-

vity. are likely responsible for the observed
greater standard deviations in TEC during April.
Another important measure of the daily difference from monthly average TEC values is the distribution of the differences. The standard deviatiun applies to a normal, or Gaussian, distribution of differences from monthly mean values,
but just how close to a Gaussian shape are these
differences? In Figure 9 the distribution of the

OtvtATION
TECPErRCNTAGE STANDARD
aT ENS

so.

difference from mea..
1000 to 1400 UT time
month of March 1979.
is a Gaussian

MNNeuN ,s
. 1figure

TEC hourly values for the
interval is plotted for the
Also plotted in the same
curve with a standard
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Percer. standard deviation of TEC vs UT
'-ths indicated for Athens, Greece.
for

During the daytime hours the percent standard
deviation from monthly average values is highest
during the month of April 1979 and lowest during
In Figure 8
the preceding month of March 1979.
we have plotted the Ap daily Index of planetary
magnetic activity for those two months and w, I Iud
that there were several periods ot magnetic

jiz

a

.,1O
',
1.
Distribution of differences from mean
hourly TEC values for Athens, Greece,
UT. Dashed curve
-1000O
March, 199
is a gaussIan curve of standard deviation
9.0.
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Fig. 9.
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Statistics of monthly TEC behavior for Athens, Greece for the indicated months.
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deviation of 9 TEC units.
It can be seen that
the observed distribution Is approximately
Gaussian, with perhaps more actual values on the
negative side thin a Caussita curve.
Figure 10
shows the differences from mean TEC for tht- month
of April 1979.
In this month the actual values
depart more significantly from Gaussian shape.
both for large negative differences and for
smaller positive differences. In general. the
distribution of day-to-day differences of TEC
from monthly average values is nearly Gaussian,
or at least can be assumed to be, for most systems
engineering study purposes.
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Fig. 10.

Distribution of differences from mean
values of TEC taken at 15 min intervals
for Athens, Greece, April, 1979, 10001400 UT. Dashed curve is a gaussian
curve of standard deviation 15.0.

In addition to the measures of monthly mean
cent or in absolute value of TEC units, it is
also important to know the extreme limits of the
data.
In Table 1 are presented the complete statistics of monthly TEC behavior for the five
months typical of the various seasonal changes in
the Mediterranean region during solar maximum
ionospheric conditions. Presented in Table 1 are
hourly values for the mean, standard deviation.
percentage standard deviation, minimum and maximum values for each hour and the upper and lower
quartiles and deciles. Finally, for each hour of
the statistics, the count of number of values is
given.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The effects of the time delay of the earth's
ionosphere may be important for precise satellite
ranging systems. For the Mediterranean region for
solar maximum conditions we have presented statIstics for the behavior of the ionospheric TEC.
which Is proportional to time delay. The deviations from monthly mean conditions are approximately 15 to 25 percent during the daytime periods
when absolute values of time delay are largest.
The distribution'of differences from monthly mean
values is approximately Gaussian. The availability of linearly polarized VFF telemetry signals
from the Italian SIRIO satellite has made these
measurements possible, and continued transmissions
from the SIRIO satellite are necessary if more
data Is to be gathered on the downward side of the
solar cycle.
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